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Sunday school at the usual
tarian church next Sunday,
pastor, "Upward

f the

rsalist

will speak

or

Sunday
"Prepared-

next
on

Irterpretation of Passing
unday school will meet at
tings of the Men’s Forum
mued for the

season,

Congregational church
; next Sunday, Morning worm.. with sermon by Rev. S. H.
■maston. The Lord’s Supper
preaching service. Sunday
the

at

The prayer meeting this,
ing will be at the home of Mrs.
Miller street. Delegates to

\

Junior League will meet

The
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ip.
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gospel

a

service with

a

f-made Christians." Thursday,
prayer meeting and at
The Epworth
ationers class.
,ve a social triday evening. The

regular

j

eht.

i!

meet

it

and all

Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
are urged to attend.

at

meeting of the Unitarian
Monday at 2 p. m. and the
n-it tees and officers were electrnrnittee, Wm. B. Swan, chairPitcher, Charles W. Frederiarish

eld

:?
:
ii

Dinsmore,

ic

Horace E. McDon-

rise, Elmer A. Sherman, James
li Howes; property committee,

[,

E. McDonald, Jas. H. Howes;
Lee, Charles W. Frederick. Mrs.
Mrs. B H. Conant, Miss Charrn. Miss Maude Ej Barker, Robentertainment committee, Fred
Howes, Thomas B. Dinsmore;
li.

lu-.

In,

k

Melvina V.

Parker; clerk, Wil-

anniversary of the great

fth

an especially happy annivermembers of the Universalist
marked the wiping out of the
n the rebuilding of the church
was destroyed in the swift flames
-able April afternoon. Burnt
the subject of Rev. Ashley A.
•i; and a big and deeply grateful
a
him, when he had finished
n a match to the various mortveh slowly crumbled into ashes,
s free—and in five short years—
Prior to
tre of indebtedness!
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significant report by
chairman of the standing

re was a

V,

to the effect that the cost
and equipment was $45,000;
iHis debt, $2500; running ex"J; note owed prior to the fire,
of $68,000
There was $12,000
that, in round numbers, $56,000
live years by the parishioners
No better record, surely, was
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cases ot

sickness
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l.urch, through its minister, will
anyone desiring such service,
not connected with the church.
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At

Sunday morning, preaching ser‘The infallible physician who

|. stakes
and ever cures." Comvice and reception of new members
sermon.
Bible school convenes at
visitors cordially welcomed. Young
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<*eting

6.30, to which all young in
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The

ill

preach at the Northport Baptist
at 2.30 p. m. This, Thurs1
g the prayer meeting in the vestry
ck; topic, “Gettting ready for the
urn”—reading the 25th chapter of
Friday evening at 7.30 in the vesH. H. class will give a sociable and
1 • nt.
At which time Mr. Pandorus
nison will be linked in matrimon-
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Sunday

Hepzibah Lamentation Spindle,
f ( abbageville. Candy will be on
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the evening.
Admission ten
A (.men’s Mission Circle will meet

day with Mrs. J. Wilbor RichardH port avenue, at 7 30
p. m. Sub14 art and one
way.”
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PERSONALS.
in Belfast

Wednesday

i

v'1/

McAllister of Burnham was the
-Wednesday of her mother, MrB. F. A,
>>phen B. Larrabee, who has been
ical treatment in New York foi
has returned home.

j

j

1

now

on the

cluding rugs, for its sales department. She
was a member of Mystic
Grange, P, of ii.,
Belmont.
December 2, 1888, she married Mr.
Farrow and their home has been in Belmont.
She is survived by her husband and one sister,
Mrs Eliza T. Harmon of Brewer.
The funeral
tooK place at her late home
Tuesday at 2 p.
m., Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Universalist
cnurch officiating. There was an abundance
of beautiful flowers of which the deceased was
unusually fond: a wreath from her husband,

pillow from Mrs. Harmon and Mr. Nelson; set
piece from Mr. and Mrs. Hartson harrow; set
piece and bouquet from Mrs. H. M. Thuriow
rence in Portland May 9tn, 10th
and family; Bet piece from Mystic Grange;
e chosen at this time.
bouquets, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Sleeper, Mrs.
ust church next buna \y mornLouise Royal, Miss Ida S. Burgess, Mr. and
on
will
bee B. Sellers
preach
'! Mrs. F. A. Marriner, Mr. Giles G. Abbott and
t 2 30 services will be held in

!„

tcf

her own.

church

Sunday morning
S. H. Sargent of Thomaspulpit next Sunday,

v.

as

sang in the choir, bhe had been an interested
member of the Woman’s Club trom its organization, and had brought her handiwork, in-

Bangor Theologiof the Nortn

pulpit

the

hurch

treated

were

last

of the

.pied

Boys^who

U. S. S, Nebraska, regards
her as a mother, had frequently visited her
since enlisting in the navy, and came from
Boston to attend the funeral. In her
eariy
iite sne attended the Universalist church and
One,

tion.
i.

child of her own, but had
boys from the Boston

a

number of

a

School for

Urav-

nad

never

taken

rd*ard Cuimoad, who has been in town
Kuest of her sister. Mrs. Chas
Monday for Portland for a short
'jr’‘
returning to her home in Hillsboro,
^'tthfleid Advertiser.

family,

Mrs

F, Fahy,
L. Gray.

Rose

Bicknell, Mrs. H.

Mr. and Mrs. A. E.

Ex-Judge Wayland I£nowlton died Thursday
noon, April 27th,at his home.No. 27 Cedar street,
week’s illness with organic heart trouble. Hehad been ill the past winter and in failing health for some time. He was born in Liberty
a son of the late Joseph W. and Julia
(Davis)
Knowlton. He studied law with his father and
was admitted to the Waldo County Bar in
April 1879, came to Belfast soon after and had
after

a

practiced law most of that time, having
office at the time of his death in the Hills
block on Phoenix Row. He was a fine penman, having taken a course in writing in the
liangor Commercial college and also took a
course in stenography in Calais.
For a short
time he engaged in newspaper work as a local
reporter on the Progressive Age in 1894 5, and
as editor of the Patriot, a weekly paper published by the Patriot Publishing Co., which
made its appearance in January 1896. it advocated the Populist cause but had a brief existence. In October, 1870r he married Miss
since
an

Linda N.
three

Wentworth, who

children—Marshall

survives

him with

O. Knowlton, Mrs.

Bertha M, Robbins and Miss idella D Knowlton, all of Belfast. He is also survived by one
brother Frederick Knowlton of Bradford, Ontario, and one sister, Miss Placentia Knowlton,
who makes her home with Belfast relatives.
He was a devoted and indulgent husband and
father and was always cheerful and pleasant
with his friends and associates.
He united
with the Baptist church in Liberty when 17
years of age and joined the Belfast
church when he moved here.
He
several years

tax

for

collector for the city,

He

appointed Judge

was

Baptist
was

of the

Municipal

court

in

1911, and served a four years term which
expired in July 1915, The funeral took place
at his late home Saturday, at 2 p. m Rev. J.
Wilbor Richardson officiating.
The members
of the Waldo County Bar attended in a body
and the bearers were Messrs. George E. White,
George W, Miller, Alton K. Braley ind Charles

Twombly.

H.

Berry of

Ellis L.

Skowh egan retired to his

about noon last Saturday, and after making careful arrangements got into bed and
covered himself up, then taking a revolver in
his right hand and a mirror in his left, committed suicide.
Mr, Berry was a veteran of
the Civil War, 73 years old. He had resided
at No. 5 Oak street, Skowhegan, with his
daughter, Mrs. Warren Larrabee, for the past
five months. He was somewhat demented and
had declared he would kill himself. It is said
room

bought the revolver April
born in Troy, Me., but came

to

from

widower.

he

body

Burnham.
was

taken to

He

was

a

5th.

He

was

Skowhegan
The

Troy Monday for burial.

Mrs. Elizabeth (Merrill) Sprague, widow of
Silas F, Sprague, died April 25th at her home
in Pittsfield. She had been gradually failing
in health for several weeks. She is survived

by

a

daughter, Mrs.

dom and

Flora M.

Hustu

of

Free-

son, Fred D. Sprague. The funeral
services were held from the home Thursday
a

afternoon, Rev. N. R. Pearson officiating.
terment was in the village cenetery.

In-

Venie M.f wife of Charles T. El well, died at
home in Northport April 28th, aged 68
years, 9 months and 1j days. She was a native of Northport, a daughter of David and
Sophrona Terrill Dnnkwater. The funeral
was held Sunday at 2 p. m„ Rev. Arthur E.
Wilson of the Belfast Unitarian church officiating.
her

TRANSFERS

IN

REAL

ESTATE.

The following transfers of real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending May 3, 1916:

Joseph H. Say ward, Thorndike, to A. W.
Lowe, Fairfield; land and buildings in Thorn\
dike,
Nicholas Walton, Thorndike, to Floyd E,
I Winship, do;.land and buildings in Jackson.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Charles N. Taylor, Wellesley, Mass., to
d
dewing Masons left Monday noon foi George C. Fletcher, Stockton Springs; land and
p
buildings in Stockton Springs.
attend the meetings of the Granc
,
1
Emma B. Walton, Belfast, to Henry M.
Webber, representing Phoenix
l,r
Llnwocd W. Thompson, representing Staples, do; land and buildings in Belfast.
\ott <“'^ahe
Walter F. Sayward, Haverhill, Mass., to A.
lodge; Morris L. Slugg, repre*
I*,,
( or*nthiai)
Royal Arch chapter; Alien W. Lowe, Fairfield; land and buildings in
41 d
•‘•‘Presenting King Solomon council Thorndike.
A ABlair, representing Palestine
Howard W. Wallace, Winterport, to Louise
^ni8htB Templar, James H S.
{Wg
Cuddy, Winterport; land and buildings in
^r*
T-ibbey joined then

tfUrJ\

i^'

Winterport.

MAY 4, 1916.

the Opera
Thursday
Wednesday
House, Clara Kimball Young in Camille.
The Dr. G. C. Kilgore house, with its well
kept grounds,looks fine in a new coat of white
at

and

Next

Opera

me

to correct

the

House is to close.

further from
Clifford.

my

rumor

The

that Belfast

thing

Edward Evans, Register of Deeds for Waldo
county, has facilitated the work of the office
by use of the loose leaf record books from
Loring, Short & Harmon, Portland.

The big feature to be shown this,
Thursday
atternoon and evening at the Colonial, will b«
Thou Shalt Not Covet,” featuring Tyrone
Power and Kathlyn Williams. This story wae
written by James Oliver Curwood.

paint.
Allow

NUMBER 18

Next Monday and Tuesday the great serial
picture, “The Goddess,” featuring Eane Williams and Anita Stewart, will start at the Colonial theater. Don’t miss the first episode.

News of Belfast.

The

Marianna Thuriow. wife of Hiram P. farThe regular
meeting of the City Governrow of
Belmont, died suddenly April 2yth at ment was held Monday evening,
May 1st.
10 p. m. She had been ill for several years
ayor William K. Keene
presiding,
with diabetes, and while realizing her condipersonalIN BOARD of
aldermen.
j
tion was brave and cheerful to the last and
Fijitoriais.-Texas in 1857 8.
The roll of accounts was
approved and orscences of Western Travels..
waB dressed and at the table
Saturday at the J dered paid, as follows:
,cal Points. To Boom Aroostook
hour.
She was born in Belfast, the
supper
^ aldo County Pomona Grange.
Contingent. .* ,7.
The Supreme Judicial daugnter of the late Samuel G. and Anne W.
Highway.
, .;als.
High school..
News of The Granges...To I (Hutchinson) Thuriow, and was educated in
School
Bells..The
.Wedding
Belfast
the city schools, completing the High school
transportation.
044 7fl
Brown tail moth account.
.East Belfast..
19 on
‘hnsoo Genealogy.
course.
She had a bright mind and a reten- Street
of Brooke.
lights.
CBt News
! tive
was fond of fancy work and had
memory,
Belfast.
288
j-Be News of
several paintings to her credit—one of which, Free library.
Fair With the Farm. .DoughSchool
contingent.69
01
Oldest
a
rose
pink
: and Dried Apples..The
study, hangs in tne Woman’s Club Free teat books and supplies,....
233 59
‘t in the World. .Literary NewB room. For many years her father, who came School repairs and insurance118
93
Notes. .Sonsof Maine. .Wedding
.p
to
from Calais, had a tailor shop on
«
j the Belfast
Hells
corner of Main and Beaver streets.
He Fire department.
in i?
.,vthing to Carry Maine” but they |
..
Deaths. .Maine was appointed postmaster July 28, 1865, and
City building.
i8
,.n't do it .Recent
Half a Tear j held the office until
team...
;„r Home Seekere...Ball
lffi 55
1878, when he was suc- City
Police
Schedules.
Base
department.£69 36
Without News..
ceeded by Capt. Andrew D. Bean. While her
General school purposes.. .V......
136 67
Springe.. .The father was
searsport...Stockton
postmaster Marianna was in the Miscellsneous....66 00
Current-BornPrice
Belfast
money order department and also assisted in
Died.
Married.
ToU1.
86
distributing. The Thuriow home was the
The petition of the Waldo Trust Co. and
brick house on Congress street now owned by
others
to have the curbing in front of
I he Lhurcnes.
Charles E. Knowlton. She was a frequent
Masonic Temple and the Knowlton block on
guest in the summer home on Seven Hundred
High
serwill
attend
of
DP.,
street
reset
at
a
tuncil.
proper height and a new
Acre island of the Ames family and
recently
the
Universalat
.ay morning
returned from a visit with them in Boston. walk laid, or the present one re-covered, was

I

lli:
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BELFAST, MAINE, THURSDAY,

was never

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., voted at
its last meeting to hold their meetings on
Tuesdays of each week until after Memorial
The big feature at the Opera House tonight
is Clara Kimball Young in Lola. Friday and
Saturday the many friends of Mary Fuller will
greet her in Lottie Blair Parker’s famous book
play, “Under Southern Skiea.

Fairfield Journal.

Mrs. Adella M. Limeburner has returned
from a few weeks’ visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Fred E. Smyth in Boston.

Horatio H. Carter and Carrol A.
Thompson,
Belfast’s first letter carriers, have completed
23 years in the service.
They cover about 15
miles every day, and have travelled about
105,000 miles, or more than four times the distance around the globe.

At 7.30 Friday evening,
May 5, the H. U
Class of the Baptist Sunday School will
giv«
an entertainment and social in the
vestry. A1
this time Mr. Hercules Pondarus Samson and
Miss Hephzibah Lamentation Spindle will b<
united in marriage. Everybody come to the
wedding. Admission 10 cts. Home-made candy
will be on sale.

Day.

Herman H. Coombs went to Skowhegai;
Monday on business.
George Patterson passed the week-end with
his family in town, from his difties in Belfast.

Through mistake it was announced from the
Baptist, pulpit last Sunday that next Sunday
would be “Mother’s Day.” The celebration and
observance will occur on Sunday, May 14th,''
instead of next Sunday, when the music and
Bermon will be appropriate to the occasion.

The next meeting of the Reading
Department of the Woman’s Club will be
Friday
evening. May 12th, instead of Tuesday as usual. Mrs. George R. Williamson will read an
original story “The Old Covered Bridge.”

mind. Resp. Yours, W. J.

PERSONAL.

1

Miss Isabel M. Robbins, teacher in the LawMass., schools, is the gue*t of her
cousin, Miss Carrie E. Gilmore.*

rence,

Mrs. I. H. Harmon of Brewer arrived Monthe death of her sister,
Mrs. Hiiam P. Farrow of Belmont.

day, called here by

Automobile parties who came to this
city
from Bangor the past week, en route to Cam-

Mrs. Clara E.,Batchelder returned to RockSaturday after a few days’ visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Stephen S. L. Shute.

den,

were obliged to
ship their cars by boat to
Camden to get around the section of the road
from Little River to Brown’s Corner in East
Northport, which has been almost impassable
for teams as well as cars. This will be made a
section of State road this season.

The Boy Scouts, will have a special meeting
in the city building to-morrow, Friday, evening
Advertised Letters, The following letteri
at 7 o’clock, when Rev, Arthur E. Wilson will
remained uncalled for in the Belfast poetofficc
give an illustrated talk on birds The flag for the week ending May 2nd: Ladies—Mrs,
South Belfast. A regular meeting of The
signals of the Scouts will be given bv Kenneth I Addie M. Busch, Miss Jay Hanley, Mrs. E. E, Ladies Aid
Society of West Northport was
Colcord and Rudolph Lassens.
Proctor, Miss Florence Robbins, Miss F. E pleasantly entertained at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Bowker, who have Robbins. Gentlemen—A. E. Lawrence, Ferrie Mabel Beach
‘Tuesday afternoon, April 25th.
been occupying the H. A. Carter house 26 W. Leonard, Mr. B. W. McClintic, Crawford The ladies were
busy during the afternoon
granted in concurrence.
to
the
Cross
moved
last
High street,
Saturday
Young.
sewing patch work. Date pie and fancy
The petition of Orrin J.
house
for
on
tenement
the
vacated
the use
Miller street, in
Dickey
cookies were served by the
The Woman’s Club room, which had been
hostess_Mrs.
of the police court room for the
meetings of that day by Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Peters, who closed for several weeks for renovation and M. I, Stevens of Northport spent a few days in
the Boy Scouts was granted in concurrence.
moved to the Perry house, 19 Cedar street.
repairs, was reopened May 1st. The ceiling the city last week, the guest of her son Dr. C.
Alderman Wescott and councilmen
Hayes
William Avery, superintendent of one of has been whitened, the walls painted a light H. Stevens-Mr. Geo. Curtis made a business
and Kimball were made a special cornu.ittee to
the Lawrence factories in North Lubec for brown and the woodwork white.
New Dutch I triP t0 Brooks, May 1st... .Miss Arline Wadlin
unite with a committee from the Board ot the
past ten years, has severed his connection ! curtains, white with a Japanese design in old of the city was a week-end guest of her parTrade in drafting resolutions to be sent to one with
that firm and is in Stockton Springs, | blue, have been hung at the windows to match ent, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Wadlin, in Northport.
of our Senators asking for an
appropriation where he will be the superintendent of a large the tablecloths and runners. Mrs. John O.
North Belfast. Services will be held in
for dredging Belfast Harbor. The Board of
canning factory to be erected by a corporation BlacK is in charge of the lunch department the church during the next six months,
j
begin.
Trade committee consists of Robert F. Dun- headed
by Eilward M. Lawrence of Portland.
and has the regular summer menus, including
ning Sunday, May 7th. Miss F. S. Walxley, who
ton, Orrin J. Dickey and Morris L. Slugg.
ice
cream
The Senior dance in Odd Fellows hall last
every day. She is now ready for
j labored with us last summer, has been secured
The petition of William A. Clark and others
for this season and will enter upon her work
Friday evening was well attended and a social parties or luncheon orders.
pledging the amounts opposite their names, in 1
success.
The hall was decorated with school
under very favorable conditions. The hours
The Board of Trade is making an active
money or work, for repairs on Water stree
colors in streamers and class pennants, and canvas for new members
through their com of meeting Sunday will be 10.30 and 7.30. All
providing the city furnishes a like amount
McKeen’s orchestra fnrnished the music.
and among those who recently joined
people in this vicinity are invited and urged
was granted, the work to be done under the
j Misses Marguerite Coombs, Gladys Michaels mittees,
to attend these services.
are the following residents of the city: Messrs.
They will be helpdirection of the supervisor of highways.
and Louise Innes presided over the punch Charles S. Bickford, Frank E.
ttramhall, Roscoe ful and interesting.... Mrs. E. C. Gay, who
The petition of the Belfast Band for $100 j
bowl.
Arey, Ervin Cross, Harry W. Clark, Ralph L j passed the winter in Chelsea, Mass., arrived
for eight public concerts was granted in conhome April 25th_Mrs. A. B. Pitcher, who
John E. Wright, who had been in partner- Cooper, Charles R. Coombs, H. H. Coombs, j
currence.
! has been in San Diego, Cal., the greater
Araos Clement,W, J. Dorman, J.R.Dunton, R. F.
part
The petition of the Leonard & Barrows Ath- ship for several years with his father, C. L.
Bert L. Davis, Wilson Ellis, B. D. I of the winter, arrived home W'ednesday....
\ letic Association for equal rights in the use of Wright, recently formed a new partnership j Dunton,
Miss
Millie
who
the
winter
in
Mitchell,
spent
the base ball grounds on Congress street was with A. B. Wyllie in the general plumbing and ! Field, O. E. Frost, Clarence E. Frost, a. P
Florida, is in the city at the present writing
1 Goodhue, Eton B. Gilchrest, C. B. Holmes, W.
and
business
the
in
the
in
concurrence.
heating
opened
shop
granted
! a^d will return to her home here next week,
City Marshal George W. Frisbee reported 2 Opera House block on Beaver street, May 1st H. Hall, Ralph H. Howes, A. C. Hopkins, Maine,
....Wellington Roberts has bought the Ryder
|
Mr.
{fills.
not
decided
arrests for intoxication and 16 nights’ lodging
on
Wright, senior, has
fully
place and will move his family there this
Clean-Up Week, At a preliminary meeting j
furnished during April. Report accepted in his future business.
week.
in furtherance of the observance of the Municoncurrence.
Arbor Day. Gov. Curtis has designated
and paint-up week, May 14 20'
cipal
clean-up
coara or Aldermen.
Friday, May 12th, as Arbor Day and says in
PERSONAL.
Stephen S. L. Shute, chief of the fire depart- his proclamation: “I recommend and urge held April 27th in the city building, representatives
were
Board
of
from
the
Trade,
present
ment, reported five calls for April. There that this day be observed
Miss Maude E. Barker returned Wednesday
by the people of the
were three
chimney fires without damage: State by the planting of trees, shrubs and the Woman's Club, the churches, the schools, from a visit with Bangor relatives,
the
W. C. T. U., the Daughters of Veterans,
April 7th, David Cressey house on Bay View vines for the adornment of public and private
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Nichols returned Tuesstreet; April 15th, H. H. Carter house on grounds, places and ways, and by such other the Sons of Veterans and their Auxiliary, and
day from Boston, where they spent several
the Hospital Club. The Improvement Society
Hell street; April 15th, M. F. Hurd house at efforts and
undertakings as shall be in harweeks.
Head of Tide.
April 24th the Chenery stables mony with the general character and signif- w as represented at a previous meeting. It ie
orMiss Ava Whitney, who spent the winter in
to
ask
for
financial
from
planned
support
on the Fair grounds owned by G. F. Slipp were
icance of a day so established.”
ganized societies instead of the general pub- Florida, is the guest of her mother, Mrs. Thos.
burned. Total loss; cause unknown; value
Poor’s Mills. The drama, “Valley Farm,” lic. The advertising matter will be sent oul Gannon, Cedar street.
$5,000, insured for $2,000. Chief Shute rewill be given by the Morrill Dramatic Club from Boston by the New England Campaigc
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Putnam returned Tuesthat
the
cannot
be
deengine
gasoline
ported
6th. Admission 15 Committee.'
day from a visit with their daughter, Mrs. T.
pended on, and recommended obtaining a suit- Saturday evening, May
cents. A baked bean supper will be served_
A. Mitchell, in Roslindale, Mass.
able pumping engine and 500 feet of new Mr. and
A Mayday Breakfast, miss Anne M. KitMrs. Francis Bunker from Howard,
These recommendations were left with
hose.
Rollin Morgan arrived last Tuesday from
and Mrs, Colby A. Raekliff gave a Maytridge
R. I., arrived last Tuesday morning to spend
the committee on fire department and Chief
breakfast at Dreamlea May 1st, at 10.3C
Burlington, Vt., and will spend several weeks
the summer with their daughter, Mrs. Rich- day
i Shute.
a. m.
Covers were laid for 18. The color with his sister, Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, High
ard Merriam-Miss Georgie Daggett celeThe contract for sprinkling the city streets
street,
scheme was red and white, carnation pinks in
brated
her
8th
29th
enterbirthday April
by
was awarded to Bernes O.
Norton, who did
these colors forming the place cards. Tbt
Charles A. Ludwick of this city, who is emof
her
little friends. Candy, a
taining several
the work satisfactorily last year.
menu included grape fruit cocktail, stuffec
ployed in Breoklin, was in the city Monday,
cake and ice cream were served_
The report of Edward Sibley tax collector birthday
baked potatoes, bacon, cucumbers, hot rolls
called here by the death his mother, Mrs. SumF. T. Wentworth has begun carriage painting.
for 1916 was accepted, and was as follows:
doughnuts, cheese and coffee. Auction at ner Ludwick of Palermo.
Wilson of Westboro, Mass., is
-Miss
Edith
Total commitment. .$98,817 98
three tables was played from 11 to 1 p. m
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens went to Portland
18 60 spending a few days with her parents, Mr. and
Interest on deposits.
Mrs. Maine Hills won the first prize, ar
last Saturday for a visit of several weeks an j
Mrs. M. O. Wilson.
Bernes
and
Mrs.
flower
Grand total.$98,836 58
bowl,
Egyptian pottery
will be ihe guest of her sister, Mrs. George
Unitarian Party. The Unitarian parish O Norton the second, a bud vase of the same
Disposed of as follows:
|
Reynolds, Eastern Promenade.
in
Memorial Hall, Wednesday evening
Paid city treas.$90,200 00 party
The guests were Mrs. Charles E. Owen
ware.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher are at their cotDiscount. 2,024 95 April 26th, under the auspices of the young, Mrs.
Leroy W. Stroui, Mrs. Charles W. JenAbatement. 3,407 25
tage at The Battery for the season. Mr. and
of the society, was a most.enjoyable
Mrs. B. O. Norton, Mrs. Clarence W
people
nys,
Water Bill. 1,800 00
Mrs. John R. Dunton were at their Battery
affair.
Miss Belle Keating and Miss Hazel j Proctor, Mrs, Maine Hills, Mrs. Virgil L. Hall
Tax deeds.
508 00
cottage last Saturday and will go down soon
Doak did the soliciting and had the general j Mrs. Harry L, Kilgore, Mrs. Clarence E. Read
Total.$97,940 20 management, assisted by the other young peo- Mrs. Thomas HJ, Bowker, Mrs, N. H. Small for the season.
Cash on hand.
57 64
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Kotman arrived
and members of the Junior Alliance, who Mrs. Leroy A. Webber, Misses Isabel and Erne*
Balance uncollected.
838 74 ple
from New York last Friday and are at the
assisted in serving, etc. Supper was served roy Ginn, Amy E. Stoddard, Bertha A. Wiley
Windsor Hotel until they open their summer
896 38 at 6 o’clock,the menu consisting of cold chicken, Katherine E. Brier and E. Frances Abbott,
!
home, The Anchorage, on the North Shore,
clams, hot rolls, relishes, cane, cream pie and
The
New
The Girl He Couldn't Buy.
Grand total.„$98,8i56 58
Nortbport. They came by auto from New
coffee. After supper the cnildren of the SunYork World of March 28, 1916 said: ‘‘Sumnei J
The following orders were read and passed
day school played games and had a general Nichols strong melodrama,"The Girl He Could- j York to Boston ana took j.the boat there for
in concurrence:
good time and before the dancing began Ar- n’t Buy,” the attraction at the Lexingtor Belfast, shipping their car.
That the Mayor draw his order for $100,pay- thur N. Johnson
sang several solos McKeen’s I Theatre for this
week, was heartily greetec
able to the treasurer of the Belfast Yacht orchestra furnished music for the
THE WAR NEWS.
dancing.
last night by an enthusiastic audience,when il
club and charge the same to the contingent
the
at
local
first
The Country Doctor. The Athletic Assoits
made
playappearance
fund.
The British army under General Townsend,
'lhe play tells the story of a younj
ciation of the Belfast -High school is rehearshouse.
That the mayor draw his orders for $30 each,
which has been shut up in ifiit el Amara in
who loses her home and fortune througl
under the direction of Mrs. S. A. Parker
ing,
girl
to
assessors
W.
H.
J.
F. Shelpayable
Bray,
Mespotamia since early in December, has surthe four-act drama, “The County Doctor,” by the faithlessness of her father’s partner. Sht
don, and Carleton Doak for labor in making
renderee to the Turks, after destroying all
to go out in the world and earr
Arthur
in
the
and
it
will
be
is
Colo,
Tubbs,
given
compelled
poll tax assessments and charge same to the
arms and munitions.
They were starved out,
at
nial Theater Wednesday evening, May 17th, as
own living.
After
her
many
disheartening
contingent fund.
with relief expeditions near at hand.
a benefit
the association.
The cast is tempts she finally secures a position in a deto
That the mayor draw his order for $3.02,payFighting has continued around Verdun, all
as
follows:
Thomas Britton, M. D., the partment store. After much hardship ant
abie to A. Scott Gray and charge same to tiie
German attacks have been repulsed, and the
village doctor, Byron M. Salter; Howard self-denial the play rounds up in a romantic
fire department appropriation.
French have now taken the offensive and in
in love with
Dolly, William F. love affair. "The Girl He Couldn’t Buy” ringt
That the mayor draw his order for $2, pay- Wayne,
three days captured more than a mile of Gerthe sheriff, Howtrue and gets across.” This great play and
able to Frank E. Clark, and charge the same to Pendleton; Squire Ferguson,
man trenches.
ard E. Wilson; Sam Birch, proprietor of the i splendid company will be seen at the Colonia
the contingent fund.
All the leaders of the Irish rebels in Dublin
Archie Robinson; Zebediah Bunn,
Prices
35 and 5< |
on Thursday, May 11th.
hotel,
25,
village
That all poll taxes for 1916 must be paid on
have surrendered to the British military forces.
who just hangs around, Arlo L. Redman; Eri, cents. This is not a moving picture.
or before May 15, 1916.
The British House of Commons has agreed
that’s all,Theodore R. Bramhall; Ben Shaw,the
That the mayor draw his order for $100, payClose of the Sewing School. The Sew inf
upon a bill providing for immediate general
able to W. M. Thayer for the Belfast b. nd and stage driver, Sturgis Dexter; Agnes Gilbert, School, held in the Peirce school on Saturday
compulsion for men of military age. Since
shadowed by fate, Lillian Knowlton; Dolly
also $100 for Thomas H. Marshall ft it for
afternoons during the winter under the direc
hostilities began the British Empire has had
the doctor’s sister, Lillian Dexter; SuMemorial Day and charge the same to the con- Britton,
tion of Mrs. Charles M. Craig, Secretary of th<
five million men in the army and navy,
san Pinner, his housekeeper,
Marian Waterfund.
j tingent
As to Mexico, Carranza insists on the imAssociated Charities, closed last Saturday witl
man; Mrs. Birch, Sam’s wife, Edna Curtis; Anmediate withdrawal of our troops, but it has
a picnic lunch provided by the church societies
That all disbursements by the Supt. of
na Belle Umstead, with aspirations, Doris Clif*mn
liftla
rrit-la more
nreuent
Mrs
been decided at Washington to keep them in
schools from the charity fund be through a ford.
Mexico a while longer.
Ban Hazeltine bad charge of the refreshments
requisition upon the chairman of the OverA Farewell Luncheon. Rev, Haraden S. and was assisted by Mrs. James H. Howes
seers of the Poor.
Pearl having resigned the pastorate of the Mrs. W. A. Hall and Mrs. C. L. Wright. Th«
That Edward Sibley be required to give a
PRIMARY PAPERS.
school has had an average attendance of 3;
bond of $25 000, the same to cover his respon- North Congregational church to engage in
The
with
th<
those
who
assisted
following
primary nomination papers
business in Bangor with his father in the firm children. Among
sibility as collector and city treasurer.
were filed last week at the office of the secreThat the city auditor require all bills for of Pearl & Dennett, the local clergyman and sewing were MrB. Charles A. Pilsbury, Mrs. J
of
State.
tary
G. Aborn, Mrs. C. L. Wright, Mrs. Way land A
Arthur W. Leonard of Morrill, Democratic
the support of paupers to be presented in their wives tendered Mr. and Mrs. Pearl a farecandidate for register of probate of Waldo
M. Pierson, Mrs. Horao
&
Greer
Mrs.
restaurwell
luncheon
at
the
Jellison
Eugene
Hall,
before
listed
for
duplicate
payment, and forcounty.
ward same to Ralph Hay ford, who is responsi- ant April 27th at 1.80 p. m. Covers were laid Chenery, Masses Louise Hazeltine and Glady
Joseph S. Mullin of Lincolnville, Democratic
for ten at the small tables in the Dutch room,
Marshall. The cutters were Mrs. Ben Hazel
ble for the payment of same.
for State senator from Waldo county.
I candidate
the menu including tomato bisque, chicken tine, Mrs. James S. Harriman and Miss Hannal
Percy S. Edgecomb of Belfast, Democratic
In Joint Convention.
hot rolls, relishes, ice cream, cake and Cook. About 40 garments suitable for wearin] | candidate for sheriff of W'aldo county.*
All bids received for work on the highway salad,
Samuel H. Lord of Belfast, Democratic cancoffee. Rev. Arthur A. Blair, the dean of the were made by the children and were given t<
at the approach to Little River bridge were
didate for county commissioner of
Waldo
local clergy, presided at the post prandial ex- them. All made sewing bags, and those wh<
and
it
was
voted
the
county.
work be done
rejected,
which followed the luncheon, and first preferred were allowed to make doll’s clothes
Arthur Ritchie of Belfast, Republican candiunder the direction of the superintendent of ercises
called upon Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, who had The beginners were taught to sew patchwork j date for county attorney of Waldo county.
highway s.
I A. L. Young of Lincolnville, Socialist candiThe Boy Burglars. Leslie and John Dodg<
All bids for sewer construction were left had some experience in the insurance busifor Mate senator from Waldo county,
j date
to
brother
Prince E. Luce of Brooks, Progressive candithe
a
few
17
and
the
latter
ness,
1J j
give
departing
of Clinton, the former
with the sewer committee, with power to act.
date for the House of Representatives,
I
on
the
he
was
about
to
work
undertake.
points
years of age, who were arrested at Winnecool
in Board of Municipal Officers.
j Donald R. Heal of Line jlnville, Socialist canThen Mr. Sellers, as the only parent present
April 26th by Deputy Sheriff Wilmont C. Gra: didate for the House of Representatives.
The petitions of the Penobscot Bay Electric
with experience in training a small child, was and
were taken befon
Ruel S. Ward of Unity, Democratic candidate
Belfast,
to
brought
and
of
R, T. Newell for building a
Company,
for the House of Representatives from the
asked to give a little advice in case it might be the Municipal court that afternoon chargee
Weir on the Passagassawaukeag river at Cityclass district comprised of the towns of Burnneeded by and by in the brother’s new home. with
larceny, April 19th, of a rifle, a pair o: ham, Troy, Unity, Thorndike, Knox, Freedom
point, are printed in our advertising columns.
Mr. Richardson was left to his own devices, shoes and a suit of clothes, the property o:
and Montvilie.
Adjourned.
E. L. Sprague of Islesboro, Democratic candiand he spoke of the pleasant relations with
Guy F. Stevens of Unity. Leslie had beet date
for the House of Representatives from
the local clergymen in the few months he had
working on the place and his brother came the class districts comprised of the towns of
Mrs. Burleigh Dangerously 111.
known them and expressed the hope that the there to see him and they departed,
taking the Islesboro, Stockton Springs, Prospect, FrankWashington, May 2. (Special to the Port- departing friends would be happy in their new missing articles with them.
According t< fort and Winterport.
H. C. Buzzeil of Belfast Republican candiland Express-Advertiser.) Mrs. Edwin C. Bur- environments. The ladies present also joined their
came to East Belfast to visit
story
they
dite for representative.
leigh, wife of the Maine Senator, is danger- in the expressions of good will and best wishes. their
and
while
there
grandfather
22nd,
April
and
is not expected to recover. Senaously ill
a characteristic
A Great American Fleet.
decided to go on a tramp, and in Northporl
tor Burleigh is at her bedside and the family Mr. Pearl at the close made
has been summoned from Maine.
Mrs. Bur- reply to their kindly sentime'-ts and expressed broke into a cottage owned by Otis Drinkwa*
With the completion of the steamers Ara
serious
suffered
collapse yesterday and his regret at leaving Belfast and his associates water and Anna Harkness and took from
leigh
the borean and Artisan for the American-Hawaiian
has not rallied.
and friends here. The affair was very incottage a shot gun. a rifle and a coat and vest Line this year that fleet now numbers 29
an aggregate tonnage of 195.632,
formal.
Those present were Rev. and Mrs. A.
No warrant was issued as to this act, as the steamers.with
Four Hundred Paving Cutters Out.
all of which have been built in the 20th century.
A. Blair, Rev. and Mrs. A. E. Wilson, Rev. and
property was all recovered, the boys admitting These two vessels are siBter ships.each being 405
Rockland. Me, May 1. Four hundred pav- Mrs. H. B. Sellers and Rev. and Mrs. J. Wilbor their
guilt. In the Unity matter they were by54 by 32$ feet.Their carrying capacity is 8,800
ing cutters, representing virtually all of their Richardson, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl were to have
tons each and speed 10£ knots. They are the
sentenced to 60 days in the county jail, and
craft employed in several quarries in the
first vessels of this line to have machinery
left
last
noon
for
but
were
Bangor,
Saturday
towns of St. George and Vinalhaven, quit
Lesli e was committed, but the mittimus wa£
placed aft, as they were primarily designed to
work today pending settlement of demands detained by the illness of Mrs. Pearl. Since
as to John, who had been influenced
suspended
carry lumber. Of this entire fleet 18 vessels
for increased wages. Manufacturers said the
the parsonage they have been the
are now in the South American trade, three
leaving
his
older
brother.
Mr.
Statens
by
recovered
quarries would have to close entirely, throweach in the trans-Atlantic and
trans-Pacific
of Mrs. Horace Chenery at Crosby his
ing out 40o other workers, unless an early set- guests
property and took John back to Unity t< and two are running to the Hawaiian Islands.—
Place.
I tlement was reached.
work for him.
The Marine Journal.

land last

Mrs. Percy Henley of Boston, who had been
the guest for several days of Mrs. Arthur E*
Wilson, left last Friday to visit in Bangor.
Miss Wilda Vose returned to Norwood,
Mass, Saturday, after spending the Easter
vacation at her home on Northport avenue,
Charles H. Crosby returned last Friday from
Camden, where he was called to attend the
funeral of his brother-in-law, A. J. Q. Knowlton.

Mr. and* Mrs. Biadbury F. Cushing, who
a very successful winter in Hotel
Greene,
Pasadena, talif., left for Belfast Monday.

had

j

They

will visit in

Chicago

and New

York

ett

route.

Jerry E. Hayes and bride arrived home
Wednesday evening, April 26th, after a short
wedding trip. They were married in New
York Easter Sunday.

|

Mrs. Jan

C. Durham arrived home April
sojouin in Texas, having left San Antonio soon after the HazeltineCahill wedding which she attended.
26th from

a

es

two months

Frank P. Wilson, Esq., of New Y’ork visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Wilson, last

|

Friday

and

from

business

Saturday. He recently returned
trip to the Pacific coast.
Aliss Edith C. Wilson, teacher of the Commercial department of the Westbcro, Mass
High school, arrived last Saturday for a short
visit with her sister, Miss Amy L. Wilson.
Dr. and Mrs. Euger.e D. Tapley returned
last Saturday from New York, where Dr. Tapley took a special course in hospital practice
and Mrs, Tapley devoted several weeks to art
study.

j
j

a

Wilmer J. Dorman returned Saturday
few days’visit with Mr. Dorman, who

Mrs.
from

a

is at the Sisters

rapidly

from

citis and minor

hospital in Waterville, gaining
operation for appendi-

recent

a

troubles.

Rev. William Vaughan left Monday for a
short visit in New York. On his return he
will be accompanied by Mrs. Effie V. Knox,
who will spend the summer at her bungalow
the

on

Vaugban

farm.

Mauritz Nelson, chief boatswain’s mate of
the U. S. S. S. Nebraska, now at the Charleston Navy yard, arrived Monday, called here
by the death of Mrs. Hiram P. Farrow of
Belmont, with whom he lived several years as
a

boy.

Googins returned to her home
Bucksport last Saturday from the Paine
hospital, Bangor, where 6he underwent a very
Mrs. H. Rufus

in

operation
glad to

serious

friends

are

several

weeks

know that

Her

ago.

she is improving

rapidly.
Mr. and Mrs. J.

Robert Emery returned

Bucksport last week from
tives in Arlington, Mass.

a

to

visit witn rela-

Their son,

iiervey

R. Emery, who is attending Columbia Graver
sity, spent the Easter recess with them in Arlington.

Carl H. Lamson, who spent the winter
husband in the West Indies, Centra'
and South America, has returned to Belfast
and is with her mother, Mrs. Franklin WaterMr. Lamson will come later, when they
man.
Mrs.

with her

will occupy their

bungalow

off

Congress

street.

Chas. W\ and Mrs. Augusta S. Frederick
and Miss Mary Owen, who have been in St
Augustine, Fla., lor some time, will leave this
week for home. They will spend several days
in Jacksonville, a day in North Carolina, and
than come to Washington, D. C., for their
usual spring visit.
Mr.

:

Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Robinson of Islesboro
and Mr. and Mrs, Herbert H. Pratt and Miss
Alice Pratt of Searsport.who have been at Fort
Pierce, Florida, for the winter, returned as far
toward home as Portland April 26th, where

they will remain for a week or more visiting
They report a very successful sea-

relatives.

in Florida.

son

W. F. Schoppe had as her guests at a
delightful five-course Easter luncheon Saturday, Misses Miewald, Cooley, Letsel, Z:ebartn
Mrs.

1

Walker. The table was exceptionally
pretty in its yellow and white decorations
The centerpiece was a bouquet of jonquils surrounded by little Easter chickens and bunnies,
and the place cards were hidden in li tie EasThe girls enjoyed a social hour
ter bonnets.
after the luncheon.—Bozeman, Montana, pa-

and

per.

Charles E. Bicknell received painful injuries
to his hip April 25th at Ash Point, when a colt
which he was driving made a sudden jump
just as Mr. Bicknell was stepping from the
He managed to keep in the wagon,
wagon.
grasp the reins and get the colt under control,,
but was suifering considerable pain and was
He was brought to
unable to walk or sit up.
his home and doctors called. It was found
that no bones were broken, hut a severe strain
had resulted and he will be confined to the
house for a week or so.—Rockland Opinion.

I

Society department

The

of

the

Detroit

(Mich.) Saturday Night of April 29th has

a

very fine naif-tone of Miss Margaret Olive
White, and this personal item: “Miss Margaret

Olive White, whose home is in Miami. Florida,
is in the city, the guest of her aunt, Mrs. John
Marshall Hinchman
Next week Miss White
will spend with Mrs. Frank A. Osburn. Mrs

j

Osburn gave a luncheon Thursday in honor of
Miss White, entertaining 12 guests. The decwere in yellow and white.
Mr. and
Hamilton Dey will give a theater part}

orations
Mrs.

Saturday evening

for Miss White."

Thomas A. Foster, son of Dr. B. B. Foster
of Portland, will sail May 15th from New
Dr.

1

York with the Harvard unit for Paris and will
be

located

for six

months

“somewhere in

Young Foster was graduated from
i Dartmouth in 1910, and from Harvard Medical
France."

1

school in 1914.

For the past two years he has
Hartford, Ct., hospital and will
finish his course there the day before sailing.
been

In

in

the

the “unit" which goes

May

15th

are

20

doctors under Dr. Hugh Cabot, the eminent
Boston

tpecialist,

and also 50

nurses.

Of the

latter, Miss Marian Hamblen, superintendent
of the Waldo County hospital of this city, is
one.
She resigned a few weeks ago to accept
the appointment. The service is
for six
months.

This is

Miss Hamblen’s second

ser-

vice, ^he having passed three months last year
in France in the Red Cross work. Dr. Foster
has been

a frequent visitor to Belfast since
childhood, the guest of his aunt, Mrs. William
H. Quimby, Court street. He is a brother of
Herbert B. Foster of the Old Corner Drug

store.

The

Republican Journal

but

inviting. But it was all we had and
filtered it as best we could to make
our coffee.
Our camp was under a tree
where many had camped before, and the
ground was so trodden that there was at
least two inches of dust. To complete
we
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Advertising Terms.
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Though it is one of the oldest parts of
Canada and itB coast has been settled for
two hundred years. Nova Scotia today is
one of the least-known and visited
regions of the great Dominion. Its interior
is still dense forest, railways and roads
are few and far between, and there are
practically no industries.
The above paragraph is from an intronote to an article in

the

About

look for the
name METRO
in front of

May

!

discovery
gold there in 1860, and from
the mines millions of dollars have since
been taken. The Province then had an

a

dier

of

g|

Texas in 1857-8.

armed with lances, bows and arrows,
and others had rifles. Lieut. Hood’s men

in.

fought

on

horseback, using their six
firing their rifles, which

shooters after

farming lands unfor fertility, produc-

had no time to reload. In such close

they

quarters
ed a

were

they

that

Indian snatch-

an

rifle from the saddle of

one

of the

Some nine or ten
and

a

large

Indians were
number wounded.

Hood lost one man, killed, anto have been

tion.

Uncle Sam’s soldiers stowed comforta-

other

missing, supposed

There was a time—it was long ago—
when Nova Scotia was not known to

bly away on top of the baggage and
equipment. Their duty was to
guard at night and to prevent the
bly taking away of a stout iron

camp
stand

killed,

and two wounded beside himself.

forci-

right

no

railroads

or

desirable accommodations for visitors.
Fred S. Cozzins in his "Month Among
the

Bluenoses,” published serially in the
Knickerbocker Magazine and later in

book form, was the first to call attention
to the scenic and other attractions of
this little Province, which now welcomes

almost level

Mexicans

a

morning alter
fine road before us,over

We passed

prairie.

More

baking power with less fuel.
This result is attained by the
Magee Special Flue System

some

the way with their covered
carts, the senoritas sitting inside smoking
their cigarettes, while the men walked
on

them

urging

are

on

with

yoked by
horns with

the

the tongue of
We stopped at a lit-

and to which

mules, and
kept on for a mile or more and
camped on the open prairie, where there
was grazing for the animals.
The next morning we drove into Fort
Duncan, in time for breakfast. This
fort is on the Rio Grande river, the
boundary line between Texas and Mexico. On the opposite bank of the river
tle mud hole and watered the

Cornwallis valley—

and when it had

started the next

breakfast with
an

to

Gives

=

then

is the

tourists,

We

beseeching in pitefight him—for,said
fought, and pace troub-

some one

the cart is lashed.

mules drove up to the army headquar- men.
Annapolis valley, famous
the world over for its apples, and where ters, and close behind was a covered killed
cherries and plums also grow to perfec- wagon drawn by six mules, with five of Lieut.

valley

tones

greenhide,

San Antonio, August, 1857. It seems
that I am destined to be ever on the
equalled elsewhere
tor I had been here but a week
ing heavy crops year after year without move,
the use of fertilizer. Opening from this when the ambulance with its four sleek
from

the counter in

on

long whips. The oxen
lashing a stick behind

'the scene of “Evangeline”—“The
dykes
that the hands of the farmers had raised
with labor incessant, shut out the turbu-

tides”

sitting

beside their teams

this country north of Mason and Dixon’s
line, and as far west as Omaha, that has

lent

you want to pay

One sol-

much in evidence.

seen

was

he, "I listed to
les me moind.”

product of which was
shipped to Sheffield, England, to be used
n
making fine cutlery; grindstone and
slate quarries, coal mines, the finest of
clay for making pottery and bricks; valuable fisheries, timber lands, granite and
freestone; and there is hardly a city in

the

An arrow

sharp crack of the whip from

our

the

brisk

mules

started

into

a

the little Mexican town of

is

Negros,

a

hundred

is

more

Near by,
Eagle Pass, a

little huts.

side,

or

on

Piedras

of miserable

HI
HI

equal

an

distribution of heat under all six

boiling

holes and around five sides of the

making

every part of the

oven

the

l00

oven

bake evenly.
wh

g
g
j=§
3

Quick

Magee Damper places the
fire under perfect control, giving you a hot baking
oven in a few minutes, or checking
your fire so
that it hardly burns your fuel.

g

response to the

let

vii
as

the American

settlement made

up of camp followers, rum shops and
gambling places. Fruit was abundant

1

“It’s

a

pleasure to bake with a Magee Range”
tb
P<

passed completely through his
five cents a dozen, all
pinning it to the bridle rein. here—peaches
varieties of melons, twelve cents each,
The party suffered severely from want
At dinner I partook of
of water, having to go twelve miles for it grapes, figs, etc.

chest

that lay in the bottom of the ambulance
and contained money for the payment of
the troops at the frontier posts.
No sooner were we seated then with

just the price

little stream

the sutler's store and
ous

the

In

a

We were detained here all day by the
breaking down of our wagon, and it being pay day the soldiers were having a
merry time, and black eyes and bloody

time.

good

crossed

and the commanding officer had
had two stone houses completed.

ever,

just

It's the

guarantee

we

want at

dust.

and the roofs were thatched with grass.
were roomy and comfortable, how-

noses were

of

freestone.

noon

in just the style you

}

They

theatre.

to say that nowhere else on the face of
the globe was there territory of the same
extent possessing the natural resources
of Nova Scotia.
That was before the

buildings of Nova Scotia

Range

the

by a rickety bridge and entered Fort
Clark, and found it rather a dreary looklooking place. The officers’ quarters
were built.of logs, plastered with mud,

picture

your

of this portion of Canada. When the
present writer was a very small boy his
father made a tour of Nova Scotia with
a view to business and was often heard

■not one or more

wells near

two artesian

nearly stifled with

eastern coast of Nova Scotia. The editor's note and the article itself are calculated to give a very erroneous impression

mine

complete

a

Magee

Pecos river—one there between four and
five hundred feet deep. We were more
than an hour passing the outfit and were

number of The Wide W’orld Magazine
entitled “The Land of Sleep,” in which
the writer describes a trip, partly
by
coach and partly on foot, along the south-

iron

There is

ed over

gS. World

year: $1.00
months.

ductory

misfortunes the tent had been pitcha colony of ants, which annoyed
us all
night.
The next day we had a hot and dusty
ride. We passed a train of sixty-five
wagons with an escort of twenty-five
cavalry under command of Capt. Pope
on their
way to the Llano E9tado to

our

ana

hand

after the fight.
Near Fort Inge lived
Old

a

driver

Pepper.

He

who crossed the

tro

Fe

was

an

old

one

man

called

of the party

in the first Santa

plains
expedition. Making

a

call

at the

th
et

“kid” for the first time and found it

as

good eating.

tb

We left Fort Duncan the next morning
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Dudley Warner’s “Baddeck and That all was bustle and confusion. All about other day.” “Killed a Mexican! What ing. We saw many of them the next one
grave had been dug open.
Sort of Thing” revealed the beauties of the town were carriages with gaily deco- did you do that for?” “Why, you see I
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[A more detailed account of this first
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Look for the Socony sign in the windows of groceries, hardware and general stores everywhere which carry
Kerosene Oil. It is the sign
of quality and a reliable dealer.

All Kerosene is not alike by any
And the good kind is enough
better to be decidedly worth asking for.

Socony

”

Say Socony (So-GO-ny) to the
grocer’s boy when he comes to take

cession of terraces that give the place tablish the office of Under
Secretary
passed its name, but the spot was undeniably but the highly democratic Democrats
the air grew chilly and one of the most beautiful we had seen in reared up and denounced the scheme as a
f. as:
put on extra wraps and pull- Colorado, as our very successful kodak patterning after the effete monarchies of
views bear witness.
:iwn wiii.lows,
Europe. So, while the job was establishFrom the head of the falls one might ed, the title given to it was that of Counprinting office half way up
take a burro for a trip through the can- sellor. Now the Democrats,have brought
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t i,;
side, where the Pike’s
over the various trails as desired.
in a bill to change the name of the place
yon,
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favorite to Under Secretary.
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the following oil
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differently with

If you want the clearest, hottest
flame with complete freedom from
smoke and odor, you should be careful about what goes into the reservoir of your oil stove.
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world of

outfit, and it seemed to be quite
the thing to mount a burro and be photographed in a picturesque attitude with
the fall as a background. We successfully resisted the temptation and laboriously climbed the stairwoy ladders leading up by the side of the falls to the top
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you realize that your oil cook-
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Nicholson, author of the
A turn in the road brought us into the j
‘‘Port of Missing Men” and other works
heart of the canyon, to the Seven Falls,
of fiction, has been spoken of as assistwhose picturesque beauty was worth
ant secretary of war to succeed Henry
coming far to see. The official photo- Breckenridge. who resigned with Garrigrapher lurked at the foot of the seventh son. Mr. Nicholson’s training in the
fall with a docile little burro or two in
letters commends itself to Mr.
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ground that the Arizonians might be
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The rule in this administration is that
obtainable, was imlooking down upon canyons and falls and
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We should
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rave about it, but the fact remains that
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inter-

down in the bowels of the earth, into a
mine whose owners were evidently mak-

ing more money from personally conducting tourists at a dollar a head, than
from its output of gold. The few large
and prosperous mines in the vicinity
incline. still in
operation were too busy and too

LIe

prosperous to bother with tourists.
The trip down over the Cripple Creek
Short Line, through the gold fieldB and

A

the mountains, was no less interesting
than the trip up had been, yet we were
all glad to reach our hotel after what
had proved a most fatiguing as well a sa
most delightful day.
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Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

C ASTORIA

j

A Farmer’s Wife
is many times obliged to act as nurse
and doctor to some member of the
family. And she usually knows what
to do when the husband complains of
feeling poorly, or the children are
out of sorts.
She believes in simple
remedies, and knows that their timely
use usually keeps away anything serious.
Many a farmer’s wife has learned
to have perfect confidence in “L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine. She finds it good
when a stomach needs strengthening,
a liver regulating, or a severe headThis timeache must be relieved.
tried and reliable remedy does men.
women and children a world of good,
for it keeps the system in order and
has a tonic effect on overworked

stomachs,
Buy

a

or

“L. F." Medicine Co.,

Portland, Me.

Garden

Dirigo Grange, Freedom,

take !

to

of

!

officers found only four present
lecturer, steward, assistant steward and

;

chair.

master’s

The

roll

call

Lies flat

were
acceptably filled. Owing to the lateness of I
the hour, and lack of paraphernalia, con- j
ferring of the fifth degree was omitted.

of

Reports

buy.

resented.

Granges

subordinate

called and four

Granges

There

were

were

well repalso visitors from
were

North Waldo and Kennebec Co. Pomona.
The noon recess was then taken, when all

Belfast, Maine.

Best Varieties
in all lines.

dining room to partake
delicious, bountiful dinners
Sunlight Grange is justly fa-

marched to the
of

one

of the

Ask for catalogue.

Reconvened in due time, and Boyden
Bearce, State live stock sanitary com-

missioner, of Augusta, was introduced,
explained in an interesting and in-

Water Glass
Eggs

ana

structive

A. A. HOWES &
GROCER ES

DRUGS
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EAGLE, Brooklyn, N. Y. City

extra nice address of welcome,
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Silent Partner
WANTED

With $1,000 (lady or gentleman) to extend legitimate,
Inmoney making business.
vestment will return you a large
monthly income which will be
sent to you promptly and regularly every month. Guaranteed
Can withdraw
against loss.
I
investment any time on
remarks were made by Mr. and Mrs. | your
Gorham Hamlin, and Mrs. Miller of Har- short notice.
For particulars
vest Home Grange, Brooks.
A risingvote of thanks was given host Grange address
J. L..
for

courtesies;

also to

foris fine addres

Boyden

Bearce

586 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge, Mass.

s.

TO RID CHILD OP WORMS.
Don’t

the

scold

Often its due to

All of the above information will be listed in ourlnformation Bureau files and also will be printed FREE in The

Directory

an

cordially extended by Mrs. H. W. Boulter
and responded to in a most pleasing manner by Mrs. Annie M. Murch of Dirigo
Grange. The lecturer gave an account
of the State Travelling Libraries, which
can be obtained by any Grange for six
months upon writing to the State Librarian at Augusta. The only expense
is the fee, which is $2.50 for 50 volumes.
The host Grange program consisted of a
song by I. P. Griffies, who responded to
an
encore; rec., Helen Philorick; dialogue, “The Train toMauro”; rec., Ellen
Shibles; song, Herbert Merry; rec..
Bertha Shibles, and an original alphaBrief
betical rhyme by Annie Aborn.

f

Manager....

Brooklyn Eagle’s

and Medicines.

appreciation and pleasure. Singing “The
Grange is Marching On,” was followed

£

Guests Accom

Groceries, Drugs

then called upon for remarks and
responded with a few gracious words of

Y

Distance from Depot.

A.:A.Howes&Co.

was

State.

No. of

live

Sister Bearce

diseases of farm animals.

Name of House.

or r.

diseases of

tion to the symptoms and treatment of
various contagious and infectious

CO.,
MEDICINES

the

the

Now is the time to put them down.
We have the best Water Glass on the market.

|

manner

stock and also went into details in rela-

Cheap

are

Seeds—=

j

All vacancies

treasurer.

===

mous.

FOR SALE
In Belfast, a house, stable, about 3 acres land
and a half interest in a good mill privilege
Would make an attractive summer home. Must
sell on account of sickness. Price $400. Apply
by letter. Address
tf!3
“L”,JOURNAL OFFICE.

of

for which

livers and nerves.

35c bottle at your naarest stora,
write to-day for free .ample.

Worthy Lecturer,

%

Annie B.

—

ma-

inspect these goods.

115 High Street,

every

journey.
railway up the side of
a lesser
mountain, which,
MOO feet above sea level,
big strike, a scant 8,000 are left, and
pigmy in comparison with there seems
little inducement for those
neighbor. The ascent was
8,000 to remain much longer.
sleeper than that of the
The “Abe Lincoln” mine trip presenton Mt.
Lowe, and we were ed little attraction for
me, and together
it, so after the train had
see

l’'ine

■

rose in
Houlton, April 26. At a meeting
some
of the mines 1 held under auspices of the Chamber of
direction,
in the Court House, Tuesday
Commerce
were in oneration. but bv far the irreater
evening. President Todd of the Bangor
them
had
been
of
abandoned,
majority
& Aroostook R. R. outlined a proposed
and were mute testimonials of the great exploitation, by his road of Aroostook
county, for its development along indusgold strike of a few years past.
trial and agricultural lines, suggesting a
We reached Cripple Creek about noon,
for bringing in manufacturand succeeded in finding a restaurant, propaganda
ing industries and the colonization of unwhere a palatable dinner was served, developed lands in Aroostook county, this
albeit the street was blockaded by small development movement to be made at
the
of the railroad company, and
beys trying to sell us choice specimens to beexpense
put before other sections of New
of gold and other ore, as well as tickets
England by H. G. Wright, who has been
of admission to a “real” gold mine. especially engaged for this work.
Mr. Todd was accompanied by General
Cripple Creek is surely a “has-been”
Agent Snow, who with Mr. Wright and
town, as the long rows of deserted other
representatives of the B. & A. R.
houses and stores indicated.
From a; R. are to cover the entire
county on this
population of 40,000 in the days of the development proposition.

1

ter

The

Farm ^

who then invited Past Master B. F. Fos-

Mitchell & Trussell,

!

framework of the mine shafts

degree by
Aborn,

the

■

s

|

the

of

without fastening.
You are invited to call and

the

In the absence of both Worthy Master
and Overseer, the meeting was called to
order in due form in the fifth

Rugs, Rug
Covering

a

and mud which made the travel-

snow

very hard indeed the loyal, faithful i
patrons of Waldo county were in attend- j
ance to the number of over one hundred. !

complete line of Congoleum

a

Flower

ling

our

patterns and sizes.
great variety
terial is durable, sanitary and waterproof.

the sehoolhouse.” In defiance of the law
he has refused to issue guns and ammu-

jump

display

of

Borders and Floor

in

T

now on

j

Waldo County Pomona Grange met
with Sunlight Grange, Knox Station,
April 19th, and in spite of the deep slush

of

the

It has taken the new

friendly

a

Waldo county pomona chance.

he Hill bill will go into the
discard for this Congress.

fraction of
In

worth

legislation
approval of Democrats
Republicans alike, outside of Cona

Democrats to

escape

them to

it started.

we

a

a

is

pretty certain indication that there will
be no attempt on the part of the House

of the most

and Mrs. Bowers had

Democrats

possess their souls with patience until
1917. This action of the Senate is a

Cripple Creek Short Line

were

<

f

The little lunch

where

top,

one

which

adopting, it

The Democrats voted it down,
gress.
of course, The dyemakers will have to

highly anticiin side known as the Botof our trip, and next
the Abyss of Desolation, pated portions
found us at the station waiting
a
half after leaving the morning
Dr.
for the morning excursion train.
we were arriving at
the
had been

dyestuffs,

which has

fine band

a

notions

are

An amendment to the sugar bill, offerby Senator Lodge, provided for a tariff

on

Springs.

a

lark it must be to open the
; ring, and to keep it clear

r:

from the head of the falls. The Republican
present souvenir shop was much in nowadays
evidence at the entrance of the canyon ; noting.
and proved to be a very interesting
trail

ever

fretful, nervous child.
Get rid of these by

giving one-half to one lozenge Kickapoo
Worm Killer, a laxative worm candy. Give
only plain nourishing food, lots of out-door
exercise and put to bed early. Watch stools
and continue giving Kickapoo Worm LczengeB
they will positively
at

Fanil for Sale

worms.

remove

the

worms.

26c-

Druggists.

n

xl

>4 Main fctreet,

BELFAST,
TELEPHONE 241.

MAINE.
3ml4

The late
Searsmont

homestead of Aaron B. Ripley, at
About one-half mile from
eighty-five acres, more or
less. About twenty-five acres of tillage land,
about thirty acres of pasture and about thirty
acres of woodland.
Convenient and commodious buildings in good repair.
Never-failing
well of good water. For further particulars
enquire on the premises.
LUCRETIA W. RIPLEY.
Searsmont, Maine, April 6, 1916-4wl5

postoffice.

village.

Contains

MEN WANTED-TO BRING OR MAIL
their Safety Razor Blades to me to be
sharpbetter than new. Single edge, such asGems, 26c. Gillettes, 36c; Durham Duplex
60c. per dozen.^C.'E. Sherman, 72 Main street
Belfast, Me.

ened

THURSDAY

BY

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBUKY.

EXPERT PHARMACIST

Justice John B. Madigan Presiding.
George I. Keatiog.who was appointed auditor in the case of Marian L. Moody vs. Ralph
Hay ford, filed his report Wednesday morning,
April 26th, showing that the plaintiff was overpaid in the deal in question by $90 and judg-

BF.LFAST, THURSDAY. MAY 4, 1916
PUBLISHED EVERY

Supreme Judicial Court.

The

Republican Journal

The

[ Bu^Meager

Gives Advice to People Run Down in
the Spring, or After the Grip, Etc.
The best treatment I know of for
those rnn down or exhausted by the
grip or fevers, and cannot seem to
recover strength, is this:
Get a bottle of that standard bloodpnrifler, Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and a
box (200) Peptiron Pills; take one
teaspoonful Hood’s Sarsaparilla before meals, and two pills after meals.
What are these medicines made of?
Why, I understand the formula for
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is similar to prescriptions that come every day for
blood impurities, scrofula, rheumatism and such complaints, for of
course Hood’s expert chemists know
as much as any of the regular profession about ingredients indicated in
such troubles. And Peptiron Pills are
a new combination of pepsin, iron,
manganese and other blood tonics and
Iron is great to
strength builders.
increase red corpuscles in the blood
and give it health power. Get the
medicines from any druggist.

entered for the defendant. Mrs.
advertising Terms.
For one square, one ; Moody claimed that the defendant bad sold
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week two lots of land in Fort
Payne, Ala in settling
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
her husband’s estate,of which he is the execuI
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
; tor for which she had not received payment.
year; $1.00 for six months: 50 cents for three
C. Edward Britto, Libt, vs. Grace A. Britto,
mouths.
marked for trial, was continued. M. A. JohnAre the dandelions on your lawn get- son; Arthur S. Littlefield,
Lydia H. Harwell and William Farwell, Exrs
ting large enough to dig7—Boston Globe.
vs. W. I. Hunt was entered judgment as of
Not quite, but they’re coining,
mortgage. Buzzell; J. W. Manson.
A western judge has declared from
The City of Belfast vs. The Belfast Water
the bench that Bacon wrote the Shaks- Company was sent to the Law Court on docupeare plays. But there are others who mentary evidence. Robert F. Dunton; Harvey
will claim that Dr. Mary Walker wrote D. Eaton of Waterville.
them, and it is well known that she pants Every case marked for trial at this term was
disposed of.
for fame.
ment

was

|

Col. Roosevelt

The Criminal Docket.
Benson, proprietor of the Com
mercial House,was tried Wednesday afternoon
before a jury with Alton French of Searsmont,

wiser than his fol-

was

George

in Massachusetts when he apthe use of his name in the primary for the election of delegates to the
Republican National convention. The

lowers

E.

I

THE JOHNSON

GENEALOGY.

[Book Review in the D. A, R. Magazine for
May.]
History and Genealogy of one line of
descent from Captain Edward Johnson, together with his English ancestry, 1500-1914.
By Alfred Johnson, 36 Monmouth street,
Brookline, Mass., published at the Stanhope
Press, Boston, 1914.
For the frontispiece of this excellent genealogy of two hundred pages is given a cut
showing the autograph signatures of Capt.
Edward Johnson and eight of his descendants
in direct line to the compiler, Alfred Johnson.
For one interested in tracing character by

from

in

following divorces were decreed at this
te rm,having been entered at a previous term:
Harry Hay Spaulding of Unity. Libt, vs
Helen Beatrice Spaulding, Buffalo, N. Y. Ut-

average opinion
sources at the National capitol on the
data at hand, the trend of public senti-

No

respect than

ment, indications at the primaries, etc.,
makes Justice Hughes a distinct favorite for the Republican presidential nomi

desertion
N or wood.

ter

Ola F. Smith, Belfast, Libt. vs Henry J.
Smith, Damariscotta. Cruel and abusive treatment and non-support; father to pay $2 per
week* for the support of their minor child
Marian Smith. Buzzell; Allen & Willard.
Bessie A. Raynor, Libt. vs Edw. E. Raynor,
Belfast parties. Cruel and abusive treatment
and non-support; care and custody of minor

nation,as shown by the following figures
Starters.

Hughes.
Roosevelt.
Fairbanks.
Burton.

Odds.

Even
3 to 1
5 to 1
8 to 1
ummins
10 to 1
Root. 10 to 1
*tekB. 25 to 1
Borah. 35 to 1
wnox.;. 50 to 1
Sherman..
100 to 1
La Follette.
300 to 1
Ford. 500 to 1
Dupont.1,000 to 1

j

children, Ernest Alfred and George Bernard,
! given to the mother. Ritchie; Buzzell,
Annie D.
Mathews, Northport, Libt. vs
Remis W. Mathews, New York. Cruel and
abusive treatment and non-support; father to
pay $2 per week for the support of their minor

Chicago Herald

The

diction

as

makes this pre
to the first ballot in the con

child, Edna L. Buzzell; O. H. Emery.
Mabel Farwell, Libt. vs Oscar J. Farwell,
T horndike parties. Gross and confirmed habits
of intoxication; libellant to resume her maiden
name Mabel Bessey.
Pattangall; Buzzell.
James O. Clifford, Unity, Libt. vs Minnie
M. Clifford, Houlton. Adultery. G. A. Chapin an; E. P. Marray.

vention:
John W. Weeks of Massachusetts...168
Charles W. Fairbanks of Indiana 126
A. B. Cummins of Iowa...114
L. Y. Sherman of Illinois. .104
T. E. Burton of Ohio.108
Elihu Root of New York. 87
Philander C. Knox of Pennsylvania. 76
T. Coleman Du Pont of Delaware... 50
R. M. La Follette of Wisconsin
34

Colonel Roosevelt and scattering...118
Total.

Washington,

as

a

985
the

figures

The court adjourned at noon Thursday after
session of seven and a half days.

abovi

NEWS

show, gives Roosevelt the second placi
and 9ays that the chances of
or an

can

unknowi 1

outsider for capturing the Republi
The Herald claims to hav<

poor.
excellent

authority

Hughes will
the latest

for

stating

THE

GRANGES.

evening.
1

At

tha

the

meeting

of

Morning Light Grange,

accept the nomination. Sucl

Monroe, on Saturday evening, April 29th, the
3d and 4th degrees were conferred on two can-

political gossip.

didates, and

PARKBLRST NOMINATION PAPERS
Augusta, April 28.

Col. Frederic H. Park

Bangor,,Thursday, filed his primar
Tomination papers as a Republican candidat
ror
Governor in the June primaries. Ther

nurst, of

1

114

.ween

nomination.
In explanation of the failure to file paper }
from his home county, outside of Bangor, Co
Parknur6t states, that having more than 10,0C D
signers on his nomination papers with the pr:
■yilege under the law of filing but 2833 names i
all, Penobscot county papers were omitted i 3
-order that a larger percentage of the nomine

one

application

This

was

for

membership

the last

they presented the following program:
Song, Mr, Hebard; reading, Rev. Mr. Crocker;
duet, Mr. Hebard and Mrs. Haley; recitation,
“Larry O’ Dea”, Maude Nealley; dialogue,
“Don’t Believe all You Hear”; song, Mrs. Haley;
which

>

documents in all with a total of be
<700 and 2800 signatures.
Col
Parkhurst omitted filing nominatio 1
paper from Androscoggin, Aroostook and Cum
berland—the home counties of Mr. Callahar
Mr. Miiliken and Mr. Wheeler, who are als
candidates for the Republican gubernatorif 1

received.

night of the
contest and the hall was very prettily decorated by Captain Mildred Curtis and her assistants with blue and yellow, and a baked-bean
supper was served by them at recess, after
was

were

OF

Honesty Grange, Morrill, gave the drama
‘•Valley Farm” to a full house last Saturday

nomination at this time are exceed

ingly

'S

an

three consecutive years.

for

j

tableau, “Essay on Man”; duet, Mr. and Miss
Crocker; song. Mr. Heb»rd; instrumental music
Mrs. Hebard; tableaux, “When Women Vote,”
“Holding His Own”, and “The Binder”. Captain Floyd Larby then presented his program
as follows:
Song by the choir; original music
by Mrs. Billings; tableau, “The Rising and
Setting of the Sun”; original verses, Susie

the

Gem City

of the

East.

WEDDING BELLS.

this unusual picture-play, left his seat without
for good clothes and their importance to his prosperity.

who

man

ever

saw

,-,

W.
1

But please don’t think that my object in bringing these pictures to town was wholly self;
I still say—that if this picture-play convinced some of the young men, who have been
about their clothes, of the importance of good dress in business—I shall feel satisfied. Lei i
buy the “next best” to Royal Tailored ciothes, if they will—that’s a whole lot better
bungling the clothes problem entirely.

can-l^^Hd*

Wm. Vaughan, Jr., and daughter Ruth
went to Boston last Monday for a few weeks’
visit with her sisters, Mrs. Wm. Russell and
Mrs. James Cooper.
Mrs

Royal

The

MAINE

WINS BALL GAME
TKACK MEET.

AND

_

York

J. E. Ellis

nas ms

mm

nearly completed.

E. A. Carpenter has been quite ill with the

grip
R. Lane is working ,in the hospital at

Will

Bangor.
Harvest Home Grange moved to Crockett’s
last week,

hall

Rev.
severe

from

David Brackett is suffering
cold and is quite ill.

a

her
Mrs. Sarah Fogg of Monroe is visiting
niece, Mrs. Geo. W. Miller.
A. R. Pilley was the first in town this spring
t.o put ice cream on sale.

Several members of Harvest Home Grange
attended Pomona Grange in Knox.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest E. Gould are the proud

9/5 pound boy, born April 8th.
parents
Mrs. Charles Knight and child of Portland
of

a

Wm.
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Colson.
Mrs. E. H, Walker of Belfast visited her

April

parents, Mr. and Mrs, David Brackett,
24th.
Miss

Evelyn Thompson

weeks in

is

spending

O. W. Ripley will go to Portland this week.accompanied by G. E. Sprague, as a representative to attend the Grand Chapter.
The soap club met last Saturday afternoon
with Mrs. Addie Fog^ and all sat down to a
fine lunch. It was a veiy pleasant afternoon.
Mrs. Arthur Gtlraan, who hat been spending

few

Brooks with her mother, Mrs. Annie

third and fourth degrees

And

it

l

Most

the

Up-to-1'..U

»

Glasses

Da
and
-

At Reasonable Prices i

South Montville Boys Sweet Corn club
met at the home of the local leader, C. M.
Howes, last Saturday evening and discussed
the testing of fertilizer and care of the crop,
after which
and

they enjoyed

Chase & Doak. I

apples.

Georgie Young
doing all winter.

-^Optometrists,*
25 Main Street,

of West Searsmont has
She has

scarcely missed a service for the winter, walking to and
from the church over drifted and^snowy roads
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pleased to note that Charles B.
Dickey, manager of the Portland office of the
R. G. Dunn Mercantile Agency, is to make extensive improvements on the farm of the late
Paikman Woodman of this place. C. M. Howes
has been engaged to take charge of remodeling
the

barn, which will be moyed onto

two. He has

apple

to

this

I

Deadly to

use.

rat*
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take up farming in a
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trees and will
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a
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Next year he intends building to and thoroughly remodeling the farmhouse, installing a hot and cold water system,
etc., the water to be supplied by an artesian
well.

more
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but harmless to human beings.
Rats simply dry up. No odor
whatever. Valuable booklet
in each can, "How to De- ^
•troy Rat*." 25c., 50c. and '%■
$1.00. 6-lb. pail. $5.00. ,/2
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Rat* destroy
billion dollar*
worth of food and property every year.
rats and mice and stop jour lots with
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The much mooted question of filling our
churches would be solved next Sunday if
every person would do, and continue to do, as
Mrs.

Lenses Rep! aoJd‘s
«ap<
| Mtt

Ero ken

treat of popcorn

a

her fidelity to the Master’s cause, and that at

born while here.

wills

(without the aid of drugs

The

and several times in

for her and her infant soa,

By Modern Scientific Methods I

been supper.

Mrs. Gwen Blake is keeping house for her
mother, Mrs. E. C. Boody, who is visiting her
daughter in Massachusetts,
guest
caring

£

upon three candidates in the Grange iast week.
Fifty-three were present and enjoyed a baked

Thompson.

Mrs. Alfred Adams of Auburn is the
of her aunt, Mrs. N. R, Cook, who is
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days with Hattie and Etta Gilman, will
leave this week for Spokane, Wash., to join
her husband.
a

been

a
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A careful examinatr
F. L. Ward
last week.
Mr.

and Mrs. Irvin Harris and

were over

C.

business visitor in Bangor

was a

Sunday guests

of

son

Jerome
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Mrs. L.

your
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Mrs. Lydia K. Reed wishes to thank all relatives and friends, who remembered her on her

last
man

trip

to

Palermo

:

E
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optical
business

may

am

you

recent
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today

the cause of
dreadful headaches.

Dow.

birthday,
C. H. Gray made

eyes

move

l!

service.

I do not use droi
drugs in examining

week, and visited Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Killin Gardiner before coming home.

delightfully entertained
Overs” Saturday evening April 29th,
in honor of her guest, Mrs. John Boyd of
Mrs. Walter Brown

eyes.

the “Left
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The

The
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are

church

evening

at

Odd

drying

up

some

the past few

sociable
Fellows hall

held

was

FRANK F. GRAVES

Frankfort.

C. A. Wood of East Orrington spent
day3 in town last week. She was called here by the illness of Mrs. S. S. Wood, who

GRADUATE OPTOMETRI

Mrs.

taken to

last

Thursday

several

recovering
this writing.
is

from

an

attack of

indigestion

at

BElF-ST, MAINE,
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1

O. O. F. Block.

Mrs. Angelia Harriman, Misses Bernice and
STATE OF MAINE
SS.
Aj.i
Gladys Alley and Master Lawrence of Ells- WALDO
Taken this twenty-eighth day <*f
were
on
the south-bound

worth,
train

passengers

Friday night, and

!

have

opened

their

house here.

well

patronadd to the church

was

O. W. Tapley of Ellsworth was here Friday ized and over $8
Brunswick, April 29. After Bradford ha< I
be another sociable in two
to adjust the insurance on the property of fund. There will
been obliged to leave the game in the nintl
weeks.
inning with a broken finger, Maine toaa;
George W. Crocker, recently burned.
scored three runs and won from Bowdoin, 4 t
Mrs. Johnson, who lives with her daughter,
Frank Hartshorn shipped an eighteen pound
White; character song,“The Gypsy's Warning”; 3, in the first State intercollegiate champion
salmon to Bangor last Friday, the first taken Mrs. Laura Palmer, has been dangerously sick
tion papers could be filed from other countiei
ship
game of the season. The game was
Ella Lincoln; tableau, “The Fortunerecitation,
The petitions from Waldo county were as fo
pitchers' battle, in which White had the bette on this side of the river this spring.
with a gathering in her head, but after the
teller”; song, Maude Cooper; recitation, Maude of Driscoll until he weakened in the ninth
lows:
broke she got relief. Her daughter,
sore
Hon. B. F. Colcord of Searsport and 36 other i; Clements; original music, Mrs. Billings; song, gave two men their bases on balls and hi t
Mrs. Blanche Leach of Augusta was here re*
Rosa Hobbs, from New Hampshire, was sumanother.
C. W. Wescott of Belfast and 60 others. W. I
Maude Cooper; reading, F. I. Cronkhite. The
Her daughter. Miss
Rolfe of Brooks and 38 others. Dr. W, L. Wei
Orono, April 29. University of Maine woi cently for a short visit.
moned and will stop a while with her.
Bernice Leach, returned home with her, havof Belfast and 34 others. Hon. J. J. Clemei J judges announced that Captain Mildred Curtis the track meet with Colby today, 83 to 42
Mr. and Mrs. C. M, Conant gave a reception
of Centre Montville and 38 others. Fran k had won by 175 points, her side scoring a total No records were broken, but Charles A. Ric 3 ing been here several weeks.
Mussey of Unity and 76 others. H. E. Ml
April 25th in honor of their daughter Barbara,
of 7186 and Captain Larby's side, 7011. This of Maine won his trial in the 100-yard dash ii
10 seconds flat. Colby secured only two firs
Donald of Belfast and 14 others. Edward ,a
whosa r.-!arrin-*^ tr> Mr. Frank P. Clements
contest has been a very successful one, and places, the
Vose of Freedom and 16 others. Walter t
quarter-mile and discus event*
took place recently. About 60 guests were
The
and
hal
best
in
the
mile
the
contests
were
th*e
efforts
of
the
Cowan of Winterport and 24 others. Edwai i
Grange appreciates fully
between
of
Maine
and
to enjoy a very pleasant afternoon
W.
Bell
mile,
3. Young of Winterport and 40 others.
Roger
present
young leaders who have worked so hard for
It is a grave mistake for mothers to
of Colby. Rice of Maine won th s
socially. Fine music was rendered by the
ueg
the pleasure and profit of the members. The Thompson
three dashes, and Frank A. French of Main*
ami
and
lect
their
aches
suffer
in
pains
was served durState of Trade.
young people, and fruit punch
subject of the next {program will be “Birds”, both hurdles and the broad jump.
silence—this only leads to chronic sickand the question for discussion, “Is an agent
ing the afternoon, and later sandwiches,
ness and often shortens life.
coffee.
Payson Smith Called to Massachusetts,
Activity. Cool weather retards retail a<
olives, assorted cake, ice cream and
of the S. P, C. A. needed in this town”.
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are
The presents included cut glass, linen, silver,
xivity, but good buying demand is eviden t'
from her
feel
*clock
if
chime
or
in
beautiful
of
a
languid,
Wholesale and jobbing trades busy on near!
excitable;
and
you
weary
Smith,
Payson
public
china,
superintendent
also
The Brandels Nomination.
struction for the State of Maine, was nominat
and distant deliveries. Industrial activil y
depressed, you should know that Scott’s father was admired by all. There were
ed April 29th by the Massachusetts board o f
ware dishes and other useful articles
Emulsion overcomes just such conditions.
practically without bounds. Labor restles
granite
The couple receivWashington, April 28. A stormy debate education to succeed Dr. David Snedden. re
Scarcity of skilled and unskilled help. Hig h
It possesses in concentrated form the, too numerous to mention.
over the nomination of Louis D. Brandeis for
signed, as commissioner of education. Th
ed their guests in a very pretty manner. It
prices of commodities complained of. Delh
very elements to invigorate the blood,
the supreme Court broke out in the Senate nomination was to come before Gov. McCa I
one long to be
occasion,
eries backward. Car congestion affects delii
was a very pleasant
strengthen the tissues, nourish the nerves remembered.
Mr. and Mrs. Conant know just
eries of heavy products. Clearings larg Ja late today and before it was over predictions and the council for confirmation yesterda
.*
and
build
were
made
two
members
of
the
strength.
by
Stock markets more bullish. Crop reports i
judiciary and would no doubt be confirmed and Main 3
how to make everyone have a good time in
Scott’s is strengthening thousands ol
their pretty home, and all went home wishing
regular, but better weather in west giv< ig committee, one of them a Democrat, that an will lose an official whose place it will be dif
mothers—and will help you. No alcohol. the newly married couple much happiness and
promise of making up for late season. Whei (t unfavorable report on the appointment would ficult to fill. The term of the Massachusett
follow
when
the
committee
reached
a
vote.
commissioner is five years and the salary $6,601 '•
a long wedded life.
; yield will be short.—Bradstreets, April 29th.
&
Scott & Bownc, Bloomfield. N. J.
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expects to get employment,
Mrs. Lamson has returned to her home after several weeks' stay in Belfast and other
places with relatives.

! A WORD FOR

C

_——————————--------—-birth

The traveling has been worse the past two
weeksthan it had been for several years at this

the year.

Tailors
New

The Monroe High school will give a dance
Friday evening. May 5th.
Joseph Curtis has gone to Boston, where he

Kate Staples has returned from Dover
where she was called by the death of her
brother, Mr. John Sanborn.

A. A
totm

into

Chicago

Mr. and Mrs. John Perkins have returned to
Milo after spending a week at
their cottage here.

of

$

Authorized Resident Dealers

days.

Mrs

JT

H. W. CLARK & CO..

Irvin Crocker has returned from Belfast,
where he served on the jury at the last term
of court.

season

Ber

Ij&S

pects

This will interest the many Waldo count;
friends of Mrs. Boynton, formerly Miss Denci<
Mudeett.

TIk
the *
aft*r

$16, $17, $20, $25, $30 and $35.

at

Mrs. Allen of Island Falls was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Patterson last week.

their home in

i*k«»

But for the folks who want the utmost in custom tailoring; tor you men who ’war;
genuine “Million Dollar Look;’’ for you who will take no second best—this is just a ren:
that my store is the local home of Royal Tailored to your order clothes. Made to your me;

n.

and presented her with a tine
electric grill and toaster, Mr. Slater is wel
known in photographic circles all over the
city, being the popular sales manager for the
firm of Fowler & Slater. Little Miss Eleanoi
Boynton, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles F
Boynton. 3818 Spokane avenue, S. W., was ai
interested observer of the wedding ceremony
I Mr. and Mrs. Slater will reside at 1927 Wes
; 74th street,
where they will be at home t<
their many friends after May 1.—Clevelam
Enterprise, April 27th.

1

One of the most interesting features of the film were the pictures showing the wonderful Royal Tailor
shop.
Chicago and New York; pictures taking you behind the scenes in the world’s greatest tailor shops; pictures show-,
how every Royal garment is cut separately and to the individual order and measures of each customer; pictures
the cleanest, Bunniest, cheeriest and biggest work-shops you ever looked into—a delightful revelation into the
fection of Royal Tailoring System.
If you saw these pictures, you probably said to yourself, as scores of others did: “No wonder Royal Tail
clothes are considered the best in the world—when they are made in an organization like that.”

sign
|
Georgette crepe was fastened at the throat i the door of their Club
house, which reads
Miss Ward, milliner for Mrs. Frames Merby a pearl and diamond pin, the gift of the
was
of
white
groom, and her corsage bojquet
j “H. 1). Club,” with a deer head in center, and ritt, held a millinery opening in Thorndike last
rosebuds and liiies of the valley. After receiv- the work was neatly done by Edward Brassey- week. She was
accompanied by Mrs. Grace
ing the usual congratulations, Mr. and Mrs.
Brierly. The Club now has a limited num- Bachelder, who demonstrated and took orders
Slater slipped out of a side door with the intention of eluding their friends, but their effort ber of 20 members, and many pleasant even- for the Spirelia corsets.
was
of no avail, as they were caught by a
ings are passed. The room is sheathed in
The Easter services at the Union church
shower of rice just as they were getting into
hard wood, with many pictures of game,
were well attended in spite of the inclement
the machine, in which they started on a trip
a destination of which is known only to themsporting goods, etc., and they also have a fine weather, The church was beautifully decoselves. Mrs. Slater has a very large circle of piano. Smoke talks, cards, music, suppers rated with
flowers, and the choir rendered an
acquaintances on the west side, having lived in and socials are indulged in and the long winEaster anthem and Miss Edith Hobbs a solo.
Brooklyn ever since she was a child. Several ter
evenings have passed very quickly to the
xuwu»«
very pleasant affairs have been given in her
nev.
ounaay nignt, April
honor recently. Her sewing club gave her a
members.
Martin gave the first of a series of lectures on
cut glass shower at the nome of Miss Elsie
“The Experiences of a Lifetime," dealing
Young, 2957 West 14th street, when many
beautiful pieces of glass were given to her.
with his early home in England and his work
SANDYP01NT.
Mise
The Presque Isle camping club, with
as a boy in the tin mines, and Miss Edith
was
entertained
as
house
by
Boynton
guest,
Mrs. P. L. Bates spent two days last week in Hobbs repeated, ,by request, the
beautiful
Miss Ruth Ranney, 3610 Henritze avenue, S,
solo given at the afternoon service.
W., and presented her with a large gold-linec Bangor.
Hei
silver fruit bowl and a bouquet of roses.
The Ladies Aid met May 3d with Mrs. Fred
The resignation of Rev. Thomas H. Martin,
Sunday school class at Brooklyn Memorial
Blanchard.
which was informally tendered Sunday, April
atbeen
a
constant
she
has
church, of which
tendant for the past eight years, gave her t
Miss Mary French was in Bangor for a few 23d, grieves the members of this parish very
reception at the residence of Miss Zelda Wyatt
deeply. Dr, Martin's scholarly and interestdays recently.
3307 Library avenue, S. W., and expressed
durtheir kind wishes for her future happiness
Harrison Ginn of Prospect spent last Thurs- I ing sermons have been much appreciated
through the medium of a large framed picture; day here with relatives.
ing his stay here and it is felt it will be hard
and the staff of Alliance branch library, where
to fill his place.
He has accepted the call
she has been a faithful and conscientious
Capt. A. W. Shute left Thursday to take given him
by the Searsport church, but exworker for the last three years, gave a party ir
command
of
steamer j. T. Morse.
to remain in Brooks two months longer,
her honor at the home of Miss Sarah Thomas
staff,

Rfk
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Incidentally, this picture-play showed that the Miillion Dollar Look is the
are those that are Royal Tailored.

of

of

Jc

a

Tailored Look; that the best “prosperity” clothes

are

Slater-Boynton. A very simple, yet beautiful,wedding took place Wednesday evening at
7 o’clock in Brooklyn Memorial church CleveMarian A. Gross and William M. Creasey
land, Ohio when Miss Eleanor Frances Boynwere quietly married April 27th at the parsonton, oldest daughter of Mr and Mrs. Ernest L.
Boynton of 3601 Henritze avenue, S. W was age of Trinity church by Rev. Wm. Vaughan,
married to Mr. Philip Ross Slater, 1922 E. 86th
i vvho used the single ring service. The bride
street, by the Rev. W. Arthur Smith pastor of was
gowned in a blue suit with fancy waist
the church. Although no formal invitations
had been issued, many friends and classmates and white hat. They went to house keeping
of the young couple witnessed the ceremony, in the Edward Walker house on Swan Lake
in which the single-ring service was used. The
avenue.
bride was attired in a traveling gown of white
cloth, and wore a small white hat. Her blouse
The H. L). Gun Club have a new
over

head

feeling

one

President.

Belfast:
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R

demonstra?!1

nroo
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severa

B^

always maintained that a man’s clothes are one of the vital factors in his car
—that they affect his whole advancement in the game of life. And last week ai*
Colonial Theatre, a picture-play called “That Million Dollar Look” certainly
my belief

«

The

l

1 have

j

A

See

At the Colonial Theatre Last Week?
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You

“That Million Dollar Look”

itself furnishes a most
The Johnson family settled
for two generations in Massachusetts in the
town of Woburn; then for two generations one
finds them in the adjacent towns of Plainfield
and Canterbury, Conn., and for the two succeeding ones in Freeport and Belfist, Maine.
Descendants of Capt. Edward Johnson in other
lines of descent are to be found in the Frederick William Poole edition of “Wonder Working Providence”; “Capt Edward Johnson and
some of his Descendants” by Edward Franci
Johnson; and in “Capt. Edward Johnson and

hand-writing this
interesting study.

Line of his Descendants” by Byron Berkely
Johnson. The line of descent treated in this
book is as follows: Capt. Edward Johnson who
foreman, on an indictment as a common nuisance found against him at this term.
Sheriff
married about 1620 Susan Munter; John Johnson who married in 1657 Bethia Reade; Obawitness
uvwi'i
delegation chosen is unpledged, but the Frank A. Cushman was the principal
uiiurnoi)
diah Johnson, Sr., who married in 1696 Rebecca
and testified as to searches of the Commercial
defeat of the Roosevelt delegates by an
In a campaign to raise funds to give Belfae
House March 26th, and April 7th, when certain
Brooks; Capt. Obadiah Johnson, Jr., who marinforms
of
them
15,000
average plurality
quantities of liquor were found. Searches better advsrtising among the manufacturing ; ried in 1723 Lydia Cleveland; Jacob Johnson
that a majority of the Republicans of were made
April 19th and 21st, the latter at 4 and tourist places in the State, the Belfas who married in 1763 Abigail Waldo; Rev. Al|
Massachusetts do not want Col. Roose- | a.,m., but nothing except empties was found* Board of Trade has issued the following lettei fred Johnson who married in 1788 Sarah
Cross;
velt as a presidential candidate. He Benson plead not guilty and claimed that the from the office of President Coombs:
and Judge Alfred Johnson, who married in
My Dear Sir: As a business man, and on*
1817 Nancy Atkinson. This includes Col. Obamade no better showing in Ohio or New | liquor was for his own use and that a portion
of the public spirited citizens of Belfast, w«
Jersey, though in the latter State he did of it belonged to guests of the house. Judge are calling your attention to the Belfast Boarc dia'n Johnson, Col. during the Revolution, who
pick up two delegates, both colored men, Madigan charged the jury Thursday morning, of Trade and what might be done by a concert- married first Mary Howard, and second, Lucy
and they took the case at 9.45 and at 10.30 a. ed effort on the part of the men of this city.
(Cady) Spaulding, and a number of Revolufrom the Atlantic City end of the State.
The Belfast Board of Trade owes its existm. returned a verdict of guilty.
Benson was
tionary heroes. The book is well indexed, and
ence to the active and public
men wht
an appendix gives not only the English ancesGermany, for leasons of her own, may sentenced to six months in the county jail. have willingly and efficientlyspirited
borne the brunt
be desirious of averting a break with His attorney,Arthur Ritchie, took an appeal to of the labor in organizing and carrying on the try of Captain Edward Johnson, but also copwork. To them is due much of the credit oJ ies of a number of Johnson wills and inventhis country, but her protestations oi the law court and bonds were fixed at $500.
the welfare and improvement of the
He was committed, but Percy Herrick and promoting
tories and a short record of allied families
friendship are the rankest hypocrisy and
city, and a great deal has been accomplishec
John Burgess appeared as securities that even- (more than you are
aware) in the past few having Colonial and Revolutionary service.
should deceive no one. The delay in reing and he was released. There are two other years, through the efforts of the Board oJ
Trade. The active members have unceasingly
plying to President Wilson’s last note, cases on the criminal docket,
appealed from sought to
EAST BELFAST.
bring new industries to Belfast, and
which called for an immediate answer, the
Municipal Court,in which Benson was sen- though their labors have not always beer
is in line with the tactics Germany ha;
tenced to a fine of $100 and 60 days on search crowned with success, they will certainly keep
Mrs, Ella Sanborn is quite sick with pneuon trying.
pursued all along, meanwhile continuing 1 and seizure processes.
Ninety per cent of the men of Belfast have monia.
-InVin
I1
f Rnrnknivt
kl'Afl rrkf intn
her work of destruction and murder ir
never joined the Board of Trade, have never
Rev. Wm. Vaughan went to Boston Monday
violation of international law and the court Thursday morning to answer to an in- lent one hour of their time toward helping the
on business.
Board
of
Trade
do
Then
for
Belfast.
dictment
for
it
common
seller.
something
Dyer, appears,
aws of
humanity. Latest advices are
do you wonder that the Board of Trade has
A 9 lb. girl was born April 30th to Mr. and
had for some time manufactured a brand of
been handicapped? A majority of those who
that Germany’s reply may be expected
Mrs. Elmer Larrabee.
Jamaica ginger at Burnham which he claims are members are
absence
their
by
eonspicious
today, and that she will propose arbitra- he sold for medicinal
Nathaniel Mathews is on the sick list with a
purposes. Judge Madigan from the meetings. Ask yourself if you have
tion, with the King of Spain as arbi- said he had enquired into the case, and as it done your share in encouraging the work? stomach trouble.
How
do
of
Trade
to
be
the
Board
you
expect
is
in
line
with
trator. That
her policy oi was
Dyer’s first offense, and he was probably successful under these conditions?
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ellis spent a few
A live Board of Trade is very necessary in a
delay, and the proposition will no doubl ignorant of the crime, he would give him a
days in Islesboro last week.
be turned down.
chance, and wished it distinctly understood city the size of Belfast, for it must be admitted
that a movement originated by the Board of
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. Clifhe continued the case on his own responsibilTrade receives far more consideration than
Harper's Weekly, once prosperous and
ton Gross April 23rd, Edna Frances.
ity, He lectured Dyer on the evils of selling one coming through private individuals.
.irfluentia'. is dead, and the remains Jamaica ginger, which he said was as bad as
Every resident of Belfast, whether engaged
Miss Geneva Coombs is quite sick with acute
■have been turned over to The Independ- selling whiskey and much worse for the peo- in business or not, 6urely profits indirectly by bronchitis at the home of Warren Peirce.
the development and progress of the city,
ent.
aside from the fact of its being our duty to
During the Civil War its illustra- ple who drank it.
Capt. and Mrs. R. W. Pattershall are reFrank J. Meservey indicted for larceny, re- Belfast and her people to join, encourr.ge and
tions—the dailies were not illustrated
joicing on the birth of a|son, Afpril 30th.
our Board of Trade, so we can have a bighelp
tracted
his
of
not
and
plea
guilty
pleaded
then—the cartoons of Thomas Nast and
Mrs. Effie Knox of New York arrived
ger, better, booming Belfast.
the editorials of George William Curtis, guilty. He was sentenced to six months in
We are enclosing a membership card, the
Wednesday
morning to look after her cottage
jail and was committed.
price of which is one dollar, and we are asking
gave it a wide circulation and it was a
and is a guest at the Vaughan home.
The indictment of State vs Edmund J. Webb that you forward to the Secretary, Orrin J.
recognized exponent of Republican opin- for
Dickey, that amount, which entitles you to one
Mrs. E. S. Lamb, who has been on the Rick
cheating by false pretenses was nol pros- year’s dues; otherwise return the card.
Don’t
ion. Its decadence began with the death
iB improving.
Miss Wilds Savery has also
list,
sed.
the
Board
of
of
Trade
with
the
join
thought
of Curtis, and when Col. Harvey took
The indictment of State vs Charles B. Wel- doing a Charity. You are simply doing your been confined to the house with a grip cold.
duty, as it behooves every public spirited man
over the Harper publications it had ceasLloyd Goodwin of Arlington Heights, Mass.,
lington for trespass was nol prossed.
to do. If you are not already a member, don’t
ed to be a paying property. His snappy
The following indictments found at this wait for another
invitation, but send the dollar who had been a guest at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. G. E. Leavitt, left for home Tuesday
editorials revived interest in it for a term,but not made public, were placed on the at once.
A united effort this year will give more admorning.
time; but Col. Harvey finally sold it tc docket Thursday:
to Belfast than has ever been done
vertising
State vs Andy L. Knowlton, Belfast, single
before. Attend the next regular meeting.
a syndicate of President Wilson’s
Mrs. Jennie Carrow returned home Monday
friends, sale.
Don't say "the Board of Trade does nothing”, from
who placed Norman Hapgood.an ex-editoi
Bangor, where she had been for several
State vs Scott Edminster, Belfast, of the but if you believe it, have you attended the
weeks under treatment by Pr. Clough, an eye
of Colliers, in charge and sought tc
meetings or helped any to make it a success?
Phoenix House, for single sale.
Think it over seriously, pass the Secretary One specialist.
make it an administration organ. Buf
Both Knowlton and Edminster were out of i Dollar for the card we have enclosed and then
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin C. Knowlton have arthe change of politics and the editorattend
the meetings, at d with your help we’ll
town,so that the capiases could not be served, [
rived home from Westboro, Mass., and will
see what we can do for Belfast.
a
of
were
fatal U and their cases were continued.
ship
yellow journalist
V*»rv t.pnlv vnnrn.
spend the summer with their parents, Mr. and
its fortunes and it gradually faded out.
Chas. R. Coombs,
Mrs. C. M. Knowlton.
Divorces Decreed.

posed

Did

SEARSMOWT,
On

account of

obliged

to

leave

sickness Bliss Marriner

was

.time

and

Colby college

for

a

has returned home.

The schools began Monday, April 24th. Mrs.
Johnson of Lincolnvillejteaches the grammar and Miss Helen Cobb the primary.

Effie

Miss Lenora Malay, who has been caring for
Miss J. E. McFarland through the winter, has
returned to her home in Burkettville.
Friends have received cards from Mr. and
Mrs. D. E. Carey of Greeley, Colorado, announcing the birth of a son, Robert Dudley, on
April 17th. Mrs. Carey is a native of this
town, and her maiden name was Alice Poor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Marden, Ernest Marden
and Mrs. Lucy Bean have returned home after
spending the winter in St. Petersburg. Florida.
interesting
Mrs. Marden has written very
letters descriptive of the place to home
friends.
On account of Btormy weather, the Easter
service

was

postponed

to last

Sunday,when

the

decorated with cut flowers and
potted plants, tastefully arranged by Misses
Helen and Mary Cobb. In the morning the sacrament was administered, after which Rev.
J. N. Palmer preached a very interesting
sermon.
Appropriate music was given by the
choir, and a solo by Miss Helen Cobb was
greatly enjoyed by all.
church

was

on execution dated March 16, 1911
closure Commissioner’s capais aUa*
to dated March 27, A. 1>. 1916. sai.i
being issued on a judgment rend.
Supreme Judicial Court for the
Waldo at the term thereof begun u
the third Tuesday of April, 191 ">,
the twenty-sixth day of April 191
of Milton B. Hills of Lincolnviii
county against Lucy J. Knight of sa
ville, for twenty-six dollars and
debt or damage, and ten dollars am:
cents costs of suit; said capias attaissued on a judgment rendered by 1'

Greer, Disclosure Commissioner, wr
for said County of Waldo, on the tu
day of March A. D. 1916, in favor o:
ton B. Hills against said Lucy J Ki
six dollars and sixty-two cents costs
of disclosure, and will be sold at pui
tion at the office of Dunton & Mors.
Belfast, to the highest bidder, on
day of June, 1916 at ten o'clock in
noon, the following described real es
all the right, title and interest which
Lucy J. Knight has or had in and to tf
to wit: A certain lot or parcel of land
1
buildings thereon, situated ui s»id Lii
bounded northerly by land of Aust
easterly by the town road leading f'
Corner to Grange, so called; southerly

>

of Grover Drinkwater and land form'
1
Horatio Clark; and westerly by land
Greer, and being the same real estate
Her?
ed to said Lucy J.
Knight by
Knight by his deed ot warranty dated
1912, recorded in Waldo Registry o'
Book 307, Page 372.

;

j

<

j
■’

PHINEAS G. HI M
Deputy Sheri-

..

The regular business meeting of the WomHospital Aid will be held with Mr*. Everard
A. Wilson to-morrow, Friday at 2 p. m.

The ice has gone oat of Georges Lake, Lib-

ans

erty.
Clifford J. Pattee of Belfast, Republican
candidate for county treasurer of Waldo county, has filed his primary nomination papers,
and is the only Republican candidate.

The Peirce school

had a maybasket and
Thursday afternoon, and the
McLellan school a program Friday afternoon

candy

Will Find
all the

Leading
Numbers

sale last

aid of the Victrola fund.

in

Boy Scouts, who were to take their first
hike of the season last Saturday to the coal
pockets in Searsport, were obliged to defer the
trip to next Saturday on account of the condition of the roads.

| Spring Showing

The Associated Charities have closed their
office in the city building for the season.
Cases of need may be reported to Mrs. Charles
M. Craig, secretary, or to any of the local ministers, and will be promptly cared for. This association has done a large amount of work the
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Is from New York

largest
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in

the city’s history, and in a year of general
business depression had a balance uncollected
on May 1, 1916, of only $838.74.
This includes
several taxes of from

$40 to $70 that will be
collected by attachments in the near future.
a. m. last Saturday from box
promptly responded to by Hose No. 1
and Hook & Ladder No. 1, but on reaching
the foot of Main street they learned it was a
false alarm. Men were blasting a ledge near

An

23

alarm at 8

was

ing

blast and rang in

a

an

May 15th for

T. H. Marshall Circle

May.

ob-

Day last Tuesday afternoon
owing program: Reading by Sisidges; prayer by the chaplain;
poem, “Rock me to Sleep Mother;”
; remarks by the president, Lula

-iher’s

er
r
e:
&'■

ling. “Rag Time," Comrade Put“Mother,” Sister Juan; singing,
leen,” Sister Waterman; reading,
L. ugel Cake,” Sister Patterson; read> Mother?" Sister Downs; reading,
ta-i
other," Sister Coombs; reading
Mother," Sister Dora Bridges;
ither’s Day,” Sister Ethel Collins,
-ng comniittee on resolutions on
nights was appointed: Sisters Peniand Wilson. Memorial services
f‘v
for our late sister, Nettie Cross,
have the burial services for Sister
narge of the Ladies of the G. A. R.
»:c:.
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Aiaha title b a beautiful, sanitary, durable and economical material for use on
a

interior wall surfaces.

Alabastine,
‘Hared for
1

in white

and tints,

comes

dry powder form, re< only the mixing with either cold
use

in

water.

warm

iHtine is

applied

with any

good

wall

brueh.
■ibaatine may be used on rough or
b plaster, wall board, cement, brick,
1

>r

canvas.

'Hstine is

v

sanitary

in

its

nature,

ful in its

S

Tho S

night

effects, easy to mix and
superior to be compared
niinary kalsomines.
-'tine is more effective than paint,
kalsomine.
nine goes further, lasts longer,
m >re durable than any kalsomine.
<st of Alabastine, regular tints,
average roo.-i is from $1.00 up, ac-

permanent than

i

g to the size‘of the
of

room

and

con-

the walls.

Its Various Uses
Alabastine ia desirable for schools, be.
«'
perfectly sanitary. Its soft, mellow
L
add to the cheerfulness and beauty
,f Ibe
schoolroom and avoid eye strain.
for churches and public
halls, Alabas*B the ideal wall
coating, being more
"able and more economical than
any
"•her coating.
tor hospitals, asylums and
public irati'“hons, Alabastine ia the wall coating
"'•tsrial that ia most
satisfactory under
wl
conditiona.
e
Alabastine Company’s art departaiem wm
gladly, with no expense, work

i

■rough

your local decorator or with you
in planning out suitable color effor any work on any

flrei't
c's

"l]i

j

building,

gladly send

w rite or

you

our

especially call your attenton to
very large display of carpet size
rugs. Our spring showing consists of
We

Miss Sabra B. Dyer, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George B. Dyer of this city, will present
a dramatic
interpretation of "The Master
Builder’’ Saturday evening, May 6tb, in Irving
Studio, School of Expression, Pierce Building
Copley Square, Boston. Cards of invitation
have been received by Miss Dyer's Belfast
friends.

our

over

100 carpet size rugs in all sizes

that are

made,

NO WAR PRICES EITHER
Our carpets and rugs were all bought
six months ago before prices began to

Morris L. Slugg, who has taken*an active interest in the movement for a State Militia
company in Belfast, and was the first to sign
the petition, forwarded the papers to Adjutant
General Presson at Augusta Monday. There

You will reap the benefit of our
soar.
wise buying. Note the following prices

Stair

|

Rugs,
Carpets

The annual banquet of the Belfast Board of
Trade will take place at Memorial Hall on
May 11th. Covers will be laid for 2&0, and the
guest of honor will be Walter B. Moore,
executive secretary of the Portland Chamber
of Commerce and will speak on "What the
Board of Trade Can do for Belfast. An orchestra will furnish music during the banquet*
Elon B. Gilchrest, Irving T. Dinsmore and
Clement W. Wescott are the committee having
charge of the affair.

25.00

"

49c to

9.90

3 lie, to $1,65

yd.
yd.

Judge Fox in the Superior Court yesterday
refused to modify a decree ordering Arthur
Everett Small to pay his wife, Marion
Campbell Small, $20 a week for the support of herself and two children, and also denied her motion for allowance of counsel fees.
Small is
editor of a periodica! which suspended
publication last October, and is now travelling in
an effort to reestablish publication
by June.
When the order was made his income was $6,000 a year, but is now greatly reduced. Mrs.
Small lives at 60 Pearson avenue, Somerville.
The couple formerly lived at Belfast,
and in Lexington.—Boston Globe.

hot

sweet

There
the first
were

with
two

The Minetoska Club--Elizabeth Kittridge,
Katherine Brown, Margaret Rogers, Lillian
Davis, Marguerite and Dorothy Ingalls—had a
maybasket and candy sale in the North church

Saturday afternoon, netting $3

vestry
disposing of all their
Proctor was present
the absence of Mrs.
Sewing school. All

stock.

W,

during the afternoon, in
Charles M. Craig at the
the classes

were

present

the supper for the Sunday school that followed the sale. Miss Blanche Jenneys assist-

ar

ed by Mrs. Z. D. Hartshorn, Mrs. Irvin Cross
and Mias Annette Holt, had charge of the supper.
Base

Ball, The High school base ball team
Camden yesterday morning on the

went to

Louise

launch

Decrow

High school.

The

to

Belfast

play the Camden
line-up will be:

Marriner, Salters, Shute, Hatch, Keech, Norris, Weymouth, Roberts, Parker, and the substitutes Brown, Pattershall, W'ood and Pendleton. The first game of the season’s schedule
was on the Congress street grounds last Saturbetween these two schools, Camden High
winning by a score of 7 to 4, The Camden
Boys Band accompanied the teams to the
ball ground and was present at the game. The
schedule of Belfast High for the season is
printed on the 7th page.

Helen D„ daughter of Mr. and Mrs. ClemWT. Wescott, celebrated her 11th birthday
Saturday with a theater party at the Colonial,
followed by ice cream and cake at Darby &
Shales. Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsrnore, Mrs. Arthur Wilson, Mrs. Wescott and little son
ent

Horace

were

present.

The

place

cards

were

carnations were used as
birthday cake, with it8
eleven candles, was served. The guests were
Ruth Dinsrnore, Barbara McKenney, Katherine Frost, Grace Hazeltine, Betty Hanshue,
Elizabeth Doak, Katherine Brown, Hope Dorman, Charlotte Knowlton, Margaret Chenery,
roses, and pink
A dainty
favors.

pink

Ethel

j

being mixed will I
keep in working condition for days T
without setting.
T
Alabastine after

given

on

every

package.

•£

|

j

4*
X

free stencil

Make Your Home Attractive

|

Alabastine will make your home beautiful. Its rich, soft velvety tints set off
your pictures and furnishings to the best

^

advantage.
Alabastine admits of individual treatment for each room to harmonize with
rugs and draperies.
The Alabastine tints may be combined
and intermixed, or toned down by adding
white Alabastine, to produce a never end-

ing variety of effects.
Alabastine is also manufactured in
strong colors—reds, greens, blueB.browns,
yellows, etc., used in fresco and stencil
work, and for this purpose is put up in as
small as 1-lb. packages.
A fresco artist can take white Alabastine and with his own colors, or our prepared strong colors, bnild up any color
scheme known to the art.
Alabastine is so fine in texture that an
artist from the regular packages can
paint

a

water

color

picture.

The Alabastine Company also mannfacture a flat, washable wall paint called
Alabasco, for use on surfaces where
washing is desirable. Full information
on

request.

call for color card.

CARLE & JONES
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Concentrating on

$1

jjijj
II

one car

jf|

sim-

plines the problems of production and leaves the Dodge

gg

of

p
M

Brothers free to devote themselves to a continuous process

0
1
(ft

§g
f§Sf

improvement.

I
m

Not only to conform to the established
Dodge Brothers standard, but to excel

JOT
jj?j?

(rtf

if possible—that is the rule and the
®rder ot every working day in

§1
32

The gasoline consumption is
unusually
*ow*
^*re mileage is unusually high.
The price of the touring car or roadster
complete is $785 (f. o. b. Detroit)

m2

it

every

department.
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OUR TOURING CAR.

pi

Elon B. Gilchrest

6-pound

on

Swan

good
was

Lake

The Boys’ Friendly Club

catches

Delta

high line

salmon and E. M. Hall

tist

landed

entertained the
Alpha Class of young ladies at the
Bap-

vestry last Tuesday evening. Games

played, and

salmon.

the

boys served ice

cream

were

and

cake.
Clean

up and Paint-up Week.
At a pubmeeting in the city building Tuesday afternoon the organization was
completed for a
municipal clean-up and paint-up campaign
during the week beginning May 14th. Repre-

lic

sentatives

present from the Board of
churches, schools, city government, Improvement Society, Woman's Club,
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., Thomas H.
Marshall Circle, Emma White Barker Tent, A.
E. Clark Camp and their Auxiliary, the Hospital Club and the W. C. T. U.
11 promised co-

Trade,

were

the

to

case.

Shipping Items.
The steamer Coastwise,
Boston for Norfolk, was obliged to anchor in
Boston harbor April 26th because the firemen
and coal passers had gone

strike. Wages
firemen from
$35 to 45 per month and coal passers from $35
to $40. The sailors now get $40
per month and
the oilers $50.
The Coastwise finally got
operation, and nearly all financial support, away after a detention of two hours. The
Marine Engineers Union has declared a
The following officers and committees were
genelected: President, Rev. Horace B. Sellers; eral strike unless a still higher schedule of
is put in force and
steamship interests
secretary, Orrin J. Dickey; treasurer. Miss wages
Sue M. Partridge; publicity committee. Rev. are considering laying up their steamers, dethe present scarcity of tonnage and the
A. A. Blair, C. L. Wright and F. O.
Whiting; spite
finance -committee. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson, urgent demand for vessels... .The freight
Mrs. Thomas B. DiDsmore, Mrs. Mary and money the new American steamer Edgar R.
Mrs. Ethel Collins; waste and rubbish com- Luckenbach will earn on tne cargo of 300,000
cases of oil she is to carry from New York to
; mittee, Charles R. Coombs,
Rev. William
Mrs. Cora J. Bowker. The annual reports of
Vaughan, Mrs. Carl H. Stevens and Mrs. Australia will amount to more than $500,000,
the officers were read and accepted. It was
Harry L. Kilgore; prevention committee, Mrs. which means that she will pay about 75 per
voted to hold the regular meetings the coming
E. P. Savery, Miss Maude E. Barker. Stephen cent of her cost on her first voyage_The
It was voted
year at the homes of members.
schooner T. M. Nicholson, Capt. Charles GregS. L. Shute, ;Mrs. Mary Carter, Mrs. Eva J.
to accept the invitation of Mrs. Pitcher to
Gordon, Mrs. H. A. Wilson and Mrs. Willis ory of the Nicholson fleet, sailed from Buckshold the 8th birthday anniversary exercises of
Downes; merchant’s display committee, Elon port April 25th for the Grand Banks, the first
the Chapter at her cottage at the Battery
B. Gilchrest, M. R. Knowlton, Mrs. Evelyn C. of the fleet to leave this season_The fourJune 6th, when a supper will be served. Mrs. |
Frost and Mrs. Viola R. Mayo. The program masted schooner Northland of 2 047 tons, built
Annie M. Frost and Mrs. Etta P. Savery were
at Rockland in 1906 to carry paper for the
will be announced later.
hostesses of the evening. The decorations
Great Northern Paper Co. from Cape Jellison
A beautiful bunch
His 91st Birthday. Hon. Wm. B. Swan
were in pink and white.
to New York, recently came under the control
of Mayflowers graced the Regent’s table dur- was the guest of honor at the home of Mr. and
of Charles W. Morse and has sailed from New
ing the regular meeting and the flowers were Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman Tuesday evening. May York for
Piraeus, Greece, with a cargo of coal,
distributed among the members later. A May 2nd, when the Five Hundred Club and a few
the freight money on which amounts to about
lunch
was
served
in
and
white
friends
were
invited to celebrate his 91st
day
dainty pink
;
$60,000. Some 1,200 tons of the cargo was
baskets,the menu bearing out these colors. The birthday. There were four tables at cards,
on account of the vessel owners at $4
bought
menu was fruit marmalade, walnut, cheese and
Mr. and Mrs. Swan, Mr. Asa A. Howes, Mr.
per ton in New York, which is to be sold in
and Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Mr. and Mrs.
olive sandwiches, tied with pink ribbons; pink
j
Greece at $50 per ton, and the entire profit on
gelatine with whipped cream; pink and white Charles S. Bickford, Mr. and Mrs. James H. the
trip is reckoned at is nearly $100,000_An
i Howes. Mrs. G. O. Bailey, Mrs. Albert M. Carcup cakes and tea.
$80,000 charter has been made for the fourMiss
W.
Charlotte
Mr.
Charles
ter,
Colburn,
masted schoonor Augustus H. Babcock for a
ihe waldo bounty riosriTAL
me annual
P. Hazeltine, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond R. Shervoyage to the west coast of Africa with genmeeting !of the incorporators |of the Waldo
man and Mr. E. A, Sherman playing,
Miss eral
cargo. The sum exceeds by $3000 original
County Hospital Association was held in the
Colburn had the highest score and received a
cost of the schooner in 1904.
Crowell & ThurMunicipal Court Room at Belfast, May 2nd, at
pot of tulips; Mrs. Burgess the second, a bou- low of Boston own the Babcock.... The four10 a. m. The meeting was calltd to order by
of pinks and snapdragons, and Mr. Bickquet
masted schooner Estelle Krieger sailed from
Dr. O. S. Vickery, President, with F. R. Woodford, who had the highest score of the gentle- Boston for
cock serving as Secretary pro tern, in the abAfrica, Tuesday with a cargo that
a
received
of
men,
cards. Ice cream, includes 30
pack
sence of Eben F. Littiefield.The report of C. W.
automobiles, 200,000 gallons of
marshmellow, sponge and angel cake and cof- rum, tobacco, flour and lumber... .The fourWescott, Treasurer, was read and accepted. It
fee were served by the hostess. Rev. and masted schooner
showed that the Hospital had a substantial
Magnus Manson has been
Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson were guests over the
sold to the Mclntire Lumber & Export Co, of
balance on the above date. Dr. Adelbert Milsocial hour.
Mr. Swan was presented with a Mobile
for $110,000.
lett, Sect’y of the Advisory Board, reportvery handsome birthday cake in a bed of pink
ed relative to the staff and the changes that
roses by Mrs. Sherman, who very thoughtfulhad been made during the year in the superin21 candles on in—signifying his matendent at the Hospital. The President’s re- ly placed
Mr. Swan also received an abundance
jority.
covered
port
fully the. general affairs of the of beautiful
|
flowers, and was kept busy during
Hospital for the year just past, stating! the the
day with the receipt of telegrams, notes,
number of permanent improvements that had
Get rid of dandruff if you have it and the
etc. The evening was one of rare enjoyment
sooner the better.
been made, including the hot water heater and
Dandruff causes baldness
for all present.
by
choking the pores of the scalp so that the !
tank installed last summer. Appreciation was
hair roots do not obtain proper nourishment.
J
expressed of the work of the Ladies Hospital
i.'icw ziwsiA'i'iSttRiJSNTs.
There is just one delightful hair tonic .so i
ii you are wanting
Aid, who had so very kindly arranged and had anything in the line of paints, varnishes, compounded that besides ending itching scalp ;
almost overnight, and stopping hair from fallthe sanitary conditions improved by having the
floor finish, enamel, linseed oil, painters suping, will remove every particle of dandruff
Hospital connected with the public sewer and of plies and brushes, muresco and alabastine in after just a few
applicati ns.
the assistance rendered by the Hospi tal Club. It all
Ask your druggist for a bottle of Parisian
colors, you will find what you need at the
a
hair
Sage,
was stated that the Hospital had given 674 day’s
beautifier, tonic and scalp invigorastore of the Hall-Ellis Hardware Co., suctor that every druggist knows always
produces
free treatment and care at the Hospital during
cessors to Mason & Hall_Attention is called
results. Thousands of women use it b?cause
the last year; and that there were outstanding
to the auction sale of real estate and house- they know that nothing else makes the hair so
bills due for the care of patients during the last
beautiiul and fascinating. A. A.
hold goods at 10 a. m.. May 13th, rain or shine, radiantly
Howes & Co., always guarantee Parisian Sage,
year to the amount of $502.91, which shows at the
My rick house, Northport avenue. The
that the Hospital is at present in good financial
sale includes desirable household goods, which
condition. The recommendations of the State
are subject to private sale before the auction,
Board of Charities were considered at the
...C. B. Norton & Co., Belfast, are Waldo
of
the
meeting. James F. Bagley Sect’y
county agents for the Dodge Brothers motor
State Board,was in Belfast during the month of
car, which has an unusually low gasoline conwere

recently advanced,

on

that of

WHY
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| Large Fresh Mackerel f
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Dr. A. C. Hagerthy, Republican candidate
The Direct Importing Co, had a
busy day
for governor at the June
primaries, has filed last Saturday and made large sales of tea, cofhis primary nomination papers, which include fee and other
goods, many taking the premium
a petition from Stockton
Springs signed by C. offer of a box of chocolates, while others took
H. Emery and ten others.
the extra half pound of tea or

coffee.

Mrs. Ira M. Cobe returned yesterday from
At the Brooks centennial which will be held
New York, and went to her summer home in
during Old Home Week, August 13-17, as anNorthport, which was opened for the season
nounced in The Journal last
week, one day
last Saturday. Mr. Cobe will return in a few
will be called First Settlers day, and known as
days, making the trip from ^Jew York by auto. Roberts
day, the Roberts family being the
The Journal is indebted to Mrs. E. O. Patter- first
settler'! A number of the members of
son for late Washington
newspapers contain- John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R. of Belfast, are
ing reports of the meeting in that city of the direct descendants of
Joseph Roberts: Mrs.
National D, A. R. with the program of
this, Etta Savery. Mrs. Winnefred Kimball Holmes,
the 25th, Continental Congress, held in MemorMiss Kimball and Mrs. Clara Hamilton Seekial Continental Hall April 17th to 22nd list of
ins. The late Mrs. Edward Sibley, the first
officers, committees, etc.
regent, was also a uescendant of Joseph RobAmong the bids for highway construction in erts.
various sections of the? State opened by the
Miss Grace A. Lord entertained the Octagon
State highway commission April 25th was the
Auction Club last Friday evening for Mrs.
following: Lincolnville, 3 50 miles, gravel sur- Charles
Bradbury, a member, who is in New
face—H. L. Baker of Woolwich, Maine, $15.York. Mrs. Bradbury sent the score cards,
406 00; Noyes & Campbell of Augusta, Maine,
which were Easter.designs, and the prizes. Mrs.
The contract was awarded to
$19,742.10.
Harry W. Clark won the first prize, a silver
Baker.
pencil and an Easter favor. Miss Louise H.
The Fort Fairfield Review says it promises Ferguson, the second, a tiny hat and box, and
to be an early spring in Aroostook, and records Mrs. J. C. Durham, the consolation, a set of
the planting of two acres of potatoes on April j silver beauty pins. Confectionery was served
26th. In this section the indications are of a
during the game. The substitutes were Mrs.
late spring.
Last week several reported that Clark, Mrs. Durham, Mrs. George I. Keating
they had found there ‘was still frost in the | and Mrs. Ben Hazeltine. Mrs. Clement W.
groun d, while the roads were reported to be j Wescott
recently entertained the Monday
getting in worse rather than better condition. |
This is not local merely but is general through- Club for Mrs. Bradbury, who furnished the
out the State.
score cards and prizes.
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on

a

tour of

inspection

of the institu-

the State and visited the public institutions of our city, and in carrying out his recommendations the incorporators of the hospital
changed their by-laws with that end in view.
Heretofore the Advisory Board, composed of
the doctors of the county, have employed the
Superintendent for the hospital and nominated
and elected the medical and surgical staff
and designated their term of service. The bylaws now specify that this duty shall be
performed by the Board of Directors. It was
also recommended that physicians should nol
be appointed on the Board of Directors, and in
carrying out these recommendations Dr. Vickery, President, resigned and Rev. A. A, Blaii
The three rewas elected to fill the vacancy.
tiring directors were reelected, namely,
Frndk R, Woodcock, G. G. Abbott and S. A,
Parker. The management of the hospital wist
the public to understand that patients entering
the hospital for treatment may have theii
choice of physicians or surgeons, just as they
could in their own homes, with the exceptior
of charity and ward cases, which will be attended by the doctor on service.
tions of
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week and many

Belfast last summer with her husband, later went to Massachusetts and began a suit for divorce and a
decree was granted as above. Soon after this
suit was entered in Massachusetts Small entered a suit in the Waldo County Supreme
Court: Arthur E. Small, libt, vs Marion C*
Small. Ritchie for plaintiff; R. F. Dunton for
defendant. No action has been taken in this
came

!

offer for decorating any rooms in which T
X
Alabastine may be used.
Alabastine is different and not to be #
compared with kalsomines which are sold
|
under a great variety of names.
_X i

J

made.
a

many

Mrs. Small, who

j

Dexter.

Do not ask for kalsomine, but insist on
Alabastine, in the package with the red
cross and circle.
Complete directions for
preparing walls and using Alabastine

were

of}Jthe

The D. A. K. John Cochran Chapter, D. A.
R., held their annual meeting at the Woman’s
Club room last Monday evening. The meeting was opened with the ritualistic service
The
led by Miss Florence Kimball, chaplain.
roll-call was answered with D. A. R. current
events.
Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney and Miss Lucy
A Cochran were made a committee to confer
with the Board of Trade in regard to entertaining the State D. A. R. convention in Belfast next October. It was voted to pay from
the Chapter’s treasury $2 to the fund for
clean-up and paint-up week. The following
officers were elected: Regent, Miss Amy E.
Stoddard; vice regent, Miss Emeroy Ginn; recording secretary, Mrs. Annie M. Frost; corresponding secretary, Mrs. Ida W. Mahoney;
treasurer. Miss Isabel Ginn; registrar, Mrs.
Viola R. Mayo; historian, Mrs. Evelyn C.
Frost; chaplain, Miss Lucy A. Uochran; auditor, Mrs. Edith S. Ferguson; councillors, Mrs.
Julia G. McKeen, Mrs. Emma P. Pitcher and

and

Mrs. Clarence

motorcar

(«»

Me.|

guests.

last

i

911

rolls,
pickles, cake,
served,
The guests were Miss
cream puffs and coffee.
Marian Perry, Mias Alberta Farnham, Miss
Florence Chaples, Mrs. Luther Hammons, Mrs.
Benjamin H. Mudgett, Miss Laverne Whitten,
Miss Florence Brown, Mias Carrie Greenlaw,
Miss Bertha Whitten, the regular members of
the club, with Mrs. Esther Wiley Roberts, Miss
Jessie Hart and Miss Annette Holt as special
with

98

signatures, and opportunity will be
given for some to join later if the company is
authorized.
were

entertained last. Mondav

was

cottage, “Windandspray,”
harbor front. A lobster supper was

the

on

rlnh

at the Jones

and too

i
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Mayflower while describing its growth, etc
Next Saturday, the last of the story hourp,
Mrs. Clyde B. Holmes andJMiss Marian Hazeltine will be the story tellers.

What is Alabastine?

i

j

Linoleums 40c. to $ 1.75 sq.

selections on spring by Mrs. Laura E. Richards. and Miss °arcridge gave a talk on flowers and their growth from seeds and bulbs,
illustrating it with cut flowers Jand pressed
specimens. She ^presented each child with a

day
i!

eries on our second floor.

Grass

Mrs. Frost read several

afternoon.

I

Wilton Velvet, 9x12

alarm.

E. Frost and Miss Sue M. Partridge
the story tellers at the Peirce school last

Saturday

keepers to call and inspect our great
showing of Carpets, Rugs and Drap-

“

Mrs. O.
were

This is the house cleaning seaosn, but instead of repeating the usual chestnuts we will
merely call attention to the exhibition of the
many articles needed in the work in the window at A. A, Howes & Co.’s.

extend a cordial invitation to house

Tapestry Rugs, 9x 12 size,$ 14.40
Burma Brussels, 9x 12
16.20

the storehouse and garage of B. O. Norton,
and a man in passing misunderstood the warnfor

We

car

business, which will go
as the roads dry up.

iroprietor

$98,817.98,

total commitment of

kings, darn the darned fools generally.
But you don’t have to darn the Holeproof
hose, sold only at The Dinsmore Store.

Linoleums, Draperies

season.

Edward Sibley, tax collector for 1915, had

Darn the war, darn the emperors, darn the

Carpets, Rugs,

The Knox county Republicans will have but
one contest in the June primaries, so far as
the county ticket is concerned. Frank F.
Harding and Albert J. Rawley are indulging
in a bit of friendly rivalry for the sheriff nomination, and whichever loses is going to help
the other carrv the county.

Cedar

on

resplendent

past

Roscoe Arey recently made quite an addition at the rear of his fruit, confectionery
and ice cream store on Phoenix Row, and the
interior has been made very attractive.

|i

Dodge Brothers

The colored nature prints in Woodcock’s
window are very beautiful. We have never
seen anything finer in that
line, and they have
only to be seen to be appreciated.

The

sumption

and

an

unusually high

tire

mileage.

....Read the advt. of the Penobscot Bay
Electric Co., telling just what one cent’s
worth of service will do... .See notice to contractors by the State Highway commission
asking for sealed proposals for highway construction .The brothers and sisters of the
late John F. Smalley publish a card of thanks.
....What is Alabastine? The advt. of Carle
& Jones will tell. Write or call for a color
card....Lady canvassers wanted. Apply at 31
Church street,...Annual meeting of corporators of the Searsport Savings bank at 10 a. ro.
May 13th....Mrs. Thomas H. Smalley and
family publish a card of thanks....The Home
Furnishing Co., is making a fine spring showing of carpets, rugs, linoleums and draperies.
No war prices. The goods were bought six
months ago.

See

prices quoted.*...You

w

11

find all the leading numbers in Nemo corsets
at Howes’ dry goods store....Did you ^ee
“that Million Dollar Look” at the Colon al
Theater last week?
This was presen trd
through the enterprising Harry W. Clark &
Co., whose store is the local home of Ro^al
Tailored to your order clothes.

The State of Maine passed a law at the
last session of the Legislature in 1915, requiring poll taxes to be assessed separately
and that the same shall be due and

payable

May 1st.
The Board of Assessors of the city of

completed the poll tax assesspassed the book to me as collector

The Victrola brings the greatest artists right
into your own homes.
We carry
are

fine line of Records that we
always glad to play. Come in and listen.
a

t

Belfast have
ment and

of taxes for 1916. The same will be due
and payable May 1,1916, without discount.
EDWARD SIBLEY,
5wl7
Collector of Taxes for 1916.

DesirableHome
FOR SALE.
Wadsworth residence, 195 High street, house
of 13 rooms, steam heat, electric lights, bath,
two flush closets; fitted for two families if desired. Beautiful view of the bay. Five acres
of land running to the shore, 18 apple trees,
poultry houses and barn. Ideal place for market gardening or keeping poultry. Buildings
in good repair.
For particulars and price en-

quire of

EDWARD A. WADSWORTH.

Belfast, April 27,1915.-17

Machines from $15 to $150.00 in stock.

Upholstery Goods, Draperies,
Shades and Wall Paper
•

Please call and let

us

show you.

J. L. SLEEPER & CO., 72 Main St.

|

from the farm with the help of the cows
other farm acock?
Possibly the farmer is not getting
Editor Maine Farmer: “Come, let enough, perhaps the other fellow is getus reason together” for a little while and ting too much.
Be that as it may, the
see if it may not be possible to dig out farm is a business proposition and must
will
be
that
some truths about farming,
be handled as such. Let us be fair with
helpful to some of us in trying to soive the farm first, then we can demand fairhave
we
which
with
the vexing problems
ness from the other fellow,with hopes of
to deal.
getting it.
At the present time, there are two
“He that tilleth his land shall have
E. C. Dow.
widely divergent influences at work for plenty of bread.”
the benefit of agriculture in this country.
Belfast.
the
One is working almost wholly for

Play Fair With The Farm.

crop production
without, seemingly, much thought as to
lead to a prowill
increase
whether such
fit or result in loss to the grower. The
other has its eyes fixed on that delusive
“thirty cent dollar,” and while it means
well, has blinded itself by trying to look
that obstacle, so that it fails to
purpose

of

increasing

through

DOUGHNUTS

AND

DRIED

Home

APPLES.

The man who invented the hole for the

getting

some

publicity.—

discern clearly some very important economic truths.
Within reasonable limitB, both sides
are right; beyond those limits, both are

Pats and Knocks.
This thing has gone far enough and it
is time to call a halt before the facts get
inextricably twisted. Of all writers,
wrong.
Without question, successful farming Pats and Knocks, observant as he is,
in
Lei us show you Ihe Latest
depends primarily on good crop produc- usually accurate in his deductions and
tion. There can be no such thing as a dependable in his conclusions, should
permanently profitable agriculture with- know that nobody invented the hole for
out heavy crop yields, fundamentally, the doughnut,
i ssuming that his misthen, our government experts and college take may be due more to the enthusiasm
FOR SALE BY
better
methworkers are right in urging
and confidence of youth than to a lack of
ods of farming, to the end that we may desire to establish the truth, we ask for
produce more and more of those things his attention long enough to assure him
which are used to feed the world.
that the hole to which he refers has been
Theoretically, they are right. In prac- in existence ever since the Creator
Literary News and Notes.
tice, they begin to be wrong the moment brought order out of chaos at the very
the point is reached where overproduc- beginning of things here on earth. The
tion begins.
In the May Woman’s Home Companion,
foundation of the doughnut was laid by
been reached? the Dutch, who
Has that point yet
provided some of the the editor asks squarely if the American
too
well
fed?
been
When has tne world
first raw material for the American

ytbWclcyoudo'

Styles

LamswHimrdHats
Dwight P. Palmer

than
time
when famine is not less than one year
ahead in case of general crop failure,
which ail admit as true, then the gospel
of better farming, meaning thereby better crops, still needs to be preached until

population increasing faster
production. If there is never a
Is not

every

man

gives heed,

differs from every other busiin many essential factors. No man
can foretell the amount of any crop nor
know in advance the market conditions.
Even if f armers could make a world-wide
agreement to limit the acreage of any
crop, they would not. be able to foresee
the total yield. Hence, crop yield is beyond our control, however much we
might wish to limit it.
Again, most tarm crops are oi a perishable nature and have to go to market
within a short time after their maturity.
As a rule, they cannot be held over except at the risk ot total loss.
As a theory, it sounds nice to advise
the farmers to unite and fix the price on
what they have to sell; in practice, no
class of men can fix the price on their
products unless they can control the output and hold over the goods. Hence, all
talk of such co-operation on the part of
the farmers is a waste of time and ener-

Farming

ness

motion picture
wants unclean
melting-pot. Th-y introduced the cus- public
films, giving evidence that seems to show
tom of frying balls of sweetened dough
in hog’s fat. In the natural course of that such films are widely preferred. The
events, somebody with a genius equal to leading article,entitled “Incompatioility,
that of a great inventor took some of Your Honor,” by Justice John J. Freschi,
the holes that had been lying around for who was recently knighted by King Viccountless ages and arranged some of this tor Emanuel III gives a study of the
sweetened dough around them and the divorce problem based on Justice Fresresult was the original of the doughnut chi’s wide experience as Judge of the

know it. The work was not
along the line of invention, but rather
the combination of materials already
waiting. That is to say, when the hole
and the sweetened dough were properly
combined the doughnut was born. Until that thing happened there was no
doughnut, and so nobody could invent a
hole for it. —Biddeford Journal.
as we

now

AS

TO

DRIED

APPLES.

A small advertisement in The CourierGazette of Tuesday brought immediate
response from many corners of the county, indicating that the old-fashioned
dried apple continues to be cultivated by
the industrious farmer's wife and has
not been altogether crowded off the stage
by the "evaporated apple” of commerce.
The inquiry was made by the editor of
this paper, and he thanks Mrs. G. E.
way to remedy the Hortor. of 219 Cedar street for the bag

gyThere muBt be some
ills surrounaing agriculture. Farming
itself is not sick and needs no physician,
although it is being badly dosed with all
sorts of quack remedies. The industry
is a basic one and supports all others.
That the ola farm ship is heavily loaded
with barnacles, 1 am ready to admit. To
remove those barnacles, I am ready to
help. But it can never be done by throwing stones at them. It doesn't help any
to call the farmers fools, although a few
men seem to think they show their own
mental superiority by doing so. Nor yet
is it true that farmers are unprogressive and wedded to ways of the past.
Paradoxical as it may sound, it is,
nevertheless, true, that progress is based
upon conservatism. It is well for the
man and well for the nation that the exigencies of agriculture make the men on
the farms hard-headed, conservative,and
not easily led astray by the teachings of
false prophets.
There will be times when the production of some crop, like apples or potatoes,
What is good
will exceed the demand.
business in such cases, to refuse to sell
below cost and lose the whole, or to sell
at as good a price as possible and thus
reduce the loss to its lowest terms?
Much of the so-called loss in farming is
an imaginary one. When men go on year
after year in the same line of work and
pay their hills, support their families,
educate their children, put money in the
bank and run an auto, it may safely be
said that they are not going behind, even
though they can figure out a loss on every
Men have been docow and every crop.
ing this, are doing it now, and all the
time cursing the business out of which
they have made a competence.
The average dairyman says he is losing
money and thinks it’s true, yet he paints
his house, pays his tax, builds a barn and
has money on deposit, and usually some
in his pocket. Besides this, he can spend
more
time away from home attending
Grange meetings, etc., than any other
class of men could spare from their work
and live.
One writer says he grinds it out of his
wife and family, but that isn’t true, because he wouldn’t do it if he could, and
no modern wife w'ould let him if he would.
The real trouble is that he is figuring
He centers
backward in his accounts.
his work and his figures on the cow inHe needs to get
stead of on the 1 ind.
away from the cow far enough to figure
the per acre yield and cost of his milk and
cost of his milk and butter. That is what
will tell the truth, “the whole truth and
nothing but the truth” about the dairy
business.

of fruit which she promptly sent in
(made by her own bands at the Horton’s
Matinicus farm) as well as the numerous
correspondents who replied to the inquiry. It is gratifying to know that
dried apples, sliced, cored and threaded
on strings, the dried apple about which
lingers the fond memory of hungry childhood, is still believed in even though it
has come to be so seldom encountered in
the marts of trade.
We are aware that much humor and
not a little derision has been expended
upon the dried apple, and there are those
who honestly regard the dessicated fruit
with scorn —but these are people who
have not learned the lesson of proper
preparation. Like rhubarb, the dried
apple has to be treated with a skilled
hand and a mind that does not shrink
from adequate application of sugar and
the subtle accessories of the intellectual
housewife’s pantry. Thus it comes forth
deliciously in the frank and open guise of
sauce.
Moreover there is an enlarged
species of doughnut, bearing cunningly
! concealed at its interior an appealing
mixture of the apple that we could wish
the oftener to encounter—and who does
not know of the dried apple pie, the apple part of it brown and rich and deep,
! the pastry of engaging flakiness and the
: top geometrically laid off m lattice work?
Not to have made acquaintance with
that New England culinary triumph is to
have missed out of life one of its essential joys.

Domestic Relations in New
York City. There are many excellent
articles and good short stories. Articles
of particular interest are “Good and Bad
Piano Lessons,” by William Armstrong,
“Would You Want Your Daughter to
Marry a Minister?” “The Bird Garden”
and “The Fifty Dollar Shack That Cured
My Wife of Tuberculosis.” Among the
serials and short stories are “The PsyCourt of

chological Moment,” by Dorothy Canfield, “The Old Man of the Field,” by
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman, “A Bank
Where the Wild Thyme Blows,” by
Walter Prichard Eaton; “The Blue Envelope,” by Sophie Kerr; “The Rising
Tide,” by Margaret Deland; “Chloe Malone,” by Fannie Heaslip Lea, and “A
Night Call,” by William Chester Estabrook. Excellent material is contained
in the regular departments, in the sections on handicraft and for younger readThe department on cooking is coners.
ducted by Cora Farmer Perkins, “Better
Films,” by Helen Duey, "The Woman
Motorist,” by C. H. Claudy, the automobile expert, and “Your Son’sCareer,”
by a prominent business man. Fashions
are
discussed by Grace Margaret Gould.
The new picture section is printed by
the Alco Gravure process.

Coming

at

a

time when the

situation of the United States

political
presents

unparalleled complications, the
leading article of the Atlantic Monthly,
“The Record of the Administration,” by

almost

Henry Jones Ford, Professor of Polities
at Princeton University, will be of deep

interest. Prof. Ford is the author of
“The Scotch-Irish in America,” recently
reviewed in these columns and was a
successful journalist before he took up
college work. In a notable essay, “War
as an Institution,’ Bertrand Russell provides broad, constructive
suggestions
based on truths that will seem bitter to
Fiederick Winsor, in
many readers.
“The Underpaid Pedagogue,’ and John
Jay Chapman, in “The Schoolmaster,’
approach much-vexed educational probdifferent slants.
lems from radically
'Woman’s Mastery of the Story,’ by
George Malcolm Stratton, presents a peculiarly delicate and penetrating explanation of that feministic trend of modern
fiction which becomes more marked each
‘Twenty Minutes of Reality,’ by
year.
an anonymous author, is the record of an
astonishing spiritual
expeiience that
would have delighted the heart of William
James. This crystallization of an elusive
THE OLDEST BOOK IN THE WORLD. state of mind is
ably commented on by
Dr. Richard Cabot in ‘Was It Reality?’
[Atchison, Kansas, Globe.]
‘Abraham Mitrie Rihbany contributes
Atchison women who play bridge, At- the last of his series of papers interpretchison men who play schaafskopf, and ing the Gospel story—‘Bread and Salt';
other people who think it is wicked to H. M. Chittenden treats us, in ‘Destiny
not Manifest,’ to the interesting specuplay cards at all, possibly do not know lative vision of the United States as they
that a pack of cards is the oldest book in
would be had they remained a British
the world.
Its leaves have been called
colony. This is but a foretaste of an
playing cards since the 14th century, but unusually interesting and varied table of
they wer*- known as far back as history contents. The war articles are the best
reaches, by the Chinese, Persians and that appear in the magazines.
Egyptians, not to mention the ancients
in me may American magazine are me
of prehistoric times. A pack of cards said
to be 1,000 years old is preserved in the opening chapters of Philip Curtiss’ brilliant new serial “Between Two Worlds,
museum of the Royal Asiatic Society.
Before a pack of playing cards became a a love story of stage and society people.
There is also a large amount of good ficgame it was called “The mystic book”
and held the hidden wisdom of the ancient tion and a number of excellent special
world. It was used by the priests in their articles and features. “Courtesy in Busitemples when time was young. Cali its ness,” by Fred C. Kelly, proves that
origin Egyptian, or what you will, it is politeness pays actual dividends end has
full of astronomical symbolism, and the been heavily invested in by hard-headed
wisdom of numbers; such learning as business men throughout the country.
men
had of old was carefully concealed “A Daring Baseball Prediction” is made
But to those who by Hugh S. Fullerton, easily the forefrom the uninitiated.
uuu
mail
wuu gcio
1 lit,
attiu^v,
test book was a most authority on baseball in the country.
could read it the
pounds of butter annually per cow may veritable book ofmystic
fate. The cards, for He tells why the Red Sox will win the
be a good dairyman, but if he uses ten
one thing,
are
all symbols of the astro- 1916 World’s Championship.“Kentucky,”
acres of good land to feed that cow. he is
logical art. Each one is an emblem. The by Irvin S. Cobb, for the series on “The
a poor farmer and is doing business at a
52 emblems or pages of this book repre- Glory of the States,” gives an amusing
loss. A good farmer may not keep poor
sent the 52 weeks in the year. The 12 account of the Blue Grass and Moonshine
make
more
he
would
if
he
tbut
did,
cows,
court emblems are the 12 months, and 13 Country.
“Better Doctoring for Less
out of them than the poor farmer would
cards in each suit represent the sun and Money” is continued by the famous phyout of Jgood ones. No matter what the
the 12 signs of the zodiac, the four suit sician, Dr. Rich rd C. Cabot, chief of the
kind of stock kept, in the final analysis it
figures the four seasons. Further, the medical staff of the Massachusetts Gencomes to this: Success means good farm"Have I Missed or Esheart is the emblem of spring and love, eral Hospital.
ing first, Nature is a great teacher if the trefoil or clover leaf—and we call it caped Something?” by U. S. Congressher lessons are only well learned. Nathe
diaman
club—of summer and knowledge,
Edward J. King of Illinois is the
ture never furnished the cow with high
mond of autumn and wealth, and the story of a man who asks if his difficulties
protein foods nor fitted her to consume acorn or spade, of winter, labor and were a handicap or a benefit. “Have
them.
death. The pages of this book are in red You Made Your Will?” by Freaerick
When science and the cow disagree,
and black.
White was once used in Halsey, and directions for making it, by
science is wrong. The time has come to
place ot red. These colors in the cards Charles S. Cutting, give valuable inforstop paying out all the profit lor expensymbolize night and day, astronomically, mation on a duty that is shirked by ninetysive protein to run through the cow mill,
and the lights and shades of life as ap- seven per cent of our business men.
and to feed her on more of what the farm
plied to map. Look closely at the court “Plays Worth Seeing,” by Walter Prican be made to grow.
cards and notice the emblem carried. chard Eaton, gives a critical discussion
Co operation has a future if rightly These all
survive from the ancient, forms. of the present dramatic productions. FicBut if it only enables the
carried on.
The queens hold the lotus flower, sup- tion is contributed by Henry Wallace
farmer to buy cheaper, thereby inducing
in the case of the queen of Phillips, Jack Lait, John A. Moroso,
him to buy more instead of raising it, it plemented
spades by the distaff,emblem of industry, Phillip Curtiss, Olive Higgins Prouty,
will prove a damage rather than a benefit.
all the long centuries. The and Leila Burnham Wells. There are
The basis of New England agriculture kept through
king and queen of clubs hear symbols of the results of two prize contests. “Habmust be live stock. Mixed farming is the
wisdom, the king still plainly showing its,” and “Interesting People” include
only safe farming. Self-support is the the
winged globe. Each suit has its articles by Dr, Edwin F. Bowers and
sure
support.
only
mystic symbolism, corresponding to the Oswald Garrison Villard. This number
Make ihe farm aB nearly self-support- planets, in botn suit and spotB. Venus of The American Magazine is good from
ing as possible, and there will be little and Mercury rule hearts.Mars and Earth cover to cover.
need of hunting for remedies for imagi- rule clubs, Jupiter and
Neptune diamonds,
nary ills. Higher acre yields, better Saturn and Uranus spades. The joker
Maine Grand Lodge, Royal Arcanum.
farm management, more and better farm iB a modern invention. He does not
stock, and Maine and New England will count in any serious game of life or cards.
BANGOR, Me., April 25. The annual
develop an agriculture second to none. Yet there was in the days of old always a session of the Maine Grand Lodge, Royal
Buying cows and buying hay and grain to court jester, so this new card is not really Arcanum, convened here today with a
feed them or and then selling the milk, is j out of place among queens and kings.
good attendance. Grand Regent Hiram
not farming. It is not the correct way to
C. Wilson of Portland presided. Officers
me: sure the success of dairying or farmwere elected as follows: Hiram G. WilAVOID SPKINd COLDS.
the
leaves
out
farm
This
method
ing.
son, grand regent: C. C. Ramsay of PortSudden changes, high winds, shifting seaand the farmer, the two factors which
land, grand secretary; H. E. Penley of
sons cause colds and grippe, and these spring
tell the story of success or failure.
Auburn, grand treasurer; George B.
A resident of that State told me the colds are annoying and dangerous and are Goodell of
Bangor, grand orator; FredPennsylvania Germans were the best likely to turn into a chronic summer cough. erick McAlary of Waterville, grand
farmers in the world. One of theBe In such cases take a treatment
of Dr. King’s guide; Harold K. Benner of Portland,
farmers, when asked the way by which New
Dicovery, a pleasant Laxative Tar Syrup. grand warden; E. A. Nutting of Bangor,
he made his money, solemnly replied,
grand sentry. The. officers were installed
with a twinkle in his shrewd old eye: ‘‘I It soothes the cough, checks the cold and helps
by C. Edgar Searing of Stockbridge,
Its already
made it by buying steers in the fall, feed- break up an attack of grippe.
Mass., representative of the Supreme
ing them all winter and selling at a loss prepared, no mixing or fussing. Just ask Council. A social session was held toin the spring.” By the same token, may your druggist for a bottle of Dr. King’s New
night, a feature of which was a drill by
we not continue to make an honest dollar Discovery. Tested and tried for over 40
years. the women of Penobscot Council.
£&£
an

son or

Mountain,

far son,—

sea or

plain,—

From coast to coast, lets have the toast,
“Our Motherland of Maine!”
Far son, oh, fond son,
Is other land as dear?
There’s fame and gold to coax and hold.
But it’s home—it’s home up here.
—Holman Day.

THE DOUGHNUT.

is

Eustis-Kelly. A large number of
relatives and friends attended the wedding of Miss Gladys Kelly, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Fitzroy Kelly, of 254 Newbury street and Wyatt St. Barbe Eustis
of San FranciBco, in the Old South
Church Monday evening, April 24th. The
bridegroom is the son ot Mr. and Mrs.
George H. Eustis of Winchester. Rev.
George A. Gordon, D. D., pastor of the
church, officiated. The reception which

In Honolulu Honor Head of Mystic Shrine.
Speeches by Cyrus H. K. Curtis and
Others.
[Honolulu Star-Bulletin, April 3d.]

Described and Dissected by Maine Editors.

doughnut

WEDDING BELLS.

SONS OF MAINE

or

followed at the

Copley-Plaza

ly attended.

was

large-

The bride wore a gown of white tulle
Sons of the State of Maine assembled
combined with silver lace, finished with
at a luncheon given this noon at the Coma long court train of Bilver brocaded tafmercial Club in honor of J. Putnam
Stevens of the Mystic Shrine, a native feta. The wedding vfeil of white tulle
fell from a silver crown and was attachof Maine and now residing in Portland.
It was an informal affair that was ed to the train with orange blossoms.
Kelly carried a shower bouquet of
given a sort of Pine Tree touch through Miss
the sentiment from Holman Day that white orchids and lilies of the valley.
She
was
given in marriage by her father.
was put at each place.
The length an
Miss Kelly was attended by her sisters^
breadth of the State were represented
Mrs.
George Atherton Vose of Brookand numerous walks of life, the army
line, and and Mrs. Frank Parker Davis
having the strongest single representa- of
Evanston, III., as matrons of honor;
tion.
in the course of the very informal and by her niece, Amanda Bernice Davis, as flower girl. Mrs. Vose and Mrs.
toasts “Put” Stevens told of his meeting men from the State of Maine wher- Davis wore a combination of Callot blue
ever he has traveled.
They are all ovei lalfeta veiled with tulle, with trimmings
the country and he has never yet with- of lilac ribbon and novelty rosettes of
drawn his claim to pride in being from lilac and blue. Their bouquets were of
the State of Maine and proud also to be pink orchids, pink roses and sweet peas.
living in the State that has such a glori- Mibs Davis wore a gown of pink net
over pink taffeta,
trimmed with garous past, a splendid present and a future
lands of rose buds. She carried a basthat will put the rest of it in the shade,
Mr. Stevens paid a high tribute to Mr. ket of Dorothy Perkins roses. Mrs.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis, who presented hie Kelly, mother of the bride, wore blue
home town, Portland, Me., with a great silver net, combined with silver lace and
brocaded crepe de chine, and she carried
organ in the new city hall. It is a magnificent instrument and the organist is a violet orchids. Mrs. Eustis, mother of
paid municipal employe. Public concerts the bridegroom, wore a gown of black
tulle over white satin, with white Chanare given every Sunday.
Mr. Curtis spoke of his experiences ir tilly lace. Her bouquet was of Ophelia
relating to friends the great number ol I roses and larkspur.
Mr. Eustis had for his best man W. D.
prominent people who have come from
The ushers
Portland, Me. In the list that he gave Morden of Chicago, III.
are such names as Annie Louise
Carey, were Frank Parker Davis of Evanston,
William ,Pitt Fessenden, Nathan Clif- George Atherton Vose, S. Henry Skilford, who was chief justice of the ton, Jr., Robert Daniels and Ernest ParUnited States in Buchanan’s time; Nor- sons of Brookline; Ernest R. Eustis and
dica, and a long list of national and Edward N. Wills of Winchester and
world famous figures. He said that all Robert M. Bowen of Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Eustis will make their
the great men and women were born in
Portland, and then they sent them over home in San Francisco. —Boston Transto Bowdoin College to finish them off.
cript.

Lieut. Philoon, an old-time football
star of Bowdoin, spoke for the Bowdoin

•‘The

The Kind. You Have Always Bought has borne the sig,^
ture of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been made under
I,,,
personal supervision for over 30 years. Allow no <„1(j
to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endanger 11„.
health of Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Kind You Have
Bears the

In Use For Over 30 Years.
THE

CENTAUR

BuCKSPOKT,Me., April

At

James H. Duncan. C. E,
Land

Topographic

Timberlands,

and

lyrll

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

p

m.

Leave Bangor, Mondays, Wednessdays,
and Saturdays at 11.00 a, m. for

Thursdays

Boston and intermediate landings.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always bears

Signature

|

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
|

DIRECT BETWEEN PORTLAND AND NEW
YORK

—

oi

Aroostook Potatoes.

STEAMSHIPS NORTH LAND
AND NORTH STAR.
Leave Portland Tuesdays, Thursdays and
: Saturdays at 6 p. m. for New York,
i
Return—Leave New York same days at 5

P- in,
The potato market has been a little lower the I
A week day trip in each direction leaves
past few days, $2 25 being a standard price for Portland and New York Mondays at 10.30 a.
Green Mountains, but once in a while a good
! am., June 19th to Sept. 11th.
load being a little more. Irish Cobblers are
FRED W. POTE, Affent,
$2 00 or a little less. Not much stock is arrivBelfast, Maine
ing in the Fort Fairfield market, although quite
a
little arrives at the surrounding sidings.—
Fort Fairfield Review April 26th.

j

TRUCKING

I

to do

prepared

am

all kinds of

trucking,

Furniture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave orders at the stame corner of Main
and Cross streets, and they will receive

Telephone connection.

attention.

prompt

W. W. BLAZO,
126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

E. H. BOYINGTON
Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

Let

us

help

Kyanize

derful

is

South Main Street, winteroort, Maine.

44

OFFICE

floors, furniture,

all

MUSIC SHOP,

Come in and buy a 1 Oc.
brush and we will give
you a can of Kyanize
Free. Enough for one
piece of furniture.
After using you’ll Kyanize
all the house, and never be
without it.
try it.
And ask the dealer about the wonderful Kyanize White Enamel
for the white woodwork, furni-

Just

ture, etc.

HALIELLIS HARDWARE C0>
BELFAST AGENTS.

Belfast, Maine

47 Main Street,

your woodwork.
In seven colors and clear.

MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS

PATTERSON’S

a won-

Finish for

DAYS,

MUSIC MDSE.
RENTING

J.

TEACHING
REPAIRING

PATTERSON, Proprietor.

LEE

s e

con a- h a u o

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yot
have anything tv
sell drop me

a prompt call.
WALTER H. UOMBH,
64 Mu in Street, Belfast.

postal card and you will receive
Te

ephone

Herbert E.

a

Probate practic.

Courts.

specialty

2ft

249-3

Inquire

Odd

i,
f

Knowlton,

late ot

'«

fi<

P

O

t
t

1%

:

f: |HH
gM

W1

B*

W-'-i

JAMES LI BE
A true copy. Attest:
Akthuk W. Lkonakp.

lumif

II7AEDOSS—In Court ot Probate
'■
V?
fast, tin the llth day of
Clarence o. Woodbury, administr:
estate oi Osgood Woodbury, late !
in said County, deceased, having
first and final account of adnnnistiat
estate for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be
weeks successively, in The RepubP
a newspaper published in Belfast, n
that all persons interested may alien
bate Court, to be held at Bellam.
day ot May next, and show ea
the\ have, why the said account >1
allowed.
JAMES LIBIA
A true copy. Attest
Akthi k W. LrnN.M I

DENTIST,
37 Main Street,

Belfast, Me.

For Sale
Sand and gravel delivered at
reasonable price.
CHAS. M. HALL,
lei 306
Sears port Ave.

a

llT A 1.1)0 SS—in < ourt ol Probate,
M
fast, on the Ilf! day of April,
M. Thompson, administratrix on n
Erwin L. Thompson, late ot Knox, n
ty, decease*!, Having presented
final account of administration ot
for allowance.

■

PROBATE NOTICES
|

I

I

At a Probate (Joint, held at Belfast, within and
for the County o' Waldo, on the second Tuesday of April, A. I) 1 PIG.
4 certain
instrument purporting to be the*
last will sum tes.ament of Warren K Marsh,*
late of Belfast, in said county of Waldo, tie eased. having been presented tor probate
Henri
eita a. Marsh named executrix, to serve with >ut
be uil.

I
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
! interested by causing a copy of this outer t< be
published three weeks successively in The Kepublican Journal, published at Beltast, that they
! may appear at a Probate Court, to he held :st
1

I
|

Belfast, within and tor said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, apmoved ai d allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
A in hi h \v. Leonard. Register.
At a Probate Court held itt Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on The 2nd 1 uesday
of April, A. 1). 1916.
A certain instrument, purporting t*» be the last
A will and testament of Chares h. Brown,
late of Mo rill, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate. Mary
F. Brown named executrix in said will to serve
without bond.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of tins order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican .Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Beliast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of .May next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Registei.

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo
day of April, A. 1). Ifcl6.

Belfast, within and
on

the second l

ues-

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Richard Parker, late
of Fianklort, in said County ot Waldo, deceasJacob
been presented for probate.
having
ed,
N. Barker named executor, to serve without
bond.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons m
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of May next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same shoulu not be proven, approved
and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Attest:
A true copy.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

A

At a Pr< bate Court
for the County of
April, A. 1). 1916.

neia at

Waldo,

brifast, within and
the lltli day of

|

Ordered, that notice thereof be
weeks successive Iy. in The Kepubh
newspaper published in Belfast, a
that atl persons interested may attei
bate Court, to be held at Beliast.on
of Ma y next, and show cause, n
liave.why the said account 'Imul*.
ed.
JAMES Bill!
A true copy. Attest:
AKTHUK W. LfcoNAKP,

J

a

1),MIMS!RATRIX’S NOTICE.

*

I1

er hereby gives notice that sinappointed administratrix of theest

1

NOAH P.SaRGEN i late of M
in the County of Waldo, decease*!
bonds as the law directs. Ad pei
demands against the estate oi saiu m
desired to present the same tor sett
all indebted thereto are requested t*
meat immediately.
MAE E. <
Auburn, Me., March 14.1010.
i DM I NISTRAThIX’S KOllCJ'.
x\
scnber hereby gives notire t!
been duly appointed admmi'tiati
tate of

EUDORA L. PIPER, late of 1
in the County of Walco, deceased,
bonds as the law dnee's. A.i pers
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same tor >ett
all indebted thereto are requested t>ment immediately to R
F. Puntoi:
Me,, my authorized agent iu the Me'
(iRACE t. \\ i
Brooklyn. N. Y.. March 14, 1916.-

iEXECUTOR'S

NOTICE

The

mu-

by gives notice that lie .has be
pointed executor of the last will an.
of

NELSON ( UR 1 IS, late of Mi-A
ni the County of V\ aldo, deceased,
having demands against the esiate

ceased ale desired to present the s.u
tlement, and all indebted tbeieto art
to make payment immeuiately
N Ei SON .1 <
Monroe, Me Apiil 11, 1916.
4 DM INRSTRATRIX'S
NOTICE.
£\ sender heieby gives notice i!
been duly appointed aUmiuistratm
tale of

HOUSTON, latent
County of Waldo, deceased

NATHAN F.
the
bonds

in

as

tile

law

directs.

A

having demands against the estate
desired to present the s,i
tlement, and ait indebted thereto an
to make payment immediately
HELEN It, li<
Belfast, Me.. April It, 1916,

ceased are

EXECUTRIX’S NOTICE. The

I

subs.

Ly gives notice that she Ir.s be«
pointed executrix of the last will an.:

of

WINSLOW I! KYltJilt, late oi
in the County of Waldo, deceased, a
said
DELANO of Beliast. in
County, having demands against the estate
widow of Nathaniel W, Delano, late ot Bel
ceased are uesired to present the sum.
fast, in -aid County of Waldo, deceased, having
In.'lit, and Mil indebted thereto are r«
presented a petition praying that an allowance make payment immediately.
Ni LITE K.
estate
of
the
be
toller
out
granted
personal
may
of said deceased.
Monroe, Me., A pul 11, 1916.
!
Ordered. 'Ihat the said petitioner give notice to |
ali persons interested by causing a copy of this
4
1) MlMbll.A lOR’S M-lli h
order to be published three weeks successively
A scnber hereby gives notice hat
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publishduly‘appointed administrator,ot tlie
ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
OLIVE .UOMdh’J H. late «
Court, to be held at Beliast, w'thin and for said
County, on the 9th day ot May, A. 1). 1916, j in the County ot Waldo, deceased,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
bonds as the law directs. All peison*
if any they have, why the prayer o» said petitionluaiuis against the estate of said d«er should not be granted
desired to piesent the same tor setti
JAMES LIBBY, Judge
all indebted thereto are requested to
A true copy. Attest:
ment immediately.
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
FIT V. COM
Unit}, Me, April 11.1UKS.
on

NOTICE. The subscribers here-

EXECUTORS’
by give notice

that they have been duly
appointed executors ot the last w ill and testament

ot

MARIE L. ANDREWS, late of Belfast,
in the County of W aldo, deceased, and glveD
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
ROBERT F. DUN TON.
Belfast, Me April 11, 1916.
NOTICE.

I NISI lHI OK's NOTH li. 11
hereby gives notice that lie h
appointed administrator of the estab
LEW lb (). FERN A1-1), late of Be
u
the Count' of Waldo, deceastd
bonds as the law dueets. All pei>demands against the estate of said u»
desired to present the same lor setnall indel ted tlieieto aie rtquesud t«

A1)M

er

ment

immediately.

Fellous\

JOHN R. DC

The subscriber here-

block.

of

RALPH H. HOWLS.

AURiLLA BAKER, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. Ali persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately..
ROBERT F.iDUNTON,
Belfast, Me. April 11,1916.

■

>

Belfast, Me., April 11. 1916.

K. The
EXECUTOR’S
by gives notice that he lias been duly ap(EXECUTRIX’S NOTH
that she hashed,
pointed executor of the last will and testament I by gives
executrix.of the last will and

OFFICE
in

<?
8

bt allowed.

suDsci u

J

To let

s'.

CARRO

BOYINUTON OPTICAL CO.,

you

make your home
like new.

THF

In

'Ajy

County, deceased, having presente*,
final account of administration <>!
for allowance, together with priv-,
administrator.
Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively, in The Republics
h newspaper published in Belfast,
ty. that all persons interested may
Probate Court, to be held at Bella'-,
day of May next, and show ea
they have, why the said account

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice ir. all

19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.2
20 Whooping Cough..
21 Astlm.a,Oppressed,DifBcultBreathing. *.
27 Kidney Disease.
.l.(.
2S A'ervous Debility, Vital WeahruSO I'rinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed. ..2
3 4 Sore Throat, Quinsy.-

Eastern Steamship Lines.

Pelt;
tl

on

U’ALlio SS.— in Court of Pro bat*
n fast, outlie 11 tit
day of April, 1m
K. Knowlton, administrator on

at Law

Attorney

HUMPHREYS’

Farm and Fireside tells us that an imto the bigness of
American live stock interests was af7 7 I.a Grippe—Crip.
forded recently.
“A L indon dispatch
Sold by druggists, or sent on rect i; <•; .-r.
stated that Great Britain alone had
nUilPHP.EYS* IIOMEO. ~TINE C’\.
bought $60,000,000 worth of horses and I William and Ana St rt ots,Now York.
mules in America since the war started.
Just about the same day the agricultural
department declared that, notwithstanding the’unprecedented sales abroad,there
were just as many horses
and mules
left in the country as when the war
ALL THE WAY bY WATER.
started.
“Ad the European countries are takBANGOR LINE
ing measures to keep their supply of
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and Camhorses.
Various plans to encourage
den.
breeding, restore racing to favor, give
Leave Belfast Mondays,Wednesdays, Thursprizps for good animals, purchase good days and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m., for Camden,
stallions with public funds and permit Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast, Tuesthem to be used by private breeders, and days, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at
the like, are being organized in England 7,30 a. m., for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterand France. The horse question is going port and Bangor.
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston, Monto be one of Europe’s hardest after the
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 6.00
war.”

at

*

of the East Maine Conference Seminary
presented the comedy, ‘‘The Colonel’s
Maid,” before a large audience in a local
pis
j theatre tonight.
The parts were taken by Charles LanThe lunch wound up with a good oldfashioned talk from Mr. A. B. Ricker of caster, Merle Fogg, Miss Albra Hoxie,
Poland Spring fame. Maine is not slow Blynn Sidelinger, Miss Orelle Gray, Miss
in the boosting game if Ricker is to be Ethel Houston, Lawrence Morton,Milton
taken as a sample. He sees the great Prescott and Charles Storer.
future of the State and there is no doubt
that the famous Ricker brothers are
showing their confidence in that future.
Mr. Ricker informed his friends at the
table that whenever they should come to
Free Medical Book—in celeMaine the doors of the Ricker hotels
bration of sixty years we have
were open to them and their names would
published a revised edition of
be on the list of his personal guests.
Dr. Humphreys’ Manual of all
Those present at the luncheon and their
diseases, giving in minute detail
native town in Maine follow: Gardiner
and
treatment
care
of
the
B. Wilkins, Brownville,
Me.; Walter
Starbird, Skowhegan; Lieut. Fred F. the sick with Humphreys’
Black, Searsport; W. A. Anderson, Port- Remedies.
Price
FOR
land; Wallace C. Philoon, Auburn; Ed- No.
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.2!i
gar S Barry, Machine; Joseph E.Sheedy,
2 Worms, Worm Fever.25
Pembroke; Cyrus H. K. Curtis, Port3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infant.-, 25
2"
•I Diarrhea, of Children and Adult-*
land; N. C. Grover, Bethel; Lieut.
7 Coughs, Colds,Bronchitis. 2.
Charles H. Rich, Rockland; Clinton B.
H Toothache, Faceaehc, Neuralgia..2.'
Oxford
F.
MerC.
Ripley, Peru,
County;
9 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo. 2
rill, Brewer; Ed Towse, Lubec; Cyrus lO Dyspepsia Indigestion, Weak Stomach.2
13 ('roup, lioarso Cough, Laryngitis.. 2
Dana Bishop, Winthrop; A. B. Ricker,
I 1 fer.lt rtheuni. Erupt I ms. 2
Poland Spring; J. Putnam Stevens of
2
15 HhcuinatiBm, Lumoago.
Portland and Wallace B. Farrington of 10 V vc? nnd Ague, Ji-laria.
17 I',if s. Blind orl>lcc*.It:-;, External,Internal.*'
Orono.

pressive testimony

held

U/ALTER

Hydrographic Surveys,
General Engineering Work.

26, The seniors

ourt

a COWAN of Wild,
*»
County. Ill the estate of Alii
late of WinCrport. in said Com
deceased having presented a \<that l.uietta X 4 hompson of Can
< ommon wealth of Massachusetts
‘■unable person may be appointed
ot said estate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner
all persons interested by causing
Dider to be published three weeks
l’he Republican Journal, a newspai
at Belfast, tii.it they
may appeal
Court, to be held at Belfast, witlm
Countv, on the Hli day ot May
at ten of the clock before noon, an
if any they have, why the prayei
tiouer should not be granted.
JAMES LIB!
A true copy. Attest:
A Kill UK W. LkoNAP I

Surveying,
Valuatic <"of

Probate C

a

for the County of W aldo,
April, A. 1)1916.

SEARSPORT, MAINE,

who has been making a very
thorough survey of the water sources of
Hawaii, spoke interestingly of his tr&v-

Situation.

CITY.

»!

survey,

Horse-Export

YORK

ft

end of it.

N. C. Grover, head of the hydrographic

NEW

COMPANY,

_

Maid.”

Colonel’s

Always Bought

Signature of

notice

pointed

t«

°f

WILLIAM A. bHALES. late of I
v
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the sain*
tlement, ami all indebted thereto are i<
to make payment immediately.
ELEANOR B, SlL'
Belfast, Me., April 11 1916.
_

f

|

AFTER SIX YEARS
rCorrespL’1'
"

poll'1

apnce

how much
iiington, April 25. Just
':|he Administration play to
and get away with
uJine election of
William M. ln-

*»

OFJJFFERING

of the Boston Transcript.]

ippoimment

Woman Made Well by Lydia
E«

mayor of Portland, as
secretary of war, was admit,rIner

P’'

0a’’

itical. Judge Ingraham never
day of military service, as
\ liable records here show, and
,,f War Newton D. Baker, if
bimselt, would have selected
Nicholson of Indiana, the novel

la

l'I

friend.
But the
lion will take place September
of
Maine
Johnson
ne Senator
clever enough to escort a canassistant secretary of war to
House, the politicians who
a,;y of the presidential nominain it wise to turn down Nichui.,m Secretary Baker probably
good as appointed, and invite
ode of the Pine Tree voters by
The Dema citizen of Maine.
N i-jonal Committee is collaborates’bite House to bring about
,-atic victory in Maine in Septhe prospects are that the
niocrats will wallow in honors
until after the votes have
\
■September 12th.
u ition gives
piquancy to the
as to how far this trading for
will be carried. Fortunate:
,newer, an interesting test is
rough the recent passage by
if a bill granting $10 a month
n to all medal of honor men
age of seventy-live who served
Con■.
or navy in any war.
enacted the medal of honor
honor
its
use
to
intending by
sailors who had shown disgallantry in the face of an
it» early years, however, this
isignia was distributed with
;om, not to say carelessness,
who served the army in
: c ities than as soldiers someFor inawarded medals.
lebrated Dr. Mary Walker,
contract surgeon during the
proud possessor of a medal of

i

i

;

,-

|

>

Twenty-Seventh

bis of the

s

Maine

notorious misuse of the de,-curred relative to the twentyMaine Infantry, U. S. V. This
mmand enlisted early and servihiy until just before the battie
istmrg, when its enlistment exit came to Washington to be
It arrived in Washington
out.
lsiiil, and numbered 864 men.
then invading Virginia, and at
-st of President Lincoln some
t-c rs of the regiment volunteered
in strvice to await the issue of
of Gettysburg. The regiment
■st

;

!

nnped

on

Arlington

Heights,

mained guarding the Potomac
ysburg had been lost to the Gonwhen the men were mustered
records of the War Deparlortunately failed to show the
the 300 men wno voluntarily
in the service after their en,-iad expired. Whether for this
not is not known, but for some

■

!Iiciently mysterious every
4 composing the regiment

1

man
was

As the new law
medal of honor.
i.e surviving veterans of the
Seventh Maine Infantry are all
to an extra pension of $10 a
~

i;f„

is, however, a kink in the law
.ight make it difficult for some of
rans to collect,
if not most of
-r

I'he new law provides that to be
the additional pension a soldier
cave been awarded a medal of honleaving in action involving actual
with Jan enemy
distinguished
conspicuously by gallantry or inat the risk of his life, above
iid the call of duty.” The law
es upon the Secretaries of War
\
the duty of deciding whether
cant is entitled to the benefit of
The law is so worded that mere
of a medal of honor apparently
.a'ify its owner for the extra
iithough that point might be deWhen the bill was under conin the Senate the following
n>

I

|

■

(’cured:

'inith of

Georgia.

This is a bill
■rence to medals of honor.
It
tne bunch that came altogether
c

t-

one

State?

Warren. Yes.
'inith of Georgia.

Then I do not

consideration.”
Judge Ingraham to Decide
its

be

.1

for Assistant

Secretary

of

'Vi.liam M. Ingraham of Maine

to

whether the Twenty-seventh
fantry, or the survivors thereof,
Ted to $10 a month extra pension
of having been awarded,medals
r for
distinguished conduct in
g the peaceful waters of the PoThe bill ^creating the Army and
■Medal of Honor Roll was reported
ir .n: the committee of which Senator
of Maine is chairman, and the
referred to by Senator Hoke
are undoubtedly the same Maine
■' that received such wholesale hon1S63 when medals of honor were
If Secretary Ingraham is to deg
jpon his fellow townsmen strictly
g to merit, he might find himself
embarrassed, for of late years
of honor have meant something,
a few
weeks, a distinguished conan applied for
a medal of honor
former Union soldier who with one
cie,
had captured twenty-three
derate prisoners in one battle. The
was refused on the reeommendaGeneral Hugh L. Scott, who ap1
think that the feat was nothing
niinary. How many former memf the Twenty-seventh Maine are
r will
apply for the extra pension
own. The only fact of certainty
-fanding in the situation is that
William Ingraham of Maine will be
i.
opportunity to pass on their
:ie

;

1

■

■:

'il

VCERINE

AND BARK

PREVENT APPENDICITIS
?,mple mixture of buckthorn and glycerknown as Adler-i-ka, astonishes Bel•'•'pie. Because Adler-i-ka acts on BOTH
"er an<*
upper bowel, ONE SPOONrUL re•feF
almost ANY CASE constipation, Bour
ltiach

or

matter

|

*

Compound.

Columbus, Ohio.—“ I had almost given

up.

I had been sick for six
years with
female troubles and
nervousness. I had

pain in my right
side and could not
eat anything witha

personal

a

l>

Pinkham’s Vegetable

It

gas.

that

removes

such

surprising

few doses often relieve or
v^nt
appendicitis, A short treatment helps
r°oic stomach trouble. The
INSTANT, easy
,ri of
Adler-ika is astonishing. The Old
ri
Drugstore Co.
a

out

hurting

my

stomach.
I could
not drink cold water
at all nor eat any
kind of raw fruit,
nor fresh meat nor
chicken. From 178
pounds I went to
118 and would get so weak at times that
1 fell over. I began to take Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, and
ten days later I could eat and it did not
hurt my stomach. I have taken the
medicine ever since and I feel like a
new woman.
I now weigh 127 pounds
so you can see what it has done for me
already. My husband says he knows
your medicine has saved my life.”—
Mrs. J. S. Barlow, 1024 South 4th St,
Columbus, Ohio.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound contains just the virtues of roots
and herbs needed to restore health and
strength to the weakened organs of the
body. That is why Mrs. Barlow, a
chronic invalid,recovered so completely.
It pays for women suffering from any
female ailments to insist upon having
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Comnound.

Recent

Deaths.

Hon. John H. Sanborn was born in
Stockton January 2, 1853, anti died at his
home at South Dover April 18, 1916. He
came to Dover with
his parents when

nine years of age and had since lived on
the farm where he died.
As a boy he
was
earnest and active, attending the
of
schools
thus
public
Dover,
fitting himself for a useful life.
He was united in
marriage to Miss Emma Stocker of Atkinson December 31. 1876. Mr. Sanborn’s
home life was very pleasant, for he was
a kind
husband and indulgent father,
always working for the best interests of
his family.
He was recognized as one of
the most prominent and successful farmers of Dover.
His interest in the moral
uplift of the community was commendable. He was a regular attendant ot the
church at South Dover and contributed
generously toward its support. He was
an
honored member of South Dover
grange, always identifying himself with,
and laboring hard to keep up an interest,
in
its numerous activities.
For seven
In
years he was the grange deputy.
1909 he was elected Representative to
the Maine Legislature and in 1911 was
elected Senator.
While engaged in this
public service he was faithful and con
scientious, always working for what he
believed to be for the best interests of
his constituents.
W'e can well say, he
made a good record. He leaves to mourn
their loss, his wife and four children,
Edgar, Susan, Melbourn and Mildred;
also three sisters,Mrs. Rose Whitehouse,
Mrs.Marilla Shute and Mrs. Kate Staples,
all of Stockton, and one brother, Ashley,
of Indianapolis. Ind. —Piscataquis Observer.

The funeral services of William C. Mosher were held April 18th at the home of
his father, James E. Mosher, in Weeks
Mills, Rev. J. R. Hall officiating, and
were attended
by a large number of
friends and relatives who wished to pay
the last tribute of respect to one who
had spent his boyhood days among them.
Mr. Mosher at the time of his death was
living in Brewer, where he was employed by the Bangor Lumber Co.
He was
a young man of excellent habits, a
and
was regenial, pleasing manner,
spected by all. The flowers were beautiful, evidence of the esteem in which
he was held. A pillow sent by his fellow
workmen was especially beautiful; also
one from the fire department. Mr. Mosher was born at Weeks Mills and wa< 39
years of age. He is survived by his wife,
a father, three sisters and three brothers;
Mrs. Carrie M. Wentworth of Red Creek,
Montana, Mrs. Burton Gliddings and Mrs.
F. F. Noyes of Augusta, Ralph Mosher
of Citypoint, Belfast, Freeman C. Mosher
of Augusta, and Hugh P. Mosher of
Weeks Mills. The interment was at the
Mills.
The funeral of the late Rev. Frank H.
Jones was held at the Friends’ church in
South China Aprii 19th and was conducted
by the Rev. C. W. Lowell of Clinton.
Mr. Jones was a native of Portland and
was for many years engaged in evangelical work with a Mr. Allen. They traveled
together for several y^ars under the
auspices of Charles M.Bailey of Winthiop,
Their meetings were largely attended
and were productive of great good. About
30 years ago he was united in marriage
with Miss Nellie Clark, daughter of the
late Samuel and Mahala Clark, and settled on the Clark place in South China,
but he continued his ministerial labors
until failing health obliged him to lay
aside his work, much to the regret of his
manv friends. His age was 57
years, He
is survived by his wife; by one daughter,
Annabel Jones, and one son, Norman,
both of whom reside at home.
He rests
from his labors and his works do follow
him.
Much
sympathy is felt for the
bereaved family.
Alonzo J. Q. Knowlton died April 24th
his home in Camden, aftei a long and
Mr. Knowlton was a
painful illness.
member of the well known manufacturing firm of KnowltonJBros and on account of his ability, high character and
menial ways, stood very high in our community and had a host of fiiends. Besides being a successful mechanic and
business man he was a great home lover
and devoted to his family.
His home
place was one of the most attractive and
well cared for in the town. He leaves a
wife, one daughter, Marian, and three
brothers,with whom.he was associated in
business.
He will be greatly missed in
business circles in town. He was a member of the Business Men’s Association,
Amity Lodge of Masons and Keystone
Chapter. Funeral services were held

TOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
‘^solved in water for douches stops
Pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam*

Recommended by Lydia
Ration.
**,ukham Med. Co, for ten

E.

years.

heaUng wonder for nasal catarrh,
u*e throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL
g

and

germicidal power.

after a few days' illof a shock, aged 68
years. He was born in Burnham, a son
of the late
George and Prudence Dodge.
He had Bpent
many years of his life in
the west,
returning home a few years
ago to make his home with his brother,
*?• Dodge, at East Burnham,
aJe
and where his
nephew and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. George
Dodge, now have the care
ot the home farm.
Funeral services
were held from I is late
home, April 21st,
and interment w as in
the family lot in
the Mount

Thursday,—Camden Herald.

Daniel Lane, a native and life-long resident of the town of Anson, died April 24th
at the home of his daughter in North
Anson after an illness of a few days, aged
83 years. Mr. Lane was the son of David
one of the early settlers of the
town of Anson, living on Lane Hill, which
was named after him, and was a well
known farmer. He was a veteran of the
war of the Rebellion, serving as a member of Co., G. of the 19th Maine Regiment, and was present at Lee’s surrender. He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Tanner of Portland, and Mrs. O. W.
Savage of North Anson. Since the death
of his wife a few years ago Mr. Lane had
made his home with Mrs. Savage.

Alonzo E. Dodge died April 18th at his

That’s A Fine Idea

cemetery.

Funeral services for the late John
u
Byron Murphy were held from the church
in Burnham
April 20th, Rev. C. W Lowell, pastor of the Methodist church at
Clinton officiating.
Several selections
were sung by Mrs. Minnie
Gerald, Mrs.
Vina Cole and Mrs. Gee. The bearers
were J. A. Call, W. C.
Hunt, R. A. Baxter and E. W. Crawford.
Interment was
made in the village
cemetery. Among
the out-of town relatives to attend the
funeral were the two brothers and sister
of the deceased and Mrs.
Murphy’s aunt,
Mrs. Lola Goodale and
daughters, of

The Glenwood
elevated gas oven and gas broiler are above the
coal range just right to get at without stooping.
Two ranges in
the space of one
save room and
hundreds of
steps each day.

Bangor.

Word haB been received
by Lee M
Varney of Bangor of the accidental death
24th
of
his brother, Willard Varney,
April
by a boiler explosion in Los Angeles!
Calif. Willard Varney was the
youngest
son
of the late Arthur W,
Varney of
Winterport. He is survived by his
mother, now living in Orrington, two
brothers and three sisters, who will have
the sympathy of many friends in Winterport and Bangor.

! S

Gas

Range
&

Maine for homeseeklrs.

[C.

the New England Homestead.]

E. Smith in

1

saw

an

article some time ago in re-

gard to the advantages offered to buyers
of Wisconsin cut-over land. I understand this land is rough and rocky, far
from markets and neighbors, and
just as
it came from the woodman’s ax. No
road but the old logging roads, and no
near school facilities.
I understand that
the price ranges from $10 to $30 per acre.
To people who care not for the ordinary
comforts of life, and pine for the pioneer’s experience, this may all be well.
But to those who have once enjoyed.the
benefits of near friends and neighbors,
such conditions do not
appeal very
strongly.

I have often been surprised that so
many go to such places when there are
so many better opportunities to be found
in Maine, with all the privileges of
school, churches, roads, railroads and
neighbors, on cleared farms, with buildings and orchards, which can be bought
as cheaply per acre as those
rough and
stumpy lands referred to.
Maine, and
Waldo
especially
county, offer special
advantages to the diligent farmer. It
not
be
known
that we raise more
may
potatoes, corn and oats per acre than
any other State. And we sell them for
more per
bushel than they do in the
west.
We get more for our miik than it
is sold for in the west. The average yield
of potatoes is double the average in the
whole country. One of my neighbors
raised 11000 bushels at the rate of 22 cents
per bushel and reckoned interest on the
land valued at $100 per acre. Another
made $1500 on 17 acres. The gross income on 19 cows was $3000.
Anothei
herd of 12 cows $135 per cow; another of
Ifi cows, $140 per cow.
Many similar
cases could be given among our common

farmers.

For production and prices, Maine canbe txcelled by any State in the
Union. And as to character and integgrity, her citizens stand on an equal
with the very best.
Having observed
the conditions in many of our States, I
know of none that offer more advantages for the honest homeseeker than
can be found with us.
According to the
last United States statistics, Maine’s
advance in prosperity has been of a
greater percentage than that of the
States of New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York, New Jersey or Pennsylvania.
With such a record we are very proud.
We are glad to hold out the hand of welcome to all honest people who desire to
make their homes among us, feeling assured that they will be abie to partake
of the spirit of our prosperity, and raise
up children that will carry on the good
work they came to help advance.

-^^--E§£--E#>-^-^rWhen in a hurry both Coal and Gas Ovens
I
can be operated at the same time, using one for meats and the other for
1
pastry.
Call and look them over and you will agree that a Glenwood “Certainly does

H
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p

|

“Make Cooking Easy”
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A

Mitchell ®

YEAR

WITHOUT NEWS.

not

ihe

Lyford

Prize

Speaking Contest.

The seventh annual Lyford Interscholastic prize speaking contest, to be
held under the auspices of Colby College
the afternoon and evening of May
on
12th, is expected to be one of the most
successful contests for the Lyford prizes
held for several years.
These special prizes aggregating $100
are the gift of Will Hartwell
Lyford of
the class of 1879, of Chicago, Illinois,
and are open to young men attending
preparatory schools in Maine, New
Hampshire and Massachusetts.
The
chief object of the prizes is to encourage
and
the
awards will be
public speaking,
made for general excellence in declamation.
It is expected that there will be
at least 50 contestants.
Waldo county
will send four, as follows: Belfast High,

Howard
Brooks

E. Wilson, Archie Robinson;
High, Elbert Moulton, Clifton P.

Roberts.

of his recent voyage across the
Atlantic in a tiny schooner Charles W.
tells
in Harper's Magazine for
Furlong
April of meeting an American merchantman one hundred and fifty-live days out,
and without news during the entire voy-

Writing

She Baked f

Today

ensign.
ahoy! Do you
Amory, as
yelled
papers?’
‘“Aye,

aye
“‘Siand by to throw us

a

hauled aboard.
are you from?
Amory megaphoned from the main shrouds.
‘“Where are you bound?
“‘For Queenstown, with grain.’
“‘Do you wantus to report you?

~~**>*A

wmmmmm

vs.

submarine, off Queenstown.’

gaining

very

_

Lots of it in Belfast Rut
Less.
The

kidneys

often cry for

Daily Growing

home of

vs.

Mrs. L.

W. Rollins

in

Wytopitlock.

t.

E.

er were

was an

visit-

vs.

Wilbur Grant of Bangor was a week-end
guest of his mother. Mrs. Gooding Grant,

Miss Gr .ce Hutchings was a recent guest in
She arrived
Bangor of Mrs. T. E. Cuddy.
home April 22nd, accompanied by Mrs. Helen

it!
All because William
/A I
Tell is milled from
Ohio Red Winter
™
Wheat by our own
process. Goes farther too—both
economy and good eating
to taste

|

&*]—}

served by ordering

William
Tell
Flour
FOB SALE AT YOUR GROCERS

TO LET
A Five-Room Tenement.
INQUIRE OF

Mrs. W. C. Mason, 43 Pearl Street.
tf!4

°

There can be no health where there is poisoned blood.
Backache is one of the frequent indications
of kidney trouble.
It is often the kidneys' cry for help. Heed it.
Read what Doan's Kidney Pills have done
for overworked kidneys.
Read what Doan's have done for Belfast

J;

Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 86 Waldo avenue, Belfast, says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are a fine
kidney medicine. They have been used in my
family for a number of years and I and others
have had great benefit from them. I willingly
recommend this medicine to other kidney sufferers."
Price 60c at all dealers. Don't simply ask
for a kidney remedy—get Doan's Kidney Pills
—the same that Mrs. Wallace had. FosterMilburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

M/VI!Nt (jtMKAL KAILKUAD

Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Eames and Miss Viola
spent April 23d in Stockton with Mrs. Eames’
mother and sister. Mrs. Almeda and Miss Randell.
a

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.
On and after Sept. 26. 1915, trains connecting
at Burnnam and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:
FROM

The remains of Albert M.

died

BELFAST

2am
depart.
Citypoint.
Belfast

Waldo.

...

Brooks
Knox.

Thorndike.

Unity.

KELP YOUR SKiN CLEAR AM)

Winnecook.
Burnham, arrive.

HEALTHY.

Bangor.

There is only one way to
healthy complexion and that

have
is

to

a

clear

keep

the

your

Druggist.

7
f7
t7
7
t7
7
7
18

05
10
20
32
44
50
58
08

8 20

11 4r
8 39
Clinton.
Benton.
8 48
W'aterville.
8 54
Portland. 11 50
Boston, p m. 3 20
TO It l*; I, FAST
PM

■

\|
< •

J[

i:
;;

;;
1

AM

Portland. 12 00

7 00

12 25

PM
AM

7 16
7 00

Tlorndike.

4

Citypoint.

::
<

o..
•1

Clinton.
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook. +8 45
8 54
Unity

I

II

Out-

Bangor Daily News

for three

NAME.

same.

9 02

Knox. 19 10
<£ 1 Brooks. 9 25
Waldo.
f9 35
*

%
+
i

I
i

|I

t9 45

10 02
10 08
10 17
10 30
110 40
10 55
11 05
ill 15
11 35
til 45
fll 55
12 01

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
.4
4
»4
t5
6

16
50
24
34
50
00
09
17
25
40
50
00
05

Belfast, arrive. 9 50
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.25 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger AgentG. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

A Farm lor Sale

|
s

IN CENTER M0NTVILLE.

}

fie,ds, 2 pastures, 2 wood lots.
Buildings in good condition. Fine
Good Buppiy of water. Orchards yield
from 100 to 250 bbls. of apples, mostly Baldwins. Pear and cherry treeB. Telephone, and
R, F. D pass the house. Inquire on premises
oraddress
MRS. J. O. BARTLETT,
R. D. No. 2. Brooks, Maine
4wl4p

I

ADDRESS.

Enclosed please find $1.00 for

3 29
5 50

8 50

I

>

tl2 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
113
41 23
i 35
3 00

AM

$1.00 for Three Mouths

Please send the
months to

PM

2 20
t2 25
*2 35
f2 47
t2 59
3 05
3 13
t3 23
3 35
5 05
5 11
5 20
5 25
8 25

3 00

The Bangor Daily News is making a special offer to new
subscribers,
first 3 months for $1.00. Any person clipping out the enclosed
coupon and
sending to us, enclosing $1.00, the Bangor Daily News will be sent the first
3 months to any address.
The Bangor Daily News is the home paper of Eastern, Northern and
Central Maine, the first to reach the morning field, full Associated Press
reports. All towns in Eastern, Northern and Central Maine fully repretented Dy regular Correspondents. After the first 3 months the
paper is
sold at 50 cents a month.

-Fill this

PM

12 20

4.12 25

Boston. 10 00

Benton.

■!

the

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

Waterville.
Bangor.

poisonous.

peeple.

addressed to any agent' of
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

Gray.

Not

ought

regarding locations
receive attentions

will

when

Mrs. Josiah Kingsbury of Frankfort is visither daughter, Mrs. C. R. Cummings.

help.

another organ in the whole body more
delicately constructed;
Not one more important to health.
The kidneys are the filters of the blood.
When they fail the blood becomes foul and

invited ami

are

ing

slowly.

summer.

IJ

Mrs. Frank Kingsbury of Stillwater visited
brother, L. C. Dow, recently.

her

Messrs. Chas. and John Bartlett of Massa- bowels active and regular. Dr.
King’s New
chusetts are guests of their father,Rufus Bart- Life Pills will make
your complexion healthy
lett.
and clear, move the bowels gently, stimulate
Clarence Curtis lost a driving horse recent- the liver, cleanse the system and purify the
ly. He has hired Clarence Trundy of North blood. A splendid spring medicine. 25c. at
for the

Farming Land

’Communications

Harding and daughter Phyllis of Brew- I
in town April 22nd.

Cummings, who
recently in Bangor, arrived April 22nd on
the night train, accompanied by his brother
Miss Julia M. Uhase has returned to Everett,
Cassius, at whose home funeral sei vices were
Mass.
held Monday afternoon. Sympathy is exMr. and Mrs. Walter J. Nickerson of Bel. tended to the
family.
fast were in town Monday.

Searsport

AND

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

over-Sunday

vs.

Mrs, Charles Small recently returned from
visit in Belfast.

Powers

Unlimited Raw Material

|

Mr. and

PROSPECT.

or

‘“How many lost?’
Mrs. G. T. Nickerson and daughter returned
“‘Over twelve hundred.’
home from Bangor April 17th.
“We veered away from the majestic j
Messrs. Otto and Jewell Dowling are guests
old wind-jammer, as she ranged along, j
every line, block, and spar stenciled a | of their aunt, Miss Louise Cunningham.

CRYING FOR HELP

to the

came

Undeveloped Water

Good

vs.

Mrs. Emily Parsons is in poor health.
is

in life.

Sargent, Monday morning, April
Congratulations from a host of friends.

vs.

SWANVILLE

E. C. Marden

give opportunity to those desiring’ to
make a change in location for a new start

;

Mrs. Arthur

24th.

CASTORIA

How is

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

vs

FOR FLETCHER’S

‘“Portland, Oregon.’

baby girl

A
vs.

Camps

LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE

L. W. Knight and family of Unity are passing two weeks at his old home in Troy with
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Walter Knight.

Children Ory

“‘Where

and

friends of Mrs. Lizzie Smith are
rejoicing in her gradual improvement in health.
Mrs. Irene Ward is with her.

Castine High School.

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

The many

was

their three cheers and
waving caps, the crew took this to mean
favorably from their point of view.
“‘Do you know about the Lusitania?’
“‘No.’
“‘She was torpedoed last May by a

Mill Sites,

Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Sanderson and Mr. and
Mrs. George Shibles atte ided the entertain-

Miss Josie Bickford and Miss Vera Goodale
the play given in Pittsfield by the
Sophomore class at M. C. I.

; Ellsworth H. S. at Castine.
“‘Aye, aye!’
“Holding parallel, the wind over our
Saturday, May 20—Castine H. S.
we ran within thirty yards
port quarter,
E. M. C. S. at Castine.
of her—a bit risky in the darkening twiSaturday, May 27—Castine H. S.
light and increasing wind. The crew, Belfast H. S. at Belfast.
her rigging, crowded aft, silsome in
Tuesday, May 30—Castine H. S.
houetting against the afterglow. The Freedom Academy at Castine.
captain we could discern in white clothes
Saturday, June 3—Castine H. S.
and Panama hat,
Stonington at Castine.
on
with
line!’
“‘Come
your
/amory
Wednesday, June 7—Castine H. S.
shouted. Swish! The coiling line snaked Belfast H. S. Ca3tine.
fell—a
air
and
the
shot.
through
perfect
Saturday, June 10—Castine H. S.
John quickly ‘bent it on,’over the bag Ellsworth at Ellsworth.
went, sousing through the brine, and

right.”
“Evidently, by

Locations

attended

Saturday, May 6—Castine H. S.
Stonington H. S. at Stonington.
Saturday, May 13—Castine H. S.

line!’

Factory

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hill of Pittsfield visited Mr. and Mrs. John Bagley April 23d.

Unity April 21st.
by Mrs. Roy Knight of Unity was
enjoyed by the Sunday school at Cook’s Corner
Sunday morning April 23d.

June 3—Vinalhaven at Belfast,
June 7—Belfast at Castine.
June 10—Brooks at Belfast.
June 14—Belfast at Brooks.

want some
we rounded

her stern.

Quarries,

L. J. Sanderson and Roy Knight caught 777
smelts April 22nd near Bither’s mill.

ment in

BALL SCHEDULES.

Belfast High School.
May 6—Thomaston at Belfast.
May 10—Belfast at Freedom.
May 13—Belfast at Thomaston.
May 17—Freedom at Belfast.
May 20—Rockland at Belfast.
May 24—Belfast at Vinalhaven,
May 27—Castine at Belfast.
May 30—Belfast at Rockland.

went our

‘“Bark

TROY

A solo

“What a picture she was as we quartered toward her! Down went our staysail.

“‘All

With

BASE

proof bag,
Up

Trussell, Belfast

distinct blue-black against the spectrum
sky. Between her topmasts the crescent
of the new moon played hide-and-seek
through the interstices of her rigging.
Eight bells reverberated over the water,
the only ship’s bell besides our own which
we had heard during the entire voyage.
Soon she was lost in the merge of night.”

age.
“We were chatting and smoking in the
cabin at the end of the supper hour on
‘Sail ho!’ came
the sixteenth day out.
from the deck. From aloft we made out
bark
under
a
full sail, in
three-masted
the sun saffron-pink against a shadow of
violet clouds. Our courses were converging. She was in heavy ballast and evidently from South America. It was deMeantime 1 did up
cided to speak her.
some newspapers with a note in a water-

“‘Yes,’
“‘How many days out?’
‘“A hundred and fifty-five.
the war going on?’

at

Lane,

n

in Burnham
Jjome
ne8B as the result

I

j
2
»

1

view.

acre8' 2

SEARSPORT.
Mayflowers

in

are now

(loom.

foil

Native dandelions

are now

in the market.

Sidney M. Webber

went to

AuguBta Monday.

important for reasons of health and
practical economy for every housekeeper
to ask herself this question:
Do I prefer a pure baking powder like

itor in town

business vison

busi-

a

I

of tartar derived from

willing

grapes,

or am

powder

made of alum

baking
phosphate, both

to

or

a

use

”

as

printed

the label show whether the kind you

on

Loomis Eames fell in his bam Monday afternoon and was quite severely shaken up.
Mrs. Prudie M. Putman has arrived from
New York, where she spent the winter.

using or any brand, new or old,
that may be offered is a genuine cream
of tartar powder, or merely a phosphate

PhiladelBarge Oley arrived Thursday from
tons of coal to the P. C. & W.

compound.
Royal Baking Powder contains no
nor phosphate.
alum

or

•

There will be a supper in the M. E. church
tickets 25 cents
vestry May 11th at 6 o'clock;
each.

alCkm

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

trom PhilaBarge Spring arrived Tuesday
&
with 3,000 tons of coal to the P. C.

New York

delphia
W. Co.

MiBS
G. W’. Hichborn and daughter,
and
Hichborn, are visiting in Boston

Mrs.
Emma

vicinity.
Davis, who has been confined
able to
the past two weeks with grip, is

Ross

I

home

again.

be out

her maternal grandparents, Capt. and Mrs.
F. A. Patterson, East Main street, Miss Griffin is a member of the senior class of the celebrated Rogers’ High school, Fairhaven, Mass,
and will return after a week’s vacation to her
school duties.

town meeting. The tug
Bangor
morning with the new schooner Ella of
Harrington in tow during a moderate southwest snow storm. The schooner was dropped
at Fort Point cove and the snow continued to

special

the

to his

Charles F. Hill lost a valuable new-milch
of three days of
cow last week after an illness

pneumonia.

until the tug reached the Steamboat wharf.

fall

meeting adjourned the sailors

After the

re-

W. Collins of Rockland arrived last
week ai The Stockton, and on Monday began
the promist d improvements upon the exterior
and interior of the hotel. He is employing
several men, and brought with him numerous
large wooden signs to be erected throughout
Frank

turned to Bangor in the tug, which tc^ved the
brig H. H. Wright, Capt. William Meyers, to

week at j
Local fishermen had great luck last
Bangor to load lumber for Buenos Ayres at
Swan Lake with the salmon and trout, landing
$25 per thousand.
about fifty fish.
To Raise $1,100 in One Day. The pastor of
_3
Ja.mVitnr
nrrivpd
uiuiaii
cl.
the Methodist church has sent the following
from Bangor and are at the Brookside
~

nt

--«=>

€»***»-*

Monday

for the

circular

summer.

Barge Boyiston finished discharging Friday
for
at the A. A. C. plant and sailed Saturday
Weymouth, Mass.

Friend:
hand you herewith a statement of our
financial needs for our fiscal year, which begins Aprii 16, 1916, and ends April 8, 1917.
THIS SUM WILL

PROVIDE

Ministerial Support..$ 792 00
60 00
Benevolences.
73
70
60
27
18

Music.

Fuei

had been visiting
Capt. Scott Blanchard, who
for his
in town the past week, left Saturday

and

Light.

Janitor.
Insurance.
Water Rate.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

00
00
00
00
00

$1,100 00
of the steamer
Harry L. Nason, third officer
in Brewer !
The churches of our land are feeling the
Millinocket, is visiting relatives
! impetus of a new spirit in these days.
while the steamer is in port.
One of the most significant methods of ex-

have moved to ! pression is that of improved business methods
Roy 1 nomas and family
! in the Church. The Budget system and shortRockland, where Mr. Thomas has employment
term plan of campaign is rapidly becoming
as a cooper for the summer.
the approved method of Church finance. It nas
the lifted church support from a sordid grind and
Miss Ethel M. Nichols of.^angor spent
it its rightful place on the Church proweek-end with her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. given and has
made it an attractive spiritual
| gram;
sireet.
W
aier
on
M. Nichols,
exercise.
We are makirg an effort to have the entire
John McLaughlin began operating his auto
; amount subscribed in one day,
service from Stockton to Belfast, two trips per
Committees of men and women have organ1st.
ized to conduct a vigorous one-day campaign.
day, for passengers and freight, May
will wait upon you on May 5, to secure
They
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ripley of Center Linyour subscription for the coming year.
colnville were in town last week, guests of Mr.
Those who pledge will have a year in which
to pay this pledge and will be given a set of
and Mrs. Ernest Robertson on Elm street.
envelopes, so that they may contribute weekly
Mrs. Charles P. Staples of New York ar- as they come to Church.
Those who ; ledge and do not attend Church
rived Saturday to spend the summer with her
are asked to pay at least once a quarter.
mother, Mrs. S. C. Woods, on the Mortland
The Official Board have carefully gone over
road.
the figures in the budget. If we are to mainmust be raised.
Steamer Millinocket, Capt. Perry, arriv- tain our work this sum
It calls for an outlay of $21 weekly.
ed Saturday from Newport News with 4,000
We ask your hearty cooperation in helping
tons of coal to the P. C. & W. Co, at Maca's
to realize this sum. If it is met in full we shall

be free to devote ourselves to the more immediate work of the Church throughout the
year.
.Yours in the Master’s Service,
James Ainslie, Pastor.

Point.
Walter, who spent the
winter at the Searsport House, left last week
for Rockland, where they will spend several

Dwyer

Mrs.

and

son

months.
of salmon taken

specimens

Several fine

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

at

by local fishermen were on exhibition Monday, the fish weighing from 2 to 8
pounds each.

Swan Lake

Albert M.
for

Mrs. Grace \V. Britto, West Main street,
spent last week at Boothbay Harbor, the guest

Bangur began work on
his cottage at Pleasant Point Mo :day. Clifton Jackson has charge of building the cottage as boss joiner.
J. Putman Walker of

of relatives.
The State Inspector of Roads was in town
Thursday and appointed Edgar Heath to have
charge of the ten miles of State Road.
The Ladies Aid Society of the Universalist
parish will meet this, Thursday, afternoon
with Mrs. J. A. Flanders, East Main street.

Webber, who has been having a
clothing and shoe store
on Main street, sold nearly all of his goods
and closed the store last week.

Sidney

M.

clearance sale at his

Benj.

Mr. and Mrs.

spending

a

Lake.

Swan

Howe of

are

U. S. lighthouse tender visited Fort
light last Sunday, and six of its uniformed crew were seen in the streets of the village.
The

cottage at

Point

landed several fine

Howe

Mr.

Derby, Ct.,

V\ hitcomb

week at the

and trout at the lake last week.

salmon

The Current

delightful surprise party was given at
the hume of Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Clark
last Thursday evening in honor of Miss Careta
1. Gray. Games were enjoyed during the
evening and refreshments were served.
A

of the

gational church Friday evening. May
free.

mission 5 cents; refreshments

extra penny to visit the home of

on

West

Main

street

Goodell of Allston, Mass.

unoccupied

been

The

der among

working about an hour the
tinguished. An examination was
After

fire

the former

has

ment

damage

was

ing

of

$3,000.

made and in

A

cle

was

second: To

see

if the town

stock in the Penobscot

Bay

wi’l vote to take

& River

a

our

remaining

until

Thursday morning.

Staples’ house into
by.
Mary Hichborn left Monday

j

Lowder Brook

Searsport

seamen

who

were

in

Bangor as mem-

of different vessels engaged in the coastwise trade came down in the
tug C. B. Sanford, which had been chartered
for the purpose, to cast their votes st this
bers

of

the

crews

AND

Monday

opened^ for

onerrjueiu

is

NIGHT

nect up services from
poles to buildings, etc.,
free of charge, but we do
many little
as

last

in this

factory

and has been

a

Carrie A. Gardner, Middle street, who
spent the winter with relatives in Boston, arrived home last Thursday and is with her son
and wife, Mr. end Mrs L, A. Gardner, during
preparations for opening her home. She passed a most agreeable winter and is much im-

meet

Way 11th

Penobscot

all times

wiring

ready

to make
and the use of ap-

Justice of the Peace.
Mrs. Nathan Hunt
Charleston last week.

a

visited in Bangor and

Amy Dyer of Charleston, who is teaching in Belmont, was at church here last Sunday
Mrs. Daniel Dickey has returned from the
Bangor Hospital, and was pronounced cured by
Miss

Mrs. Annie
aftre

Bay Electric Company

with

BORN.

AUCTION

E. Brown has been re-appointed

Simmons

spending

returned last week
with her children in

the winter

Massachusetts and

Rhode Island.

|

Gross, In East Belfast, April 23. to Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Gross, a daughter, Edna Frances.
Gross In Lastine, April 20, to Mr. and Mrs.
John W. Gross, a son.
In Friendship, April 11, to Mr.
Havener
and Mrs. William Havener, a son.
Larrabee. In East Belfast, April 30, to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Larrabee. a daughter, 9 lbs.
Morton. In Vinalhaven, Ap;il 20, to Mr,
and Mrs. Joseph E. Morton, a daughter.
Pattershall.. In East Belfast, April 30, to
Capt. and Mrs. R. W. Pattershall, a son.
STOVER. In Boston, Mass., to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Stover, formerly of Camden, a daughter,
In Swanville, April 26, to Mr.
Toothaker.
and Mrs. Irving Toothaker, a daughter.

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured.

SALE

Real Estate and Household Goods

Saturday, May 13, 1916, 10
Estate known

as

Myrick house, Northport

a. m.

sharp,

Belfast. Maine, opposite la-,
guson poultry farm. House consists ot seven rooms,
bath, relrigerator room furn
and cold water, screened and double windows Fine
view of
Larg
connected with house. Fruit trees, berries. Chance to
keep hens. One acre of land
or less).
Also five acre field (more or less) on Perkins road.
Highest bidder tak
estate if not sold at private sale before the auction.
avenue.

PenobscotBay’

One

MARRIED.

Notice

Contract

=

■

<

j

29th°

thG ^ °f

8UPPlie8-Dun’8 Review. April

FOREIGN

Knowlton. In Belfast, April 27. Wayland
Knowlton, aged 69 years, 5 months and 13days.
Littlefield. In Waldo, May 2, Joshua C.
Littlefield, aged 82 years and 9 months.
LUDWICK. In Palermo, April 30, Susan, wife
of Sumner Ludwick, aged 71 years.
SAUNDERS. In Falmouth Foreside, April 17,
Frances Cole, wife of Huston B. Saunders,

PORTS.

Ayres, April 23. Ar, bark John S
Emery, Davis, Boston.
Rio Janeiro, April 27. Arrived, ss Hawaiian,
New Yont via Norfolk; sld, ss Columbian, Delaware Breakwater.
Parrsboro, N. S„ April 25. Cld, schs Telumah,
! aged 70 years and 2 months.
Vineyard Haven; 26, cld James H Hoyt, do.
Thomas. In Rockport, April 27, Augustus
Thomas, aged 88 years, 6 months and 23 days.
In Rockland, April 26, Frances
Thompson.
|
i A. Oberton, widow of the late Capt. Enoch
I Thompson, aged 73 years, 4 months and 25 days,
Webber, In Castine,April 23, Julian C. Web! ber, aged 66 years, 10 months and 5 days.
Whitcomb. In Montville, April 27, Eunice,
widow of the late Cornelius Whitcomb, aged
77 years, 7 months and 23 days.
Buenos

WHEN PAINTING
USE THE BEST

j

BELFAST

For Outside and Inside Work.

Chi-Namel

Kyanize for Varnish Staining

and

Walnut, Golden Oak, Mahogany, Cherry,
Rose Wood

or

Dark

Oak, Light Oak,

Natural Finish.

SAPOLIN COLORED ENAMEL
White, Pink, Ivory,
Green, Cardinal Red

Pale Blue, Light
and Maroon.

FLOOR

Green, Light Blue,

Dark

FINISH

Chi-Namel, Kyanize, Liquid Granite, Valspar, Vernosite, 4T5,
Pratt & Lambert’s 61, Marble Floor Finish.

COLUMBIA FLOOR AND DECK PAINT
gives

a

durable, glossy finish and dries quickly.

KING’S WAGON PAINTS
Masury’s

Dutch

and Devoe’s

Carriage Colors.

Muresco and Alabastine in all Colors.

Hall-EHis Hardware Co.
SUCCESSORS TO MASON & HALL.

uURRNET.

Weekly for The Journal.
°AID PRODUCER.

Apples,per bbl,1.00r.2.90| Hay,
dried, per lb.,
7\Hides.

10 001a41
06

3 75a4 00 I.amL.
Beans, pea,
3 75 Lamb Skins,
Beans, Y. E.,
30a32 Mutton.
Butter,
Beef, sides,
8£al0 Oats, 32 lb.,
8 Potatoes,
Beet,forequarters,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
22 Straw,
Cheese,
18 Turkey,
Chicken,
18 Tallow,
CalfSkins,

Duck.

20'Veal,

Eggs,

22
16
18

Fowl,
Geese,

orned,

Wool, unwashed,
Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

Lime,
Butter Salt, 141b., 18a22 Oat Meal,
91 Onions,
Corn,
86 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
86 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
24 Pork,
Cheese,
2 0*'Plaster,
Cottonseed,
10 Rye Meal,
Codfish, dry,
14 Shorts,
Cranberries,
24 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
6 67 a 8 00 Salt, T. I„
Flour,
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
16.Wheat Meal,
Lard,
Beef,

<

76
8

6fi
100
10

7.00
26a30
2
12al3
8
5.00
3.60

18

1 10
5
5a7
13a 14
9
16
1.13
5
1 45

8$

6u
5

CARD OF THANKS
brothers and sister of the late Mr. John
F. Smalley wish to thank the Orders of which
be was a member and also the friends who
were thoughtful of him in his long illness.
The

CARD OF

THANKS"

Mrs. Thomas H. Smalley and family wish to
thank their neighbors and friends for their
kindness and for the beautiful flowers sent to
the funeral.

THE ROBBINS’ ROAD, so-called, from the
river road, above named, near the northerly end
of the Upper Bridge, thence northeasterly and
Southeasterly past the house of Mr. Curtis to
the northerly end of the present pole line of
said Penobscot Electric Company.
PENOBSCOT BAY ELECTRIC COMPANY.
By A. C. HOPKINS, District Superintendent,
April 15, 1916.
In Board

of

Municipal

stipulated.

A surety company bond
satisfactory
of not less than one-foil
more than one-half of the amount
of
tract will be required
Plans may be st
form of specifications and contract
obtained at the office of the Commissi
gusta, Maine.
The right is reserved to
reject hi

Commission,

proposals.

PHILIP J. PEERING, Cha
WILLIAM M. AYER,
KRANK A. PEABODY,

Officers,
May 1, 1916.

Upon
that

the

foregoing petition

it is ordered

notice thereof be given by publishing

a

petition and of this order thereon attested by the City Clerk, in The Republiand
Waldo County Herald, newscan Journal
papers printed in said city of Belfast, and that
a hearing thereon be given at the Aldermen’s
room, in Belfast, on the 5th day of June, 1916,
at 7 o’clock p. m., at which time and place
residents and owners of property upon the
highways to be affected by the granting of the
permit applied for and all other persons interested shall have full opportunity to show cause
why such permit should not be granted. Said
notice to be given at least fourteen daye before said hearing.
W. K. KEENE,
C. W WESCOTT,
RALPH I. MORSbJ,
WM. L HALL,
T. S THOMPSON.
O. L. WENTWORTH,
Municipal Officers of the City of Belfast.
Attest:
A true copy.
CARLETON DOAK. City Clerk.
copy of said

NOTICE.

RETAIL MARKET.

RETAIL PRICE.

Boy and Red Seal Pure White Leads
Masury’s Railroad White.
Linseed Oil, Painters’ Supplies and Brushes.

PRICE

MARKET.

PRODUCE

DEVOE’S PURE LEAD AND ZINC

Mrs.

Miss Louise Griffin, second daughter of Mr
and Mrs. H. W. Griffin of Mattapoisett, Maas.,
arrived last Saturday and ia the guest of Mr.
and Mrs, Everett Staples, Church street, and

at

Chestnut horse, six years old; good worker and extra good
driver: not afraid ot
buggy wagon, nearly new; one jigger, nearly new: sleigh, used two w
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot
rated with maidenhair ferns, was served with
blanket, two light harnesses, one set double work harnesses,
ice cream as a desert for her
plow, harrow cult.,
Catarrh is a
dinner, and she j reach the seat of the disease.
In North Brooksville,
Babson Blodgett.
drag,
chains, whiffletree, shovels, rakes, hoes, carpenter tools, all kinds of
e xtinguishcd the candles with
local
disease, greatly influenced by constitu- April 27, by Rev. W. L. Bradeen. Frank El win
wrenches
“seven blows"
and Mary Agnes Blodgeit, both 4of new lumber, chicken wire, 100 hens, 100 chicks, hay and hard wood
amid much merriment. Well
preserved, cheer- tional conditions, and in order to cure it you Babson
Brooksville.
ful and sympathetic,
Household goods consist of brass beds, one diesser (fumed
remarkably capable and must take an internal remedy. Hall’s Catarrh
C( le-Mitchei l. In Hampden, April 26, by
oak), two chill
executive, she would easily be taken for a Cure is taken internally and acts thru the Rev. C. H. Johonnett, Harold Sherman Cole of (one fumed oak), one marble top dresser, table and
commode, chairs,
woman many years
Hampden and Miss Annie Myrtle Mitchell of marble top tables, office table, writing desk, old
younger while her massive blood on the mucous surfaces of the system.
fashioned black walnut bw
Hall’s Catarrh Cure was prescribed by one of Dixmont.
braids of hair might be the
envy of any womau the best
Curtis-Philbrick. In Hampden, April 26, stands 8 ft. 3 in. (suitable for a lawyer or doctor’s office or china closet ...
physicians in this country for years.
of fifty.
It is composed of some of the best tonics by^Rev, C. H. Johonnett, Lester H. Curtis and
closet) in good condition, antique hair cloth sofa (very large) suitable for hall or clu
Seventeen members of Bethany Chapter, 0. known, combined with some of the best blood Miss Florence L. Philbnck, both of Hampden.
In Bangor, April 14, by
Hawes-Sawyer.
dining table, six chairs, buffet and china closet, nearly new. Beauvais rug 11- i\]
The
combination
inof
the
purifiers.
perfect
E. S., drove to Searsport
by buekboard and gredients in Hall’s Catarrh Cure is what pro- Rev. A. A. Smith, Chester Hawes and Miss Wilton
rug 9x12, Tapestry rug 9x12, Beauvais rug 7.6x10.3, all in first-class con
private carriages on the evening of April 23d, duces such wonderful results in catarrhal con- Sadie Sawyer, both of Stockton Springs.
In Morrill, May 1, by Rev. tapestry hall and stair carpet and woolen carpets, leather covered (fumed oak
ditions.
Send
Jackson-SOULE.
to accept the invitation
for
free.
testimonials,
proffered by Anchor
Na'han Hunt, Leo E. Jackson of Morrill and
J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Davenport divanette, leather seated (fumed oak), library chair and rocker. p|uq
Chapter, the occasion proving very enjoyable, F. All
Miss Ada B. Soule of Searsmont.
Druggists, 75c.
cloth chairs, large mirrors, pictures, clocks, lamps, various
notwithstanding the terrible condition of the
Mitchell Wardwell In South Penobscot, chairs, hair
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
articles of
road, which from the starting of the frost and
April 29, at Baptist parsonage, by Rev. C. A. ery, glass ware and kitchen utensils, three stoves, brass costumer, large oak wardro
and
of
South
Penobscot
Harold
Mitchell
Smith,
recent heavy rains was rendered so
sets new wire springs, new 40 lb. hair mattress, two new mattresses,
well-nigh
Miss Jeanette Wardwell of Penobscot.
nearly new dm
SHIP NEWS.
impassable that some of the ladies preferred
Morrison-Hall.
In Belfast, April 29, by
improved Howe sewing machine.
Rev. Horace B Sellers, Alton C. Morrison of
leaving the carriage and walking the worst
All goods subject to private sale before the auction. Owner is
leaving the Si
Palermo and Miss Josie M. Hall of Belfast.
portions of the way. Maine mud, in the spring
AMERICAN rurtTS.
has no use for them. Ladies especially invited.
Stanley Eaton, In Cranberry Isles, April
of the year,is remembered
New
26.
sch
Carrie
E Look,
YorK, April
Ar,
by all old residents.
Leslie R. Bunker, Esq .Clifford R. Stan22,
by
one-half
cash; balance to suit purchaser.
Terms of sale—Real estate,
However, the season is short, and no earth- Black River, Jamaica; 27, ar, sch* Samuel 1* ley of Cranberry Isles and Evelyn Eaton of
Bowers.W C A; 28. ar. sch Methebesec. Bridge- Deer Isle.
Other sales-cash.
FRANK F. TllAYFR, o«,
quakes to shake us up afterwards.
sch
E
29,
ar,
George
Klinck, Searsport;
In Swanville, April
[ port;
Varkill-Nickerson.
F. SHELDON, Auctioneer.
JAMES
2wlS
atm Ruth, Searsport.
At the special town meeting,
May
1,
ar,
29, by Rev. J. Wilbur Richardson of Belfast, at
Friday, StockBoston, April 27. Sld, schs Horace A Stout;, the bride’s home, Lester Owen Varrill of Leton voted, by a
rousing majority, to build the | Norfolk
a
d Pernambuco; 29, sld, tug Neptune,
and Miss Margaret E. Nickerson of
section of the
To the honorable Municipal Officers
highway necessary to connect j towing barge YVaccamaw tor Belfast; May 1, vant, Me.,
to
J the foot of Middle street with the new sar- ar, schs Barbara, Jacksonville; Margaret Swanville,
of the Cily of Belfast
Thomas, do; Portland Packet. Stonington; sld,
! dine factory to be erected at
Merrithew’s schs C B
State Highway Construct!
('lark, Bangor; Mineola. Winterpori;
I
Point.
The Penobscot Bay Electric Company, a
Work began Monday
morning on driv- i Charlie and Willie, Rockland; John J Perry,
corporation duly organized under the laws of
Sealed proposals addressed to .h
ing the spiling for tbe wharf, which is to be i do; Catawamteak, Searsport.
j
Maine and authorized to transmit and distribIn Orland, April 22, Mrs. Mary
Highway Commission, Augusta, M
Blaisdell.
| 180 feet long by 72 feet wide, with a narrower j Bangor, April 27. Ar, barges Taucon and
ute electricity in the city of Belfast in accordbuilding 14 sections of State highway
Phoenix, Philadelphia sld, sch Wm C Pendle- S. Blaisdell aged 87 years, 8 months, 3 days
ance with the general statutes relating to that
i extension and a T. across the end, to make a
towns of Benton. .42
Beaulieu. In Old Town, April 25, Agnes,
1.
i ton, Camden; 27, ar, schs Florence &. Lillian,
business, hereby petitions your honorable board Burnham, 2.55 miles. miles; Clinton,
landing for the fishing boats. The main build- j and H S Barnes, Rockland; 29, sld, sch Wesley widow of Peter Beaulieu.
Newport, .03 mi.
to grant it permission in accordance with law
3.20
ford,
In
Granite
of the
Clark.
Vinalhaven,
I
miles;
Island,
April
sch
‘ng
2.lt>
Lizzie
D
Kuxcroft,
miles;
factory will be 170x60 feet, with an Abbott, Bridgeport; May 1, ar,
!
to erect and maintain poles with crossarms
43 miles; Ludlow, .25
20, Tobias Clark, aged 80 years and 4 months.
Small, Boston.
miles; Mont’ic-.
carrying wires for electrical purposes and also miles; Bridgewater. 6 55
! ell of 50x34 feet, all equipped with concrete j
miles; Bb.
searsport, April 26. Ar, stm Massasoit, Bos- Interment at St. George.
and
wires
|
floors and glass tables. It is
supporting
necessary strengthening
miles; Sullivan, 5 miles: Bethel, 4
In Bluehill, April 19, Edwin T.
Carter.
expected that ton (and proceeded eastward 27th); barge
over and along the following roads, streets or
and Greenwood 1.33 miles, each enderabout fifty operatives,
mostly girls, will be Oley, Philadelphia; 29. sld, barges Oley, Phila- Carter, aged 74 years and 2 days.
highways:
the name of the town, will be receive
B.
Cox
In
Cox,
Montville, April 29, Hartley
employed. The proprietor, Mr. P. M. Law- delpnia; Boylston, Weymouth; 30, ar, stm Milthe south
from
ROAD
CITYPOINT
(|THE
Commission at its office in the Stait
aged 89 years.
linocket, Norfolk.
rence of
of Waldo southerly past the
town
of
the
line
Rockland, will be here occasionally
Augusta. Maine, until eleven a.
Demmons. In Rockport, April 27, son of Mr.
Tt
Stockton, April 26. Ar, sch Warren B PotCitypoint postoffice and via High street to the May 11, 1916, and at that time m.,
during the construction of the building, and ter, New York; 28, sld, sch Hazel Dell, New and Mrs. William Demmons, aged 18 months.
and’pb.
northerly end of the present pole line of said licly opened and read. The work
Robert P.
the
In
East
Dorr.
Orland,
26,
April
New
stm
sch
wit
York;
29,
sld,
Ruth,
York;
30,
sld,
superintendent, Mr. Wm. Avery, now a
Penobscot Bay Electric Company.
of builoing gravel roads.
Warren B. Potter, Rockland.
Dorr, aged 78 years.
guest at our finely-conducted
THE RIVER ROAD on the easterly side of
hotel, The StockEach proposal must be made
In Northport, April 2S, Venie M..
Elwell
Port
SC, April 28. Arrived, sen,
upon tL
River from the Searsport
Passagassawaukeag
ton, will eventually bring his family to reside ! Blanche Royal,
form provided by the
wife of Charles T. Elwell, aged 68 years, 9
H King, Key West.
Commission, for
the George O. Holmes'
road
past
northwesterly
which
a deposit of one dollar will be
In the village.
Orange, Tex., April 24, Sailed, sch Wm E months and 19 days.
of
of
the
town
lint*
to
the
house
and
southerly
and must be
Farrow. In Belmont, April 29, Marianna
accompanied by a certif'n
Downes, Kingston, Jam.
Swanville.
for 10 percent of the amount
bid, pay
Jacksonville, April 24, Sailed, Schr Theoline Thurlow. wife of Hiram JP. Farrow, aged 70
THE CROSS ROAD from the Citypoint road
I
the
State
and
28
months
Treasurer
of Maine.
Boston.
The Shoe Situation.
days.
The
years., 3
to the river road, above named, ami being the
1
1
and the certified check wiil be returner,
A.
J.
In
Knowlton.
22,
Camden,
April
Q.
25.
sch
William
E
LittleNorfolk, April
Cld,
first cross road northerly from the Citypoint unsuccessful bidder
unless forfeited w
I
j Knowlton.
Footwear producers have sufficient contracts field, Hutchinson, St George, Bermuda;
postoffice.
conditions

Thomas
Ward of the
morning.
Co. of Lubec has been setting

engine
guest at our hotel.
an

repair jobs

well, besides being

estimates of cost of

ieutuiuK

afternoon

business

BESIDES—If people only realized how
many
we do for nothing and how
glad we are
to do them, our
big force of skilled electricians
would be more generally
appreciated. We not
only set meters and test them for accuracy, con-

things

pliances.

the doctors there.

American Can
up

When Electric Rate is 10c. per Kilowatt

Corrected

Railroad,
what amount and on what conditions. Hon.
William McGilvery of Searsport and Judge
Knight of Camden spoke in favor of the railroad, and Gen. Frank S. Nickerson made an proved in health.
able argument in opposition to the town taking
Mrs. Morton L. Carleton and babe spent last
stock in the road. The meeting was largely
week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titattended and 304 votes were cast; necessary
comb, Sylvan street, her husband filling M. J.
for a choice 204. The yes vote waB 170 and
Goode re’s position at the station while the latthose voting no were 134, and as a two-thirds
ter was attending court in Belfast. She revote was necessary to secure the passage of
turned Monday to Winterport, Mr. Carleton
the article it failed to pass. A number of
having gone back to his post in Seareport.
to

Mr. Ernest

Thompson of Bangor, who has
been with tbe Misses Hichborn, Church street,
through the winter, celebrated her 75th birth-

her tene-

The Gorton-Pew Company’s sardine factory
at

NOON

Miss Viola Maskell of Liberty is nursing Mrs
Wentworth.

the paper.

citizens.

government inspector of sardine factories, who is at present boarding with Andrew Holmes at Lowder Br^ok, has the oversight of three factories, two here and one m
Belfast, and will remain until December.

was an

Reminiscence of

of

The

and

1873. A special town
called Saturday, May 3, 1873, at 2
p. m. There were two articles in the warrant.
Article one: To choose a moderator, and Marlboro Packard was elected to that office. ArtiA

meeting

establishing

visit her brother, Hon. C. S. Hichborn, and
wife, in Augusta. She will later be the guest
of her brothers, F. O. and G. F. Hichborn and
wives in Portland.

insurance on the buildfire inquest was in session at
the selectmen’s office May 2nd.
There

water.

foot for

HORN,

near

Miss

was ex

mostly by smoke

sardine

to

candles which would give the
pieces
impression that the fire was of incendiary
The

on

of Mrs. Horace

doors
When

of

origin.

new

on

Claude Cox, the barber, occupying rooms in
Hopkins’ block, has recently moved nis family
(wife and three children) from the chambers*

clothes

oil and

the

in

was

presumably

Mary and Harriet D. Hichborn
Church atreet. spent April 26th in Bangor for
shopping, the latter returning at night and

press up stairs was found a large
amount of excelsior saturated with kerosene
a

with

car,

Frank

Misses

and windows
securely fastened.
the firemen arrived they burst in a door. The
fire had worked in between the partitions.
were

private

connected

A movement is

D. S.

building

parish

lodge of the Knights of Pythias in the village.
There are already several members of that or-

p. m. called
the summer

for two years and the

in his

M'llinockett docked at her
berth at the Cape Jellison piers Monday, as
usual. I The steamer Ruth (another of the
Bull Steamship’s fleet) when here last week
found lack of hands to load her full complement of paper, due, probably, to the unauthorized^report that the company had given up its
contract with the Great Northern Paper Co.
because of more lucrative business elsewhere.
More operatives are constantly desired for

j

Bring an
Mysterious

of Mrs.

Aid of the Universalist

or

Ladies Aid will
Mrs. Frank Field.

day anniversary April 27th, and was the recipient of several ; pretty and useful gifts. A
birthday cake, blazing with candles and deco-

TIME-

3.

The

Mrs. Terressa

TOAST 15 slices of toast—just right.
BREW 7 cups of tea—just right.
Make 7 cups of coffee-just right.
BOIL 15 eggs the way you want them.
WARM 3 bottles of babies’ milk.
DO IRONING for 12 minutes.
LIGHT a 16 c. p. lamp 5 hours.
OPERATE a vacuum cleaner 45 minutes.
SEW 30.000 stitches with a Sew-E-Z
Motor.
REPLACE a hot water-bottle 1 hour.
Curl the ha* 8 times.

MORRILL.

property to make the hotel attractive to the
travelling public and would-be visitors in the
old town.

handling

THE

Belfast had charge of the arrangements.

Miss Norah Willey

steamer

WILL

abundant and very beautiful. She leaves one
son, L, A. Whitcomb of Belfast, and twe
daughters, Mrs. Leavitt of Waldo and Mrs. T
Four grandS. Erskine of Center Montville.
sons acted as bearers. Mr. C. R. Coombs ol

in No.

on their books to
insure active operations for
The fishing fleet of Messrs, Morrison and
several months to
come, but are confronted
Fletcher started Monday on their first fishing ! with various
problems, notably the scarcity of
trip down the bay. May their season prove as I leather. Strength still prevails in all varieties
of shoe and
lucrative as last year.
i
belting leather, but new business
is not quite so
large as previously, owing main-

Ad-

freshments will be served.

cottage

The

Current

factory.

by order of the Worthy Matron the Chapter
meeting will be opened promptly at 7.S0 p.
After the business meeting a program
m.
will be furnished by the little people and refire Thursday at 5
Department to a fire in

Friday

business

will be observed as ChilNight by Anchor Chapter, O E. S., and

An alarm of

was

President Todd of the B. & A. R. R.,

Monday, May 8th,

the Fire

entertained
Bragg.

be

town

Molly.
dren’s

was

street.

Congre5th.

club

entertained tomorrow, Friday, afternoon, by Miss Mabel F. Simmons, School

Christian Endeavor sociable will be given
room

Auxiliary

The
will

Valentine, who graduated from
the Nurse’s Training school at the Waldo
County hospital, Belfast, last week, is the
guest for the summer ol her sister,Mrs. Janies
Ainslee, on Elm street.
A

Events

Wednesday by Mrs. Jennie M,
topic for reading and study
Events.

Miss Mima

in the upper conference

Ames, Church street, left Monday
trip to Portland.

business

a

adjoining country as advertisements. He
doing all in his power as the owner of the

The

FOR

ALL

andjtMrs. Hunt sang two selections very acceptably. The flowers from the children,grandchildren, other relatives and friends were

the
is

parishoners:

Dear
We

returned
Mr auu Mrs. Lincoln R. Colcord
where they had
York,
New
from
Tuesday
spent several week6.

home in

his

to

JOB

Mrs, Eunice Whitcomb, widow of Cornelius
away April 26th at the home
Mrs. T. S. Erskine, aged 77
years and 7 months. After suffering from an
attack of the grip, from which she seemed tc
be recovering, she had a shock which affected
her left side, and from that time gradually
failed. Through all her weeks of suffering
she had the loving care of her children and
grandchildren. The daughters, Mrs. Erskine
and Mrs. Leavitt, were in constant attendance
and nothing was left undone that could be done
She was a kind and
to relieve her sufferings.
affectionate mother and grandmother and was
beloved by her family and friends, who will
greatly miss her. The funeral services were
held April 30th, Rev. Nathan Hunt of Morrill
officiating and making appropriate remarks

of

in

left

Just One Cent’s
Worth of Service

ON THE

Whitcomb, passed
of her daughter,

are now

phia with 3,000
Co.

cream

derived from mineral sources ?
The names of the ingredients

well out.

getting pretty

the frost is

made of

Royal,

J. F. Spellman’s crew finished repairs on the
■g ’g gCo'e. pier Monday.
Miss B. Edith Thurston visited relatives in
Bangor and vicinity last week.
The roads are now very much improved,

of his age until he had an attack of the
grip in the early part of March and since that
He was faithtime he had gradually failed.
fully cared for by his grandson, Stanley Curtis,
who had lived with him 6ince he was a young
child. His two sons, Charles Cox of Hermon
and John Cox ot Belfast, visited him recently.
A grandson, Cassius Curtis of Boston, was expected to attend the funeral services, which
took place Monday at his late home.

a man

“

Saturday.

(Japt. Isaac Carver left Monday
ness trip to New York.

1-

Hartley Cox, a Civil War veteran, passed
away* Saturday, April 29th, after about two j
months’ illness, at the age of 89 years and 4
months. Mr. Cox had been unusually well for

It is

patrol for Searaport.
was a

Chester Whitcomb of Boeton vu in town
several days, called here to attend the funeral
of his grandmother, Mrs. Eunice Whitcomb.

Which Do You Prefer?

Mr, and Mrs, Horace Peaalee returned from
Boston last week,
John Hill has been appointed State road
B. H. Mudgett of Belfast

CM TER MONTVILLE.

_

Citypoint. Maine, May 1, 1916.
Board of Aldermen and Common Councilmen of the City of Belfast,
Gentlemen—1 hereby respectfully request
permission to locate a fish weir on the Puasagassawaukeag River at Citypoint, Belfast
about 300 feet below the ralr«ad bridge.
The proposed weir will not in my opinion interfere with navigation, will not encroach upon
the privileges and rights that riparian owners
and others may possess under the laws of the
State of Maine. The river at this point being
at the head of navigation is not shown on government charts but is indicated on enclosed
map. It is described as follows: Running east
and west, width about 160 feet, depth at high
water about 12 feet in channel, low water five
feet. Should wish to build the weir from the
1 enclose copy of consent
north side of river.
to build from the owner of the adjacent shore.
R. T. NEWELL.

To the

Mayor,

In Board

Officers,
Belfast, May 1. 1916,
Ordered that the City Clerk give notice that
a hearing be held May 15, 1916, at 7 o’clock p.
m., at the Aldermen's room.
Attest: CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk.
of

Municipal

State

rw

Highway

Commit

PAUL I). SARGENT, Chief Engineer.
Dated at Augusta, Me., April 28, 19b

Massachusetts Bonding and Insurant
pany, Boston, Mass.
Assets, December 31, 1915
Real

estate...$

li

Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds. 3.I.V.
Cash in office and bank.Agents’balances
89
Bills receivable.
Interest and r< nta
o
..

All other assets.
Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted

18

$4,9

..

1

...

Admitted

assets.$4
Liabilities December 31, 1915
Net unpaid losses
$

m

Unearned premiums..
All other liabilities...
Cash CHpttsi.
surplus over all liabilities.

1

1.3'

2,tH'

Total liabilities and surplus..... $4,<
WACOM HER, KARR & W BITTEN
Agents, Augusta, Maine.

SedLsport livings bdiik
The annual meeting of the corpora
the Searsport Savings Bank will be
their banking rooms

Saturday, May 13, 1916.

at 10 o’clock

for the choice of trustees for the enst
and to act on any other business tn
legally come before them.
2wl8
JAMES P NIC HO l>

WANTED
Three lady canvassers. Saif
ten dollars per week. Call at
Church Street.

1

"

